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Abstract
Far more than products or services, words are the most fundamental element in the exchanges
between sellers and buyers. Understanding the words that constitute the text that is created when
sellers and buyers interact with each other is therefore critical for marketing decision makers. This
has become especially relevant in the age of the internet, and particularly with the advent of social
media. In the pre-computer age, the content analysis of text was a time-consuming, laborious and
frequently error-prone tool for marketing scholars and practitioners to use. Now, powerful
computers and software enable the content analysis of text to be performed rapidly, and with little
human effort or error. Two fundamental types of tools that enable the automated analysis of text are
those that are dictionary-based and those that are artificial intelligence-based. The former
automated text analysis tools rely on pre-constructed dictionaries, and then scan a piece of text in
order to count and match the words in it to obtain scores on the dimensions of interest. Artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis tools employ machine learning algorithms to recognize
patterns in text. They compare text to other pre-classified texts, having been trained by human
experts to recognize the desired dimensions of a construct, and can “learn” to do this more
effectively the more they are used.
The service dominant logic perspective on marketing holds that value is co-created by both sellers
and buyers. This enables the identification of two fundamental marketing focus activities. First,
sellers and buyers engage in acts of creation; second, sellers and buyers engage in acts of experience.
On a wide range of forums, both buyers and sellers create text about these marketing focus
activities. This text lends itself to analysis by the two categories of automated text analysis tools.
Therefore, the central question is: How can automated textual analysis tools enable marketing
practitioners and scholars to gain insights from different types of textual data?
Marketing scholars have recently given more attention to the use of automated text analysis tools
in marketing research. These efforts have included overviews of the approach, suggestions on
choosing amongst methods, and considerations of the sampling and statistical issues unique to
automated text analysis. Less emphasis has been placed on specifically examining the use of the two
different types of automated text analysis tools (dictionary-based and artificial intelligence based) in
exploring the text generated by sellers and buyers in the context of the focal marketing activities of
creation and experience. The current research therefore explores the following four research
questions:
• RQ1: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from
depth interviews with respondents engaged in a creative focus activity?
• RQ2: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from
online reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity?
• RQ3: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online
reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity?
• RQ4: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online
interviews by respondents engaged in a creation focus activity?
The empirical part of this research covered four papers, all of which involved analyzing textual
data with the two categories of automated text analysis tools. Two of these papers used artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis tools in both the creation and experience settings, and
the other two used dictionary-based automated text analysis tools, again, in these settings.
The overall contribution to the body of knowledge is to provide evidence of the applicability of
both artificial intelligence-based- and dictionary-based automated text analysis tools in two
fundamental marketing focus activities, namely, creation and experience. The individual papers also

further our understanding of the use of automated text analysis to study comparisons between
groups, as well as correlation between traits and ways of speaking within samples of text.
The document is organised as an overall introduction to the research narrative of four related
published papers. The document opens with a chapter providing an overview of automated text
analysis in marketing, the statement of the overall research problem, and the identification of four
research sub-questions. This is followed by a chapter on the literature review. Next is a chapter on
the methodology used in the studies. The fourth chapter considers the four papers in more detail,
acknowledging their limitations, identifying the implications for marketing practice, and suggesting
avenues for future research by marketing scholars. The four papers follow under Chapter 5 at the
end. Three of these papers have either been published or accepted for publication; the other is in the
second round of revision and resubmission.
Keywords:
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Abstrakt
I högre grad än produkter eller tjänster är ord det mest grundläggande elementet i utbytet mellan
säljare och köpare. Att förstå orden i den text som skapas när säljare och köpare interagerar med
varandra är därför avgörande för beslutsfattare för marknadsföring. Detta har blivit extra relevant i
och med internet, och särskilt med tillkomsten av sociala medier. Innan datorer användes var
innehållsanalysen av text ett tidskrävande, mödosamt och felsbenäget verktyg för både forskare och
marknadsförare. Nu möjliggör kraftfulla datorer och programvaror att innehållsanalysen av text kan
utföras snabbt, med liten mänsklig inblandning och färre fel. Det finns två grundläggande typer av
automatiserade verktyg för textanalys: baserade på ordlistor eller artificiell intelligens (AI). De
tidigare automatiserade textanalysverktygen förlitade sig på förkonstruerade ordlistor, skannade
sedan en text för att kunna räkna och matcha orden i texten, och sist räkna ut poäng på dimensioner
av intresse. Nu använder AI-baserade automatiserade textanalysverktyg
maskininlärningsalgoritmer för att känna igen mönster i text. De jämför en text med andra
förklassificerade texter, efter att ha utbildats av mänskliga experter för att känna igen de önskade
dimensioner av ett begrepp, och kan ”lära sig” att göra detta mer effektivt ju mer de används.
I marknadsföring anger Service-Dominant Logic (S-D logic) perspektivet att värde skapas av både
säljare och köpare. Detta möjliggör identifiering av två grundläggande aktiviteter för
marknadsföringsfokus. För det första deltar säljare och köpare i skapande. Till exempel skapar en
säljare en ny tjänst eller en reklamkampanj, och en köpare skapar en samling (t ex. konst) eller ett
recept för hemmabruk. För det andra deltar säljare och köpare i upplevelser. Till exempel upplever
marknadsföringschefer resultaten av sin marknadsföringsstrategi eller lyssnar på kunder i en
fokusgruppintervju, och köpare upplever att äta på en restaurang eller att få behandling på ett spa.
Både köpare och säljare skapar text om dessa marknadsföringsfokusaktiviteter i många olika forum.
Dessa texter lämpar sig för analys av de två ovan nämnda kategorierna av automatiserade verktyg
för textanalys. Därför är den centrala frågan: Hur kan automatiserade textanalysverktyg göra det
möjligt för marknadsförare och forskare att få insikter från olika typer av textdata?
Forskare inom marknadsföring har nyligen involverat automatiserade textanalysverktyg i
forskningen. Dessa initiativ har inkluderat en generell överblick av dess tillvägagångssätt, förslag på
val av metoder och överväganden inför urval, samt statistiska frågor som är unika för automatiserad
textanalys. Mindre fokus har lagts på att specifikt undersöka användningen av de två olika typerna
av automatiserade textanalysverktyg (ordlistebaserad och artificiellt intelligensbaserad) för att
utforska den text som genereras av säljare och köpare i samband med skapande och erfarenhet av
marknadsföringsaktiviteter. Forskningen in denna avhandling undersöker därför följande fyra
forskningsfrågor:
• Fråga 1: Vilka marknadsföringsinsikter kan ett artificiellt intelligensbaserat automatiserat
textanalysverktyg leverera från djupintervjuer i en skapande fokusaktivitet?
• Fråga 2: Vilka marknadsföringsinsikter kan ett artificiellt intelligensbaserat automatiserat
textanalysverktyg leverera från online-recensioner i en upplevelsebaserad fokusaktivitet?
• Fråga 3: Vilka marknadsföringsinsikter kan ett ordlistebaserat automatiserat textanalysverktyg
leverera från online-recensioner i en upplevelsebaserad fokusaktivitet?
• Fråga 4: Vilka marknadsföringsinsikter kan ett ordlistebaserat automatiserat textanalysverktyg
leverera från intervjuer med svarande i en skapande fokusaktivitet?
Den empiriska delen av denna forskning omfattade fyra artiklar, som alla använde textanalys med
de två kategorierna av automatiserade textanalysverktyg. Två av dessa artiklar använde artificielltintelligensbaserade automatiserad textanalysverktyg i både skapande- och upplevelsesammanhang,
och de andra två använde ordlistebaserade automatiserade textanalysverktyg, återigen, i dessa
sammanhang. I den första artikeln användes IBMs artificiella intelligens-baserade verktyg Watson
för att identifiera de sk.

Big Five-personlighetsdrag för ett urval av konstsamlare baserat på utskrifter av
djupintervjuer som genomförts med dem om hur de skapade sina samlingar. De beräknade poängen
användes sedan som ingångar till en korrespondensanalys och kluster-procedur som möjliggör
identifiering av olika segment av samlare.
I den andra artikeln användes IBMs artificiella intelligens-baserade verktyg Watson för att
härleda de känslor och stämning som uttrycks i online-recensioner givna av patienter som hade gått
igenom en knäbytesoperation. Tillvägagångssättet gav två viktiga insikter: För det första, att de
exakta orden från en patient som stod för en poäng som motsvarade en viss känsla eller
övergripande stämning lätt kunde spåras tillbaka till den enskilda patienten, och därmed förklara
exakt hur och varför patienten uttryckte den specifika känslan eller stämningen. För det andra, att
patienterna i det heterogena urvalet kunde fördelas till mer homogena grupper, eller
marknadssegment, baserat på deras känslor och stämning. Detta skulle göra det möjligt för
marknadsförare att rikta behandlings- och kommunikationsstrategier mer specifikt för olika
grupper.
I det tredje artikeln användes DICTION, ett ordlistebaserat automatiserat textanalysverktyg, för
att från ett erfarenhetsbaserat perspektiv att studera online-recensioner av turistboende av ett
mycket stort urval av resekunder under en tidsperiod. Två viktiga resultat uppstod: För det första
finns det starka och betydande belägg för att betygsinflationen över tid ökar, dvs att de
genomsnittliga betyg som kunderna beviljat över tid har blivit högre, vilket antyder att dessa betyg
kan vara mindre värdefulla som ett beslutsverktyg för andra kunder i framtiden. För det andra
fanns det väsentliga skillnader i DICTION-dimensionerna mellan kunder som hade bott hos
"professionella" logileverantörer (traditionella märkeshotell) och de som bodde hos "amatör"leverantörer (lägenhetsuthyrning).
I det fjärde artikeln användes LIWC, ett ordlistebaserat automatiserat verktyg för textanalys från
ett skapandebaserat perspektiv för att studera skillnaderna mellan inflytelserika manliga och
kvinnliga marknadsföringschefer med titeln Chief Marketing Officers (CMO) i deras onlineintervjuer. Det visade sig att manliga CMOer talar med betydligt mer så kallad "clout" - de uttrycker
mer status och auktoritet. Kvinnliga CMOer är å andra sidan mer autentiska - de uttrycker mer
ärlighet och uppriktighet i sitt tal. Det fanns inga signifikanta skillnader mellan könen med
avseende på deras inflytande, den ton de talade eller i vilken utsträckning de var analytiska.
Det övergripande bidraget till kunskap är att ge bevis på användbarheten av både artificiell
intelligens-baserad och ordlistebaserad automatiserad textanalysverktyg i två grundläggande
marknadsföringsfokusaktiviteter, nämligen skapande och upplevelse. De enskilda artiklarna främjar
också vår förståelse för användningen av automatiserad textanalys för att studera jämförelser
mellan grupper, liksom korrelation mellan egenskaper och sätt att tala inom textexempel.
Avhandlingen är organiserad att börja med en övergripande introduktion till
forskningsberättelsen för fyra relaterade publicerade artiklar. Avhandlingens första kapitel
introducerar automatiserad textanalys i marknadsföring, redogörelsen för det övergripande
forskningsproblemet och identifieringen av fyra forskningsfrågor. Detta följs av ett kapitel om
litteraturöversyn, med särskild tonvikt på en bibliografisk översikt av marknadsföringslitteraturen
för automatiserad textanalys med hjälp av ett innovativt verktyg för innehållsanalys, VOSViewer.
Detta följs av ett kapitel som beskriver den metodik som används i studierna. Det fjärde kapitlet
granskar de fyra artiklarna mer detaljerat, erkänner deras begränsningar, identifierar
implikationerna för marknadsföringspraxis och föreslår vägar för framtida
marknadsföringsforskning. Under kapitel 5 finns de fyra artiklarna i sin helhet. Tre av dessa artiklar
har antingen redan publicerats eller accepterats för publicering; den fjärde går nu igenom en andra
revision för en tidskrift.
Nyckelord:
Automatiserad textanalys, innehållsanalys, artificiella intelligens-baserade verktyg, ordbokbaserade verktyg, marknadsfokusaktivitet(er), skapande, erfarenhet.
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Chapter 1: Automated Text Analysis and Marketing Research
1.1 Introduction to the research area
In this chapter, the research conducted in this dissertation is introduced. First, the critical question
of why automated text analysis matters to both marketing scholars and marketing practitioners is
discussed. It is contended that words are actually the most fundamental elements of all marketing
exchanges, and that understanding verbal communication in these exchanges will provide greater
insight into both sellers and buyers. Second, some perspective on both content analysis, and then
more specifically text analysis and automated text analysis is provided. Next, the gaps in our current
knowledge with regard to automated text analysis in marketing are identified and discussed. These
gaps enable the delineation of the research scope of this dissertation. Following this, the research
problem is addressed and the main research question to be answered in the research is articulated.
The chapter concludes with the construction of four sub-research questions, which form the basis of
the four papers that comprise the body of research conducted in this dissertation. The papers are
also outlined briefly.
1.1.1 Why Automated Text Analysis Matters to Marketing
Social exchange theory (Homans, 1961) proposes that behaviour can be thought of as the result of
people attempting to interact with each other, society and their environment in a calculated manner.
In more simple terms, social exchange theory contends that as humans we give in order to receive
(Belk & Coon, 1993). Marketing scholars (Kotler & Levy, 1969; Bagozzi, 1975) adapted the belief that
almost any type of human or institutional interaction is a form of market exchange, and that social
exchange theory therefore was appropriate to explain the transactions between buyers and sellers.
The latter author’s theory of marketing as exchange, an adaptation of social exchange theory,
focused primarily on the provision of goods and services by firms as sellers, to customers and
organizations as buyers for money or support. The theory was later extended by marketing scholars
such as Hirschman (1987) to the trading of ideas and all manner of resources (e.g. Foa & Foa, 1980).
Content analysis is a research method for studying documents and communication artefacts,
which might be texts of various formats, pictures, audio or video. Social scientists use content
analysis to examine patterns in communication in a replicable and systematic manner (e.g., Bell,
Bryman & Harley, 2019; Holsti, 1969). Of all the different types of data studied by means of content
analysis, the written or spoken word, or more simply “text”, is by far the most common. In the first
significant work on content analysis in marketing, the noted consumer psychologist Kassarjian
(1977) bemoaned the fact that while marketing scholars study the objects of marketing exchanges,
primarily goods and services on the one hand and money on the other, they overlook the most
fundamental exchange object of all: words. He based his opinions on the writings of Cartwright
(1953) who observed that in his own discipline of social psychology, the subject matter was largely
oral, expressed verbally in the form of attitudes, values, skills, and group norms etc., but that the
focus of the research had been more on the producers of the words than the words themselves.
Kassarjian (1977, p. 8) remarked, “The exchange process in the marketplace and the communication
of the values of the exchange depends upon the written or spoken word” (p. 8). He lamented
marketing’s similar predicament: While the exchange process in marketing also depended so
extensively on the written or spoken word, the communication content of marketing had received
little scholarly attention from consumer researchers in particular, and from academic marketing
scholars in general.
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1.1.2 Marketing exchanges are about words… more than anything else
At the time of Kassarjian’s (1977) observations, a major portion of marketing exchanges, mainly
initiated by firms, consisted of spoken advertising content broadcast on radio and television, printed
materials in newspapers and magazines, brochures and instruction booklets, sales training manuals,
and written correspondence with customers. Verbal communication by firms also included sales
pitches by sales personnel and assistance by service personnel. In contrast, non-monetary exchange
initiated by customers consisted of written communication (mainly in the form of letters of inquiry
or complaint, responses to open-ended questions on surveys, and transcripts from interviews), and
spoken communication (inquiries about goods or services, or interactions with salespersons, either
in person or by telephone). Both written and spoken marketing communication at the time were
tilted sharply in favour of organizations: firms spoke, and customers listened. Furthermore, firms
spoke in public, while customers almost always spoke in private (Pitt et al., 2002). As a result, most
of the textual content in these exchanges was generated by organizations, and much less by
customers.
The World Wide Web, the hyperlinked, multi-media platform on the Internet, changed this
situation dramatically (Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Berthon, Pitt & Watson, 1996; Peterson,
Balasubramanian & Bronnenberg, 1997). While the web allowed organizations to communicate with
customers through websites, customers now could, and did, speak back (Pitt et al, 2002). Web 2.0
facilitated many-to-many options that gave customers and users the same access as that formerly
possessed only by organizations. Everyday people could now not only speak to firms and other
organizations, but also to each other, on a scale that was now truly worldwide (Hoffman & Novak,
1996). In the beginning, this happened in the form of discussions in online chat rooms, and simple
online reviews of products and services. However, with the advent of social media in its various
forms in the first decade of the new millennium, the amount of user-generated text increased
exponentially (Kietzmann et al., 2011). With the rise of social media individuals were able to post
their words on a variety of platforms, including YouTube, Twitter and Facebook, and also on more
specialized platforms such as LinkedIn, Glassdoor (for job and employer reviews) and MedicineNet
(for medical and healthcare information and reviews).
1.1.3 Towards Automated Text Analysis in Marketing
Kassarjian (1977, p. 15) incorporates a subsection simply entitled “The computer” in his paper, in
which he notes that text analysis, at the time of writing, was essentially a dull, clerical, human
process that required enormous human effort and time, and one in which inadequate training,
lapses of attention and sheer boredom could cause unreliable and invalid results. Coders typically
had to read paper documents carefully, and record their observations on paper. However, he saw
the computer as a possible solution to these problems, a machine that seemed to delight in
repetitive and tedious tasks. In the case of text analysis at the time, this was mostly in the form of
word-counting and simple categorization. Kassarjian’s paper was written in the age of the
mainframe computer, before the advent of the personal computer. With regard to text analysis he
talks of the “analyst’s task consisting of little more than keypunching the entire text on computer
cards”, with the output serving as “the basis for subsequent analysis and hypothesis testing” (p.15).
More recently, marketing scholars have referred to the power of the computer to conduct text
analysis as “automated text analysis” (Humphreys and Wang, 2017; Berger et al., 2019; Chapman,
2019). It has also been called “computer-aided text analysis” (Dowling & Kabanoff, 1996; Pollach,
2012) and “text mining” (Netzer et al., 2012), although this dissertation will use the term automated
text analysis. A marketing researcher using modern computers and software is indeed able to
“automate” every aspect of the text analysis process, from gathering the data (whether this is offline
or online), to cleaning the data and preparing it for analysis, to analyzing the data, to producing and
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formatting the results. All that cannot be automated, understandably, is the interpretation of these
results.
There is a vast amount of data available online and it is constantly growing. At the end of 2016 it
was estimated that 90% of the world's data had been created in the last two years alone, at a rate of
some 2.5 quintillion bytes of data a day (IBM Marketing Cloud, 2016). There are a number of factors
that account for the rapidly accelerating growth in the generation of data. These include the global
proliferation of mobile devices; the advent of the Internet of Things (which means that technologies
and not just humans are producing data); and of course, the rise of social media, allowing users to
tweet, like, share and post a plethora of information. The bulk of data is also no longer numerical,
and it is seldom neatly structured and organized. Most of the data being produced today is in the
form of unstructured text, and increasingly, video, audio and graphics. Therefore, making sense of it
is no longer as simple as taking refuge in a database, a spreadsheet or a statistics package.
Consumers, sometimes unwittingly, produce data nowadays in many formats, including text
messages, emails, online reviews of products and services, and social media posts. These
contributions range in size from 280 characters in a tweet on Twitter to a multi-page review of a
restaurant on a travel website such as TripAdvisor. They vary in complexity from a trivial, “Love
your hat LOL” in response to a friend’s picture on Facebook, to a multifaceted review of their hip
replacement surgery by a patient on a medical website such as MedicineNet. Individually, most of
these messages offer marketers very little information. When agglomerated however, they can
reveal patterns and provide insights that can inform marketing researchers and practitioners
significantly.
As Berger et al. (2019, p. 16) have explained it, “Automated text analysis opens the black box of
interactions, allowing researchers to directly access what is being said and how it is said in
marketplace communication. The notion of text as indicative of meaning-making processes creates
fascinating and truly novel research questions and challenges.” Automated text analysis facilitates
the answering of many fundamental questions in marketing. The formulation and creation of
marketing strategy can be viewed as a simple three-step process, as outlined in Figure 1 below. First,
marketing decision makers use their skills to create or formulate a marketing strategy (e.g. Day &
Wensley, 1988; Silk, 2006). Second, they make decisions regarding the marketing mix, often simply
referred to as the “4 P’s” of marketing: Product (or service), price, place (distribution), and
promotion (marketing communication). Third, they identify homogenous segments within
heterogeneous populations, decide on which of these to target with appropriate marketing mixes,
and then position the firm’s offering within the minds of those chosen target segments.
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Figure 1: The Process of Marketing Strategy Formulation and Creation

1. Create and
Formulate a
Marketing Strategy

2. The Marketing
Mix:
Product
Price
Place
Promotion

3. Market
Segmentation
Target Marketing
Positioning

Based on the process in Figure 1, a simple illustration of the kinds of situations in which
automated text analysis can shed further light is provided in Table 1 below (see Chapman, 2019 for a
similar perspective on automated text analysis and marketing decisions). The issues and examples
have been summarized by the kinds of decisions that marketers make, and are obviously not allencompassing. Many marketing textbooks (e.g. Silk, 2006) still use a simple framework of the socalled “4P’s” (Product, Price, Place and Promotion), as the components of a marketing strategy for
which a population needs to be segmented, in order to identify a target market, and to occupy a
position in the minds of the chosen customers. The 4P’s are usually referred to as the marketing
mix, as originally suggested by McCarthy (1960), and the other three decision areas and activities as
market segmentation, targeting and positioning.
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Table 1: Marketing Decision Variables, Questions that Automated Text Analysis Might Answer, and Potential Data
Sources
Marketing
Decision Variable
1. Marketing
Strategy
Formulation

Examples of Questions that Automated Text Analysis
Might Answer
How do marketing strategists go about creating effective
marketing strategy?
What are the characteristics of successful marketing
strategists?

Examples of Data Sources
Media interviews with successful
Chief Marketing Officers or
marketing strategists
In-depth interviews with
successful Chief Marketing
Officers or marketing strategists
Books/magazine articles by or
about Chief Marketing Officers or
marketing strategists

2. The Marketing Mix (The “4 P’s”)
Product (or service)
What are customers saying about our products/services?

Price

Open ended questions in surveys

What emotions and sentiment are customers expressing
when they talk about our products/services?

Online product/service reviews

How do our products/services compare to those of
competitors according to the words used by customers?
What are customers saying about the value provided by a
firm?

Social media content

Are there differences in how customers talk about the value
provided by different competitors in a market place?

Online product/service reviews
Reviews on price comparison
shopping sites
Reviews on product/service
specialized forums
Open ended survey questions

Distribution

What are customers saying about our intermediaries?

Social media content

Marketing
Communication

What are customers saying about different kinds of
distribution channels?
How are customers responding to communication on our
website?
How are customers commenting on our broadcast and print
advertising?

Annual reports

Comments on advertising videos
on social media

Press releases
What are customers saying about our sales and service
personnel?
What are firms (e.g. competitors) saying in their
communication?
3. Market Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning
Market
Are there homogeneous segments of customers within a
Segmentation
heterogeneous population?

Transcripts of service interactions
News reports

Online product/service reviews
Open ended survey questions

What are the characteristics of different segments within a
population?
Target Marketing

Positioning

How can the different characteristics of market segments
identified by means of automated text analysis be used to
develop marketing strategy that will reach them most
effectively?
How can we ensure that the positioning as perceived in the
marketplace by stakeholders is the positioning that our
marketing strategy is intended to achieve?

Communication within online
brand communities
Online product/service reviews
Open ended survey questions
Firm and competitor website
content
Corporate communications

How is our firm/brand/offering perceived in the marketplace
relative to others (competitors, market leaders)?

1.1.4 Content Analysis in Marketing: Some Perspectives
Content analysis, the common term used for a range of techniques for gathering and analyzing the
content of a piece of text or document, graphics such as cartoons, recorded sound and video, has
been used as a data exploration tool by social scientists for a long time (Holsti, 1969). The content
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analyzed ranges from words, pictures, symbols, ideas, themes, or any message that can be
communicated (Neuman, 2003). It also represents a variety of methods for codifying the contents of
a document into various themes or categories, depending on the criteria outlined by the researcher
(Weber, 1988). An abundance of research on content analysis in the marketing field has, for
example, focused on searching for meaning in magazines (see Kolbe & Burnett, 1991; Lee & Rim,
2018; Swani & Iyer, 2017); television advertisements (Keller & Schulz, 2010; Resnik & Stern, 1977;
van Enschot & Hoeken, 2015) and best-selling books (Ashok, Feng, & Choi, 2013; Harvey, 1953).
The debate as to whether content analysis is a quantitative (e.g. Berelson,1952; Bryman & Bell,
2003) or qualitative research tool (e.g. Boyle, 1994; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Tesch, 1990), or
whether it is both (Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Cooper & Schindler, 2003; Krippendorf, 2018) has
yet to be settled. This dissertation also ascribes to the view that it is both quantitative and
qualitative as argued by Marshall and Rossman (1999), Cooper and Schindler (2003), and
Krippendorf (2018). Perhaps more significantly, until the mid-1990s, most content analysis in
marketing research was conducted manually. For example, in her seminal work on male-female
partner-seeking exchanges, Hirschman (1987) employed human coders to code hundreds of
newspaper column “personal” ads.
The greatest volume of the data that is being generated today is in the form of text. As
Humphreys and Wang (2017, p.1274) point out, “Researchers, consumers, and marketers swim in a
sea of language, and more and more of that language is recorded in the form of text.” Fortunately,
the recent past has not only seen a significant rise in the amount of unstructured textual data
available to researchers, but also a noteworthy increase in the number and sophistication of tools
available to perform text content analysis using computers. These range from software that relies on
supplied- or user-created dictionaries, such as WordStat (e.g. Pitt et al., 2007), LIWC (e.g. Tausczik
& Pennebaker, 2010) and DICTION (e.g. Short & Palmer, 2003; 2008), to packages that produce
graphic output that users then need to interpret, such as Leximancer (e.g. Campbell et al., 2011a),
and automated bibliographic tools such as VOSViewer (Van Eck & Waltman, 2009). Perhaps the
most exciting and promising tools for automated content analysis are in the domain of artificial
intelligence. Using machine learning algorithms, computers can be “trained” to analyze data like a
human would, and can then “learn” to become better and better at it. Documents and even whole
websites can be analyzed using tools such as Google’s Brain and Microsoft’s Azure. Currently,
among the most advanced platforms is IBM’s Watson, a tool that has begun to achieve prominence
in the marketing and management literatures. Amongst other applications, IBM Watson can
identify an author’s ‘Big Five’ personality traits by reading and inferring those from a piece of text,
as well as their consumer preferences and values (Fast & Funder, 2008; Yarkoni, 2010). IBM
Watson can also uncover the emotions (Cabanac, 2002; Ekman, 1992) and sentiment expressed
(Turney, 2002) in a piece of text or on an entire website (e.g. Treen et al., 2017).
Using various sources as inspiration the marketing scholars Humphreys and Wang (2017) define
automated text analysis as “… a set of techniques that use computing power to answer questions
related to psychology (Chung & Pennebaker, 2013; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010), political science
(Grimmer & Stewart 2013), sociology (Mohr, 1998; Shor et al., 2015), and other social sciences
(Carley, 1997; Weber, 2005)” (p. 1275). These authors add, “In these fields, language represents
some focal construct of interest, and computers are used to measure those constructs, provide
systematic comparisons, and sometimes find patterns that neither human researchers nor subjects
of the research can detect” (p. 1275).
Authors such as Humphreys and Wang (2017), Berger et al. (2019) and Chapman (2019) contend
that while automated text analysis cannot be used to explore all marketing phenomena, it is a useful
tool for examining patterns in text that researchers could not be able to uncover without access to
computers and powerful software. The wide range of software tools available to marketing scholars
and practitioners today enables them to uncover and work with a spectrum of psychological and
sociological constructs produced by organizations and actors in both consumer- and business-tobusiness markets. In this new context, marketers are faced with a trove of mostly unstructured
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textual data, and a wide array of tools to extract value from it. As developments in data analysis
technology continue along their current path, a nuanced and in-depth understanding of what these
tools can do and under what circumstances, will be important for marketers and scholars alike.
Enhancing such an understanding is the goal of this dissertation.

1.2 Why focus on automated text analysis in marketing?
There are two motivations for the interest in automated text analysis in marketing explored in this
dissertation. First, after taking a number of marketing and research methods courses, I realized that
it is no longer as easy to collect data from consumers, organizations and managers as it might have
been in the past. Very few people use mail services like they used to, and most are more suspicious
of unsolicited mail, so the response rates to these archaic devices have plummeted. Many people
now use their cellular devices as their main telephone line and are easily able to identify callers and
then permanently block these numbers when they realize they don't want to talk to a marketing
researcher (Keeter et al., 2007; Stern, Bilgen & Dillman, 2014). Personal interviews with consumers
have become more difficult to obtain as people begin to fear for both their personal and data
security. Interviews with managers and organizations still require the researcher to get through
various gatekeepers, such as personal assistants, who view themselves as custodians of senior
executives’ valuable time (Healey & Rawlinson, 1993; Mikecz, 2012). Response rates for online
surveys have also declined after brief success following the popularity and acceptance of the Internet
(Pedersen & Nielsen, 2016). While services such as Mechanical Turk (a.k.a. as MTurk), an online
platform that allows survey participants to receive a small monetary compensation for their time,
can be purchased by researchers for little money, I also heard editors of marketing journals at meetthe-editors sessions at conferences decry these services and express their doubts about the quality
and validity of the data gathered from these sources.
Yet, while consumers seem to mostly ignore online surveys, hundreds of thousands of them
eagerly post reviews on restaurants, hotels, products they had purchased online, and visits to their
physician, among other things. They contribute to blogs, post their views and insights on social
media, and comment on videos on YouTube. There is also so much data available on company
websites. I realized that there is so much that marketers can learn from this data, willingly
contributed by individuals and organization alike; the challenge lies in making sense of it.
Second, I became aware of a number of tools that researchers, including my fellow students and
professors, were using to make sense of the data they were collecting online. The first of these was a
tool called Leximancer, being used by some colleagues to construct visual maps of the comments in
the many thousands of responses to YouTube videos by viewers (Campbell et al., 2011a; 2011b). The
fact that the software could read through hundreds of pages of text very rapidly, and then
summarize this succinctly by creating visual maps of the core themes and concepts was impressive. I
very quickly learned however that there doesn't yet seem to be a perfect content analysis tool. For
example, while Leximancer can analyze text and produce maps, it is still up to the researcher to
interpret these. I began to explore other approaches, and to acquire and use these tools. I also
realized that I would have to work hard at mastering the literature on content analysis in marketing
in its broadest sense, in order to identify gaps.

1.3 Gap Identification
The specific personal observations and experiences described in the preceding section drove me to
explore the literature on content analysis and automated text analysis in general, and in marketing
particularly, in more detail. This allowed me to understand more about how and under what
circumstances these techniques can provide insight, and what gaps existed in the bodies of literature
related to this phenomenon. Specifically, in the literature two key themes emerged.
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The first, and this was in the broader field of social science rather than in marketing alone, was
that a number of tools had been developed to assist in automated text analysis driven by broader
philosophical questions within disciplines. For example, a political scientist, Roderick Hart (1984a,
1984b, 2000, 2001) had the problem of trying to make sense of the political speeches of US
presidents and presidential candidates, and to be able to distinguish between them based on certain
fundamental characteristics. His thinking was that a speech, like any other corpus of text, would
always have certain basic characteristics within it to some greater or lesser extent. This led him to
suggest a solution to the problem by inquiring whether, if one were to ask five questions of any piece
of text, what would those questions (or dimensions) be? Hart then developed dictionaries of words
and terms that characterize those dimensions, and incorporated them into automated text analysis
software called DICTION that can then analyze any piece of text and score it along these
dimensions. In so doing it allows a researcher to “answer Hart’s five questions” about any piece of
text, and score the text on these dimensions.
As a second example, the linguistic psychologist James Pennebaker (2011; Pennebaker & Francis,
1996; Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003) observed in the late 1990s that when people who
had suffered a period of upheaval in their lives were required to write their feelings and life stories
down, they began to feel better. On reading what they had written he realized that their use of
certain words was significant. He also recognized that it wasn't the ‘big’ words that mattered.
Rather, it was what he referred to as “function” words and the way in which they were used that
made the difference. While functional words (pronouns, articles and prepositions) make up less
than one percent of an individual’s vocabulary, they make up around 50% of what we say and write.
Pennebaker theorized that it was these words, and how an individual uses them that would give us
the greatest insight into how that individual feels, thinks and behaves. He developed the automated
text analysis tool, LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) to analyze text, and in this way gain
insight into the writer of that text. LIWC can reveal more than just the emotions underlying a piece
of text including social status, motives and gender (Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003). The
software contains a text processing function and supporting dictionaries that have been created to
encompass different psychological states (Pennebaker, 2011). After the software reads a piece of
text, it counts the number of words that represent the different psychological states and emotions,
thinking styles and parts of speech (Pennebaker et al., 2015), and then produces numeric scores on a
number of dimensions.
The second theme that emerged was that marketing scholars were beginning to take serious
notice of automated text analysis tools and to write on their use and application in marketing
research (e.g. Berger et al., 2019; Chapman, 2019; Humphreys & Wang, 2017; Villarroel Ordenes et
al., 2017), and also to compare their effectiveness as research tools in marketing (e.g. Hartmann, et
al., 2019). The former group of authors note the astronomical rise in consumer-generated text over
the past twenty years as a result of forums such as Amazon.com that incentivize individuals to
provide written comments, the advent of blogs, and of course the rise in social media. Concomitant
with this has been an increase in the number of tools researchers can use to analyze this data. The
goal of Humphreys and Wang’s (2017), Chapman’s (2019), and Berger et al.’s (2019) work was to
provide a guide for research that uses textual data. These scholars believe that the appropriate use of
automated textual analysis can enable researchers to make discoveries and expand theory by
enabling the detection and display of patterns that would have gone undetected by humans using
other means of analysis.
With regard to the observations in the above section, Chang (2019) notes that interest in
automated text analysis is motivated by several distinct functional advantages that it holds over
manual coding particularly, and other data gathering procedures in general. First, it permits
researchers to analyze large volumes of textual data accurately and efficiently, thereby reducing
costs, time and labour associated with manual coding (Chen, Liu & Zou, 2017). Next, researchers
have shown that the results are comparable to more conventional methods such as self-report
measures and focus groups in terms of reliability and validity (Liu, 2012; Villarroel Ordenes et al.,
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2017). Finally, text generated by consumers is typically unsolicited and “in the moment”, which
permits researchers to gain dynamic and otherwise unforeseen insights into variables of interest
such as emotions, which might not have been uncovered by conventional methods such as surveys
because of social desirability and observer-subject effects (Liu, 2012; Villarroel Ordenes et al., 2017).
Hartmann and his colleagues (Hartmann, et al., 2019) offer a comparison of the range of
automated text analysis tools, including dictionary-based tools such as LIWC and DICTION, and
artificial intelligence suites such as IBM’s Watson. They compare ten different approaches on a wide
range of applications and settings and offer advice on the selection of the appropriate tools in
different circumstances. Recently in the broader social sciences field, Kross and his colleagues
(Kross et al., 2018) also test the effectiveness of various automated text analysis approaches in
detecting appropriate emotions in large samples of individuals.
The most significant work on automated text analysis in premier marketing journals in the past
two years has been that of Humphreys and Wang (2017), Berger et al. (2019), and Chapman (2019).
These authors identify a number of gaps in our knowledge with regard to automated text analysis,
which are summarized in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Gaps and Avenues for Future Research Regarding Automated Text Analysis as Identified in the Marketing
Literature
Author(s)
Humphreys
and Wang

Paper
Humphreys, A., & Wang, R. J. H. (2017).
Automated text analysis for consumer
research. Journal of Consumer
Research, 44(6), 1274-1306.

Knowledge gaps/future research identified
Opportunities for interdisciplinary research in consumer
research and marketing. Include insights from
linguistics, psychology, and communication (e.g.
Barasch & Berger, 2014; Moore, 2015; Packard &
Berger, 2017).

Berger et al.

Berger, J., Humphreys, A., Ludwig, S., Moe,
W. W., Netzer, O., & Schweidel, D. A. (2019).
Uniting the tribes: Using text for marketing
insight. Journal of Marketing,
0022242919873106.

Automated text analysis allows researchers to study
groups such as online brand- and common interest
communities to understand larger groups and find
patterns in online forums and electronic word-of-mouth
(e.g. Mathwick, Wiertz & De Ruyter, 2007)
Understand which types of individual text contributors
use certain terms and phrases (Srivastava & Goldberg,
2017)
How do the language used and cultural norms in online
platforms change over time?
A need to study mass communication from a variety of
situations

Chapman

Chapman, C. (2020). Commentary: Mind Your
Text in Marketing Practice. Journal of
Marketing, 84(1), 26-31.

Commonly overlooked issues in using automated text
analysis tools in marketing research, including the
source and representativeness of the data; the quality
of the dictionaries and their construction.

The review of this literature permitted an identification of what we do know, but also what we do
not know about automated text analysis in marketing at this time, or should want to know more of.
There are some gaps, and these are important because according to a survey among 3,300 senior
executives by the major management consulting firm McKinsey, the selection of adequate methods
for specific application contexts is regarded as one of the main challenges that currently prohibits
further textual analysis exploitation and machine learning proliferation (Bughin et al., 2017).
The gaps I identify are:
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Gap 1: The Applicability of Dictionary-based Tools
The first gap is in our knowledge of the applicability of dictionary-based tools in marketing research;
where they might offer new insights into customer and organizational behaviour, and where they
might lack, as noted by Chapman (2019) in the table above. For example, there has been extensive
use of a tool such as DICTION in the social and pure sciences such as politics (Ghazal Aswad, 2019);
communications (Baker & Irani, 2014); language studies (Huffaker & Calvert, 2005); climate science
(Barkemeyer et al., 2016) and psychology (Bligh, Kohles & Meindl, 2004). Disciplines such as
accounting (e.g. Barkemeyer, Comyns, Figge, & Napolitano, 2014; Brennan & Kirwan, 2015); finance
(e.g. Ferris, Hao & Liao, 2013; Kearney & Liu, 2014); entrepreneurship (e.g. Parhanhangas & Ehrlich,
2014; Williams, Novicevic & Ammeter, 2015); business communication (e.g. Ober, Zhao, Davis, &
Alexander, 1999); business ethics (e.g. Yuthas, Rogers & Dillard, 2002); and, strategic management
(e.g. Finkelstein, 1997; Short & Palmer, 2008). However, until now its application in marketing has
been somewhat limited, with less than a handful of papers identified that have used it thus far. These
have included Aaker (1997) in her work on brand personality, in the early days of the internet and
long before the advent of social media, and Yadav, Prabhu and Chandy (2007) to study the contents
of CEO letters to shareholders. None of this work has resorted to DICTION to study online data to
any great extent.
Similarly, while the use of the dictionary-based tool LIWC has been explored and discussed
extensively in the psychology literature (e.g. Kacewicz et al., 2014; Markowitz, 2019; Pennebaker et
al., 2014; Pennebaker, Mehl & Niederhoffer, 2003; Pennebaker et al., 2015; Pennebaker & Graybeal,
2001), only more recently has it come to the attention of marketing scholars. This includes work by
Packard, Moore and McFerran (2018); Van Laer et al. (2019); Villaroel Ordenes et al. (2017) and
Herhausen et al. (2019). As noted above in Table 2, Berger et al. (2019) point out that there is a need
to study communication in text format in a variety of situations in marketing. Humphreys and
Wang (2017) in the table above also refer to the need for marketing scholars to gain insights from
linguistics, psychology and communication.
Gap 2: Artificial intelligence-based Tools
The second gap is in our knowledge of the applicability of artificial intelligence-based tools in
marketing research; where they might offer new insights into customer and organizational
behaviour, and where they might lack. Research in other disciplines is already beginning to identify
applications of artificial intelligence in text analysis that demonstrate advantages over dictionary
based automated text analysis software. In the domain of emergency management and threat
prevention, for example, Tan, Na and Duraisamy (2019) argue that while dictionary-based tools are
useful in analysing a variety of texts, they lack the machine learning ability to offer useful
predictions. In analysing text that might imply or contain threats, there is always a trade-off
between raising a false alarm and missing a potential threat. These authors propose a unified
psycholinguistic framework that consolidates multiple text analyzers to carry out sentiment
analysis, emotion analysis, and topic modeling on intercepted communications that might imply
threat risk. In the management information systems domain, Sneiders, Sjöbergh, and Alfalahi
(2018) describe the development of an AI based system to answer routine-type emails
automatically. In order to do this, the system first has to read and attempt to understand the
incoming email, and then craft an appropriate response to it. In the political science and
communication arena, Theocharis et al. (2016) describe how they used machine learning to train an
artificial intelligence system to interpret emotions expressed in political tweets on Twitter.
This work all suggests significant implications for marketing practice and scholarship: being able
to predict from words (as is the case in the threat identification example) would be very powerful;
being able to answer routine customer inquiry or service emails automatically would save costs and
labor; being able to detect emotions from small pieces of customer-generated text could offer great
opportunities. Until now the marketing applications of artificial intelligence in text analysis reported
in the academic literature have been limited. As Berger et al. (2019) point out in Table 2, automated
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text analysis can be used to understand groups in online communities, for example individuals who
provide reviews of surgical procedures on medical websites. Using artificial intelligence-based tools
might enable the question posed by Srivastava and Goldberg (2017) regarding understanding the
types of individuals who use terms and phrases in text that express behaviors and attitudes.
Gap 3: Greater Clarity on the Kinds of Problems Automated Text Analysis Techniques Can Help
Solve
There needs to be greater clarity concerning what kinds of problems automated text analysis
techniques lend themselves to. If one considers what the four basic functions of any statistical
technique are, this provides a platform to contemplate what one can do with automated text analysis
tools. Tools can describe data; they can be used to identify and make comparisons between groups;
they can be used to establish correlation between variables and, they can be used to predict
(Humphreys and Wang, 2017; Berger et al., 2019).
The most basic function of a tool is to be able to describe data. A good example of an automated
text analysis program that enables this is VOSViewer (Van Eck & Waltman, 2009). VOSViewer
(Visualization of Similarities Viewer) is free software developed at the University of Leiden in The
Netherlands to analyze bibliometric data and then to construct and view bibliographic maps for
easier interpretation. VOSViewer can be used to construct maps of authors or journals based on cocitation data or to create maps of keywords based on co-occurrence data. Although VOSViewer
merely describes what it sees in textual data, it is still very powerful in that it can summarize very
large sets of textual data very rapidly and effectively, including the entire contents of journal
articles, their authorship and the literature they cite. It can identify the most prolific authors, most
cited authors, authorship alliances and networks, term use and co-occurrence, the productivity and
impact of nations and institutions, co-citations and the influence of scholars and papers on a
particular problem within a discipline. It can be used to study a journal or several journals, or
specific topics within a set of journals or all journals. When one considers just how many specific
topic areas in marketing there are that have not yet received sufficient bibliographic attention (text
analysis and content analysis are a case in point), and how many journals there are for which
bibliometric analyses have not yet been conducted, then the need for more bibliographic research
becomes apparent, and therefore the identification of a gap. To date there has not been a complete
bibliographic review of the topics on content analysis, automated text analysis and text mining in
the major marketing journals. This is one of the gaps that this dissertation intends to fill.
The next type of problems that automated text analysis tools can be used to address are those that
have to do with identifying and making comparisons between groups. Segmenting a market is one of
the primary problems in marketing. An effective marketing strategy requires identifying a
homogeneous group from a heterogeneous population, and then differentiating an offering in a way
that gives that group something that they value and are unable to obtain elsewhere. As Humphreys
and Wang (2017) note, comparison is the most common research design in the current social
sciences that uses text analysis. It is particularly compatible with dictionary-based techniques, such
as LIWC and DICTION. Comparing between groups or time periods can help to answer questions
that relate directly to the theoretical construct of interest. Some set of text, such as for example, the
content of country tourism websites (Pitt et al., 2007), can be used to represent the construct such
as brand personality (Aaker, 1997) and then comparisons can be made to assess statistically
meaningful differences between different corpuses of text, using tools such as correspondence
analysis (Greenacre, 1984). While a number of studies have been conducted in this regard, there are
still many issues that need to be investigated, and these relate to the problems themselves and the
application of automated text analysis tools and an assessment of their performance.
Another group of problems that automated text analysis tools can help researchers to address are
those that have to do with correlation. In analyzing a piece of text, whether using dictionary-based
or artificial intelligence-based approaches, the researcher may want to determine a relationship
between two seemingly unrelated constructs, for example, a ‘Big Five’ personality trait identified by
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one piece of software for an individual, and that individual’s propensity to talk about “family” scored
by a different text analysis tool. Frequently, researchers might desire to analyze correlations
between textual variables before proceeding to further comparisons, such as between groups or over
time, perhaps to be able to gauge discriminant and/or convergent validity (Humphreys, 2010;
Markowitz & Hancock 2015). Some of the major dictionary-based tools, such as LIWC and
DICTION, produce output on a large range of variables – 93 in the case of LIWC, and 74 in the case
of DICTION. In their haste to pursue a particular angle of study, researchers may be overlooking
interesting and important information by not conducting correlation analyses across more variables
both within software packages or across software packages where data has been input to more than
one software tool.
Prediction using variables generated by text analysis goes a step beyond correlation in that it now
uses these variables either as predictors of other variables of interest, or as variables dependent on
variables external to the text analysis procedure. For example, 10-K reports have attracted the
attention of management academics in general as a valuable source of textual information that can
be used to study many other aspects of corporate activity and performance, including the effect of
customer value proposition articulation on firm performance in marketing (Mishra, Ewing & Pitt,
2019). The 10-K is a detailed record of financial performance, filed annually by a publicly traded
company. It is a legal requirement of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Unlike
the annual report, the 10-K is not aimed at stockholders and other stakeholders but is an objective
declaration of a company’s financial position and sent directly to the SEC. The format and content
are rigidly specified. 10-K filings have been studied by a large number of authors using text analysis
to determine what they communicate. In the area of finance for example, Loughran and McDonald
(2011) developed word lists which they then linked to 10-K filing returns, trading volume, return
volatility, fraud, material weakness, and unexpected earnings. More recently these authors studied
requests for 10-K reports immediately after filing and found that there was a very low request rate
for this information by investors, suggesting that the majority of stakeholders do not use this
document in stock research (Loughran & McDonald, 2017). Karapandza (2016) used text analysis of
verbs in 10-K reports to show that firms that talk less about the future in these communications
generate positive and abnormal returns. Accounting scholars have also used 10-K reports as the
primary data sources to explore a range of issues. For example, Gamble et al. (1995) conducted a
longitudinal study of the quality of environmental disclosures among firms (such as petroleum
refineries) whose operations could have devastating environmental impacts. While the time period
they studied was relatively short (the five years between 1986 and 1991), these authors found that
environmental information increased significantly after 1989, although the overall quality of these
disclosures remained low. In the area of operations management, Lee and Hong (2016) text-mined
10-K reports and used the information on corporate operating segments to identify service
portfolios and thus detect the servitization trends within various industries; which can aid service
development planning. The marketing discipline is notably absent in this type of research, yet the
links between all manner of variables of interest to marketing scholars and practitioners and the
content of 10-K reports is obvious and represents an important gap in the marketing literature.
Simple examples of questions that could be answered in this way include: has the nature of
corporate communication changed over time to reflect changes in the business environment? Can
the articulation of strategic variables such as market orientation, customer value propositions, and
strategic focus be detected in text analysis of 10-K reports and can these in turn be tied objectively to
the reporting of data related to financial performance, promotional expenditures and investment in
innovation and brands? As Berger et al. (2019) observe in Table 2 above, automated text analysis in
marketing could also shed light on whether the language used in online platforms changes over
time. For example, does the language in product reviews change over time, and how and why might
this occur?
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1.4 Research Scope
The research areas identified by Humphreys and Wang (2017), Chapman (2019), and Berger et al.
(2019) were intended to showcase the full range of research spaces that automated text analysis in
marketing can address. Obviously, these research areas vary widely in terms of their focus, and
narrowing in on only a few specific aspects of areas for future research was necessary for this
dissertation. A full examination of all three gaps identified above would be beyond the scope of any
doctoral dissertation. Instead, this research focuses on three different aspects. First, it describes by
conducting an extensive bibliographic exploration of the literature on content analysis, automated
text analysis and text mining in the twenty premier marketing journals as part of a broad review of
the literature on these topics. Second, it focuses on two types of automated text analysis, namely
dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based techniques, to examine both comparisons and
correlations. Third, it considers automated text analysis in two different focus activities in
marketing, namely experience and creation.

1.5 Problem Statement and Research Questions
The aforementioned quandaries, and the tools available to address them, raise a number of issues
for marketing scholars and practitioners. These include deciding on what online textual phenomena
to focus on for greater insight; what the most appropriate sources of online textual data are or will
be; and, what the most appropriate automated textual analysis tools will be in a given situation. The
aim of this dissertation is to shed light on these quandaries and tools. The fundamental research
problem that this dissertation seeks to answer is therefore:
Research Problem: How can automated textual analysis tools enable marketing practitioners
and scholars to gain insights from different types of textual data?
In order to provide further preliminary clarity to the research question, two separate issues are
addressed, namely focus activities in marketing, and the two basic types of automated text analysis
tools.
1.5.1 Focus Activities in Marketing
A theory that has had considerable impact on marketing thought in the new millennium is that of
service-dominant logic (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The theory contends that instead of firms being
informed to market to customers, they are instructed to market with customers, as well as other
value-creation partners in the firm’s value network. According to service-dominant logic, value is
co-created, in other words both buyers and sellers produce and consume in order to create value.
Production and consumption exist along a spectrum, rather than being dichotomous entities. The
parties in an exchange therefore both produce (or create), and consume (or experience).
Considering two focus activities in marketing, namely experience and creation can further
elucidate the research question stated above. There are a number of focus activities that both sellers
(e.g. marketing decision makers) and buyers (customers and/or consumers) engage in. In the case
of sellers these would include more routine tasks such as monitoring and control, and
administrative duties, but would also encompass first, experiences such as learning how markets
work, interfacing with customers and other important decision makers, and witnessing the results
of a strategy; and second, creation, for example such as formulating a marketing strategy, creating
new offerings, or creating a marketing communication campaign. In the case of buyers, focus
activities would include routine tasks such as shopping for and purchasing staples, and the act of
consuming them. However, there would also be the consumption of experiences, as in for example
visiting a theme park or enjoying a meal in a restaurant; and acts of creation, as in for example,
decorating a new home, or curating a collection of music for a party, or a special occasion.
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An experience (for a buyer or a seller) is something that an individual personally encounters,
undergoes, or lives through, and is affected by it either by gaining knowledge or through direct
observation or participation (Experience, n.d.). Experiences can either be transactional, or
relatively simple, such as shopping in a store, or staying in accommodation, or transformative, in
that they change the person undergoing the experience, such as a student studying at a university,
or a patient undergoing knee replacement surgery. Creation is a focus activity in which a buyer or a
seller brings into existence something new (Create, n.d.). Creative activities can similarly either be
transactional, and relatively simple, such as an art collector transacting with vendors in order to
create an art collection, or transformative, such as a chief marketing officer creating a new
marketing strategy for their organization in a way that will change how they do things. Obviously,
there can be some overlap between focus activities, for example, some acts of creation can also be
experiences, and vice versa, and activities that are transactional for some can be transformational to
others. However, for the sake of parsimony, I will dichotomize focus activities along the lines
outlined in the above discussion.
1.5.2 Two Types of Automated Text Analysis Tools
Automated text analysis tools can be categorized in various ways, but the most helpful way is to
distinguish two categories based on the extent to which they rely on reference to a pre-defined
dictionary, or on the machine learning that is enabled by artificial intelligence. Humphreys and
Wang (2017) refer to two approaches to automated text analysis namely, “top down” and “bottom
up”. “Top-down approaches involve analyzing occurrences of words based on a dictionary or a set of
rules” (p. 1284). Bottom up approaches involve examining patterns in text first, and then suggesting
or constructing more complex theoretical explanations based on the patterns found in the text.
Berger et al. (2019) discuss the dual approaches of entity (or word) extraction, which in most cases
relies on pre-constructed dictionaries and topic modeling and relation extraction, which tend to
rely on supervised (artificial intelligence) machine learning tools, which “could be linguistic agnostic
approaches (e.g., deep learning) or natural language processing (NLP) approaches that aim to
understand the linguistic relationship in the sentence” (p. 12) (see also, Myneni et al., 2015). Tan,
Na and Duraisamy (2019) distinguish between approaches that are “support vector” (or artificial
intelligence) driven, and those that are “lexicon” (or dictionary) driven. Indeed, their work contends
that a combination of these approaches is ideal. Based on these classifications within the literature, I
distinguish between dictionary-based automated text analysis tools and artificial intelligencebased automated text analysis tools as follows:
A dictionary-based automated text analysis tool is a piece of software that can be used to analyze
text based on a fixed predefined structure or categorization of themes. Dictionary-based tools are
typically deductive, top-down, because they rely on the use of pre-conceptualized and preconstructed dictionaries of words that capture concepts of interest (Humphreys & Wang, 2017). For
example, a dictionary could be constructed for the concept of “happiness” by searching for and
including all words and terms that are synonymous with it, such as joy, delight, exuberant, ecstatic
and so forth. To illustrate, the dictionary-based automated text analysis tool DICTION uses
predefined dimensions based on dictionaries that have been constructed by the tool’s developers (cf.
Hart, 1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001; Short & Palmer, 2008). Dictionary-based text analysis tools rely
on word count, and either already have a constructed dictionary or set of dictionaries consisting of
the words that make up a construct that a researcher might be interested in, or, in most cases
nowadays, permit the researcher to construct their own dictionary if this is required. The tool then
reads a piece of text, and counts each time a word that appears in the dictionary is encountered in
the text, and builds up a score for the construct based on this. It then reports it either as an absolute
score or as a percentile for the document.
Artificial intelligence-based text analysis tools rely on pattern recognition, and compare the
corpus of text being studied to other pre-classified texts. The machine learning algorithms in
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artificial intelligence-based text analysis tools build a mathematical model based on sample data,
known as "training data", in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly
programmed to perform the task (cf. Kocaleva et al., 2016; Neapolitan and Jiang, 2018). Because
they “learn” these tools become more efficient at performing tasks the more tasks they perform.
1.5.3 The Research Questions
The delineation of two dimensions of marketing focus activities, and two different approaches to
automated text analysis enables the identification of four distinct research questions that flow from
the overall research problem already articulated. These research questions are as follows:
• RQ1: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from
depth interviews with respondents engaged in a creative focus activity (see RQ1 in Figure 2
below)?
• RQ2: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from
online reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity (see RQ2 in Figure 2
below)?
• RQ3: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online
reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity (see RQ3 in Figure 2 below)?
• RQ4: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online
interviews by respondents engaged in a creation focus activity (see RQ4 in Figure 2 below)?
Figure 2 below further extends the overall research problem by illustrating four situations in
which the two different categories of automated text analysis tools, namely “artificial intelligencebased” and “dictionary-based”, can be used to explore data concerning the two kinds of focus
activities, namely “experience” and “creation”. The situations illustrated in Figure 2 will make up
the four research papers, which form the heart of this dissertation.
Figure 2: The Research Questions: Focus Activity and Automated Text Analysis Methodology

Experience

Focus Activity

Creation

RQ2: Using the emotions and
sentiment of knee replacement
patients to target optimal care
• Reviews of knee replacement
procedures by patients on a
website
• Content analyzed by Watson to
identify emotions and
sentiment
• Subjects grouped on emotions
and sentiment using
hierarchical clustering

RQ3: Exploring customer rating
inflation in the sharing economy
• Very large sample of customer
ratings of accommodation
• DICTION used to identify
changes on Hart’s dimensions
over time, and differences
between “shared” versus
conventional accommodation
• Tests of differences over time
and by DICTION dimension

RQ1: Segmenting the art collector
market by personality dimension
• Depth interviews with a sample
of art collectors
• Content analyzed by IBM
Watson using ‘Big Five’
Personality Traits
• Subjects grouped on these traits
using correspondence analysis
and hierarchical clustering

RQ4: Exploring the differences
between male and female chief
marketing officers (CMOs)
• Identify world’s most influential
CMOs
• Capture large bodies of
interview text with each
• Analyze text using LIWC and
test for differences between
males and females on LIWC
dimensions

Artificial Intelligence-based

Dictionary-based

Automated Text Analysis Methodology
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This topic is explored through a paper-based approach, with the objective that each of these papers
should be accepted for publication in a quality, peer-reviewed scholarly marketing journal.
Specifically, the four research questions posed above will also be the focus of the four papers that will
form the critical parts of this dissertation.
While the four papers are discussed in more detail below, what follows is a brief summary of the
papers and why they are potentially important to marketing scholarship and practice.
The first paper, which addresses Research Question 1 will focus on the use of an artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis tool, namely IBM Watson, to analyze and identify the
personalities as revealed in depth interviews with art collectors, engaged in a creative focus activity
(creating their own art collection), and then to find a way of allocating them to more homogenous
groups. This question is important from a marketing perspective for a number of reasons. First,
while consumer personality is adequately studied in the marketing literature to date (e.g.
Kassarjian, 1971; Odekerken-Schröder et al., 2003; Sandy, Gosling & Durant, 2013), as far as can be
ascertained, no work on the application of a tool such as IBM Watson’s personality capability has
been published in a marketing journal. Second, marketing and consumer research scholars have
been interested in the important phenomenon of item collection for a number of years, with the
collection of art studied extensively in the recent consumer research literature (e.g. Belk, 1995;
Chen, 2008; Parsons, 2010). Most of this work, however, has focused on the motivation of
collectors, and on the “what” they collect. There has been less attention given to the “who” collects
question, and whether collectors all have similar personalities or whether they can be subdivided
into more homogenous groups.
The second paper, which addresses Research Question 2 will focus on the use of an artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis tool, namely IBM Watson to identify the emotions and
sentiment expressed in online reviews by patients who have undergone knee replacement surgery,
an experience focus activity, and then to group them according to emotions and sentiment
expressed to facilitate more targeted treatment. The research question is important to the field of
marketing for a number of reasons. A medical procedure such as knee surgery belongs in the
category of what economists have termed “credence” goods (Darby & Karni, 1973). In the case of
credence goods the consumer is unable to make a quality judgment even after experiencing the
product or service. Since the advent of the Internet consumers have increasingly turned to electronic
word of mouth (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004) both to seek information on credence goods, or to
assist their post-consumption evaluations of the goods they acquired. It is important for healthcare
providers and healthcare marketers to be able to understand the feelings and emotions expressed by
consumers of credence goods such as knee replacement surgery. For the patient, knee replacement
surgery is a transformative experience, something they undergo that will change or transform them
forever, hopefully in a positive way, but sometimes negatively.
The third paper, which addresses Research Question 3, will focus on the use of a dictionarybased automated text analysis tool, namely DICTION, to explore the online reviews and ratings on
the travel website TripAdvisor of a large sample of travelers, undergoing a focus activity of
experience. In this case the experience is a transactional one, the traveler merely stays in an
accommodation, and is unlikely to be transformed by it. DICTION enables the researcher not only
to gain insight into how people use words, and to score a respondent on five dimensions of text
(namely, activity, realism, commonality, certainty and optimism), it also allows the researcher to
calculate variables for the text with regard to complexity, insistence, embellishment and variety
(discussed in more detail later). DICTION has been used in a number of studies in the social
sciences and business (e.g. Hart, 1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001; Hart & Lind, 2011; 2014; Barkemeyer
et al., 2014; Brennan & Kirwan, 2015; Ferris, Hao & Liao, 2013; Kearney & Liu, 2014; Parhanhangas
& Ehrlich, 2014; Williams, Novicevic & Ammeter, 2015; Yuthas, Rogers & Dillard, 2002;
Finkelstein, 1997; Short & Palmer, 2008). However, to date it has not been used in marketing
research on a very large sample of customer reviews of varying length. It would be important to
know how the textual dimensions and calculated variables of a review relate to a customer’s overall
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evaluations of a product or service, and DICTION enables a researcher to estimate this. An open
question is how well it will handle a very large sample of documents, for example, more than
50,000.
The fourth paper which addresses Research Question 4, will focus on the use of a dictionarybased automated text analysis tool, namely LIWC, to analyze online interviews with Chief Marketing
Officers (CMOs) who are regarded as being the most influential in the world, and make comparisons
between male and female CMOs. These decision makers are engaging in a creative focus activity by
formulating marketing strategy for their organizations. LIWC has been used in many studies in the
social sciences (e.g. Fuller et al., 2015; Huffaker, 2010; Ludwig et al., 2016; Markowitz, 2019; Tuan
et al., 2019; Waters et al., 2016), as well as in marketing (e.g. Herhausen et al., 2019; Packard,
Moore & McFerran, 2018; Van Laer et al., 2019; Villarroel Ordenes et al., 2017). However, none of
the studies in marketing have been focused on large corpuses of text (> 3,000 words). Furthermore,
none of the studies in marketing have attempted to discern differences between the genders with
regard to their use of language. While marketing scholars have studied CMOs from a number of
perspectives (e.g. Brower & Nath, 2018; Engelen, Lackhoff & Schmidt, 2013; Homburg et al., 2014;
Wang, Saboo & Grewal, 2015; Whitler & Morgan, 2017), to date the gender of the CMO has received
sparse attention in the marketing literature.
Figure 3, on the following page, reveals the research outline for this dissertation.
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Figure 3: Discussion Framework and Research Questions

Research Problem:
How can automated textual analysis tools enable marketing
practitioners and scholars to gain insights from different types of
textual data?
Sub-section 1:
Artificial intelligence(AI)-based
methodologies e.g. IBM Watson

RQ 1:
What marketing insights can an AI-based
automated text analysis tool deliver from
depth interviews in a creation focus
activity?

Paper 1:
The use of an AI based automated text
analysis tool, IBM’s Watson, to analyze
and identify the personalities of sample
of depth interviews with art collectors.

RQ 2:
What marketing insights can an AI-based
automated text analysis tool deliver from
online reviews in an experience focus
activity?

Paper 2:
The use of an AI-based automated text
analysis tool, IBM’s Watson to identify the
emotions and sentiment expressed in online
reviews by knee replacement surgery patients

Sub-section 2:
Dictionary-based (D) methodologies e.g.
LIWC, DICTION

RQ 3:
What marketing insights can a D-based
automated text analysis tool deliver from
online reviews in an experience focus
activity?

RQ 4:
What marketing insights can a D-based
automated text analysis tool deliver from
interviews with respondents in a creation
focus activity?

Paper 3:
The use of a D-based automated text
analysis tool, DICTION, to explore online
reviews on the travel website TripAdvisor
by travelers.

Paper 4:
The use of a D-based automated text
analysis tool, LIWC, to analyze online
interviews with influential CMOs, and
make comparisons between male and
female CMOs.
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1.6 Delimitations
The research presented in this dissertation is limited in some ways. First, the focus of the content
analysis is only on text, and not on video, sound, or graphic images and pictures. While the latter are
important areas on which content analysis has been conducted, they are essentially beyond the
scope of the tools used in this research. Second, only a limited number of particular chosen analysis
tools are used. In the case of artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tools, only IBM
Watson is utilized and no other tool. In the case of dictionary-based automated text analysis
software tools, only DICTION and LIWC, and no other tools such as WordStat, CatPac or
Leximancer are used here. Finally, in the case of both artificial intelligence-based- and dictionarybased automated text analysis software, the tools are used “as is”, without modifications to the code,
or the addition of customized dictionaries.

1.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter commenced by arguing the cardinal relevance of automated text analysis to both
marketing scholars and marketing practitioners. Words are the primary elements of all marketing
exchanges; therefore understanding verbal communication in these exchanges will provide greater
insight into both sellers and buyers. Some perspectives on both content analysis, and specifically
text analysis and automated text analysis, were offered. Then, some of the gaps in our current
knowledge with regard to automated text analysis in marketing were identified and discussed, which
enables the delineation of the research scope of this dissertation. Then the primary research
problem was articulated. Four research questions were then formulated, which constitute the basis
of the four papers that comprise the body of research to be conducted in this dissertation. These
papers were also outlined briefly.
In the following chapter, the literature on automated text analysis is reviewed, with particular
attention given to a bibliographic automated text analysis of this literature.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review – Automated Text Analysis in
Marketing
In this chapter, the literature on content analysis is reviewed with special focus on that pertaining to
automated text analysis. This review also uses an automated content analysis tool to explore the
bibliographic characteristics of the automated text and content analysis literatures. Next,
dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tools are discussed and
explained in more detail. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the focus activities of creation
and experience.

2.1 What is Content Analysis?
Content analysis is the common term used for a range of techniques for gathering and analyzing the
content of a piece of text or a document. This content may include words, meanings, pictures,
symbols, ideas, themes, or any message that can be communicated (Neuman, 2003). It also
represents a range of methods for codifying the contents of a document into various themes or
categories, depending on the criteria selected by the researcher (Weber, 1988). Content analysis is a
commonly used method in social science studies. A plethora of research on content analysis in the
marketing field has, for example, focused on searching for meaning in magazines (see Gross &
Sheth, 1989; Kolbe & Albanese, 1996; Kolbe & Burnett, 1991; Tse, Belk & Zhou, 1989), heterosexual
partner seeking in magazine ads (Hirschman, 1987); television advertisements (Dowling, 1980;
Resnik & Stern, 1977); cartoons about the image of personal selling and salespeople (Wiid et al.,
2016); and best-selling books (Harvey, 1953; Mullins & Kopelman, 1984).
Cooper and Schindler (2003) contend that content analysis is a flexible and comprehensive
research tool that can either be a general methodology or a specific problem-solving technique. An
interesting question is whether content analysis is a qualitative or quantitative technique? Scholars
such as Bryman and Bell (2003) and Berelson (1952) argue that it is quantitative, since at the very
least it will inevitably include some counting. Other researchers (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Boyle,
1994; Tesch, 1990) make a qualitative claim for content analysis. A third camp sit on the fence and
argue that content analysis is dynamic in nature and that it can be both qualitative and quantitative
(Cooper & Schindler, 2003; Krippendorf, 2018; Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Krippendorf (2018,
p.22) argues, “all reading of texts is qualitative, even when certain characteristics of a text are later
converted into numbers.” This dissertation subscribes to the view that content analysis is both a
qualitative and quantitative research tool.
Recent developments in computerized content analysis using software such as Leximancer (e.g.
Campbell et al., 2011b) and WordStat (e.g. Campbell et al., 2011a; Pitt et al., 2007) reinforce the
dynamic nature of content analysis. The words of individuals can be analyzed (qualitatively, or by
means of artificially imposed frameworks), and turned into quantitative data that can be analyzed
by using sophisticated statistical tools. Using computers to facilitate qualitative data analysis has
been given various names such as computer-assisted data analysis (see MacLaran & Catterall,
2002); computer-supported data analysis (see Romano et al., 2003); computer-facilitated data
analysis (see Wolfe, Gephart & Johnson, 1993); and more recently, automated text analysis
(Berger et al., 2019; Chapman, 2019; Humphreys & Wang, 2017), which will be the term used in this
dissertation.
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Text mining (Berry & Kogan, 2010; Netzer et al., 2012) sometimes also referred to as “text data
mining” and “text analytics” can be described as the process of gaining information from text,
typically the devising of patterns and trends through means such as statistical pattern learning. Text
mining usually involves structuring the input text by means of parsing, adding some linguistic
features and removing others (for example articles and pronouns), and saving this in a database.
Then patterns can be derived from the structured data, and these can be subsequently edited and
interpreted.

2.2 Three Different Approaches to Content Analysis
Short and Palmer (2008) classify content analysis methodologies into three broad types (see also,
Morris, 1994). First, human scored systems entail training human coders to classify text according
to certain pre-determined categories (see for example, Hirschman’s (1987) work on coding
personals ads). Under this approach, the researcher pre-determines what aspects of the text will
serve as the units of analysis (e.g., a word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, full text). Then, categories
are developed for classification and coding rules are developed for each category. More than one
coder is then trained to classify, and the results of the independent coders are then compared
statistically to determine the overall reliability of the coding. For example, Short and Palmer (2003)
content analyzed CEO’s letters to shareholders by sentence clause to code different organizational
performance referents such as use of internal comparators (e.g., previous year’s sales) or external
comparators (e.g., competitor performance). Hirschman (1987) used two human coders to code a
large number of heterosexual partner-seeking ads in magazines according to social exchange
resource categories in order to be able to determine whether there were differences between what
each gender “offered”, and what they “sought” in a partner. The output of the two coders was then
adjudicated by a third person whose job was to detect discrepancies, either in terms of omissions by
one coder, or a disagreement between the two. The researcher then personally resolved these
differences. Another way of determining inter-rater or inter-coder reliability or the degree of
agreement among coders is to use some score of how much homogeneity or consensus exists in the
judgments made by various coders. Common statistical tools include Cohen’s (1960) kappa, Scott’s
(1955) pi, and Krippendorf’s alpha (2018; see also 1970; 1978).
Second, individual word count systems, referred to in this dissertation as dictionary-based,
classify text into a number of semantically equivalent categories and then use frequency counts to
determine the relative importance of each category in a text (Weber, 1988). For example, Pitt et al.
(2007) used WordStat, a word count software tool, to tally and allocate words on tourism websites
and to sort these under the five dimensions of brand personality (Aaker, 1997) in order to determine
how the tourism websites of different countries were positioned differently from each other. In
order to do this, the researchers had to construct a dictionary containing five sub-dictionaries, each
of which included all the possible synonyms for the five dimensions of brand personality as
conceptualized by Aaker (1997).
Third, modern artificial intelligence systems, referred to in this dissertation as artificial
intelligence-based, incorporate features that consider the syntax and lexicon of words (Rosenberg,
Schnurr, & Oxman, 1990). Thus, there is a mechanism to resolve words with more than a single
meaning. These approaches rely on machine learning, by which software is trained to analyze
content just as a human would, and learns to do it more effectively the more it engages in the
activity. For example, IBM Watson natural language processing software (Watson Anywhere, n.d.)
is able to deduce the tone of a document and infer behavioural traits of the creator, in terms of such
variables as personality, emotions and sentiment, values and needs, based on how a human coder
would have originally done this. Stated differently, the software searches for patterns in the text,
much as a human would.
Any attempt at content analysis of a large corpus of text requires a strong conceptual framework
to serve as a guideline. Hart’s (1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001) notion of word choice and verbal tone
was one of the tools selected for this purpose for a number of reasons. First, it is strongly grounded
in a fundamental series of questions that can be posed of any piece of text: If it is to be truly
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understood, what questions should be asked of it? This results in the identification of a number of
dimensions, and variables that can be calculated. This means that measures can be assigned to the
various facets of a piece of text. Second, Hart’s approach has been used extensively in the business
and management literatures (see Short & Palmer, 2008), which gives credence to its application in
this dissertation.
Another tool used in the research in this dissertation was LIWC (Language Inquiry and Word
Count) developed by Pennebaker and his colleagues (2011; Pennebaker & Francis, 1996;
Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003; Pennebaker et al., 2015). There is a substantial literature
on this tool in many of the premier scholarly journals in psychology, which attest to the strong
theory behind it and also the very rigorous development and validation of the tool. These two tools
and others are reviewed in the next section.

2.3 Review of Specific Automated Text Analysis Tools
In this section, the toolbox of software applications available to the automated text analysis
researcher are described in more detail, and the relevant literature concerning them is reviewed.
First, the dictionary-based tools are discussed, with emphasis on the two applications used in the
research in this dissertation. Following this the artificial intelligence-based tools are examined, with
emphasis on the tool used in this research, namely IBM Watson.
2.3.1 Dictionary-based Automated Text Analysis Tools
Dictionary-based automated text analysis tools “mechanize”, or automate a text analysis task that
could be conducted by a human coder, but do so in a way that is much faster, and not prone to
human error. The tools utilize a dictionary, or set of sub-dictionaries, that contains all the words and
expressions related to a theme or a construct. They then read a corpus of text, and each time a
particular word that appears in the dictionary is encountered it is counted, so that at the end of the
reading, a score can be calculated for the piece of text on the variable(s) of concern. Stated
differently, dictionary-based automated text analysis tools count word occurrence, and compare this
to a dictionary. In doing so they look at the ‘voice’ in which a text is written. In the following
subsections, some of the more commonly used dictionary-based automated text analysis tools are
described.
2.3.1.1 DICTION and Hart’s Conceptualization of Word Choice and Verbal Tone
The political scientist and communications scholar Roderick Hart (1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001)
developed his conceptualization of document content by posing a fundamental question: If only five
questions could be asked of a given passage, which five questions would provide the most robust
understanding? Hart was trying to make sense of the speeches of presidents and presidential
candidates in the USA and needed a common base from which to analyze and explain the words and
documents of various politicians. His approach focuses on the subtle power of word choice and
verbal tone. The conceptualization is in fact culled from other work in linguistic theory conducted by
a number of social thinkers, and so in that sense Hart’s work integrates these into a comprehensive
framework. Hart posits that the five most important themes in a piece of text or document can, if
analyzed, provide significant insight into the nature of that piece of text or document. Moreover,
Hart adds that a further four fundamental variables can be calculated from any piece of text,
namely, how insistent it is, how much variety it exhibits, to what extent the text embellishes, and
how simple or complex the text is. These are described and briefly discussed below.
In answering the question, “If only five questions could be asked of a given passage, which five
questions would provide the most robust understanding?” Hart suggests that these queries should
be posed:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To what extent is the text certain?
How optimistic (or pessimistic) is the piece of text?
To what extent does the piece of text exhibit activity?
How realistic is the piece of text?
To what extent does the text communicate communitarian concepts (in other words to what
extent is there commonality)?

The first of the variables Hart believes provides deep insight into a piece of text is certainty.
Certainty derives from Wendell Johnson’s (1946) work on general semantics. Johnson was
concerned with how language becomes rigid, and what the effects of this can be on a reader or an
audience. Certainty involves language and words that indicate resoluteness, inflexibility,
completeness, and a tendency to speak with authority (cf. Ober et al., 1999). In Hart’s DICTION
content analysis software (Hart, 2000), certainty is measured as a composite of eight other
variables as follows:
[Tenacity + Leveling + Collectives + Insistence.] - [Numerical Terms + Ambivalence + Self
Reference + Variety].
The second major component in a piece of text revolves around the notion of optimism, based on
the work of James Barber (1992). Hart describes optimism as language that endorses an individual,
a group, a concept, or an event. Barber (1992) noted that optimism was a key dimension to
understanding the nature of the speaker or the composer of the piece of text (see also Hayward,
Rindova, and Pollock, 2004). In Hart’s DICTION software, optimism is measured as a composite of
six other variables as follows:
[Praise + Satisfaction + Inspiration] - [Blame + Hardship + Denial]
Hart’s third key dimension, activity, is based on the research of Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum
(1957). Activity has to do with language that is about movement, change, and the implementation of
ideas and the avoidance of inertia. In Hart’s DICTION software, activity is measured as a composite
of seven other variables as follows:
[Aggression + Accomplishment + Communication + Motion] –
[Cognitive Terms + Passivity + Embellishment]
John Dewey’s (1954) work on pragmatism formed the basis for Hart’s fourth dimension of text,
namely realism. Realism has to do with the language that describes tangible, immediate, and
recognizable issues. In Hart’s DICTION software, realism is measured as a composite of eight other
variables as follows:
[Familiarity + Spatial Awareness + Temporal Awareness + Present Concern + Human Interest
+ Concreteness] - [Past Concern + Complexity]
Finally, commonality, Hart’s fifth master variable in understanding a piece of text is based on the
work of Etzioni (1993) and Bellah et al. (1991). Commonality has to do with language that
communicates communitarian concepts. Specifically, it entails language that highlights the agreedupon values of a group of individuals and rejects language that is idiosyncratic in terms of
engagement. In Hart’s DICTION software, commonality is measured as a composite of six other
variables as follows:
[Centrality + Cooperation + Rapport] - [Diversity + Exclusion + Liberation]
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The five questions posed above enable the identification of the dimensions of any piece of text.
There are also a series of calculations that can be done for any piece of text. These are discussed
next.
Hart (1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001) also incorporates variables that he calls “calculated variables”,
or variables that can be arithmetically computed from a piece of text, into his theory. These are all
based on unique theoretical underpinnings and can be assigned scores based on any specific
patterns in a piece of text.
The first calculated variable is insistence, which has to do with the use of repeated words and is a
measure of the extent to which codes are restricted and semantic “contentedness” is achieved (Short
and Palmer, 2008; Hart, 2001). The assumption here is that where key terms are repeated, a
preference for a limited, ordered world is indicated. It will be noted that insistence is also a
component of the fundamental dimension, certainty.
The second calculated variable is called variety. This is based on Johnson’s (1946) type-token
ratio, which divides the number of different words in a passage by the total number of words. Thus,
a high score on variety would indicate that the speaker or a writer is avoiding overstatement and has
a preference for precision. It will be noted that variety is also a component of the fundamental
dimension, certainty.
The third calculated variable is that of embellishment. Embellishment is computed by dividing
the number of adjectives by the number of verbs and is derived from David Boder’s (1940) notion
that a lot of modification in a document slows down the reader or the audience’s ability to interpret,
because the text deemphasizes human and material action. It will be noted that embellishment is
also a component of the fundamental dimension, activity.
The final calculated variable is that of complexity. Complexity in a piece of text is measured by
dividing the average number of characters per word in a given input file by the total number of
words. Akin to well-known notions of readability in the communication literature, this is based on
Flesch’s (1951) conception that convoluted phrasings make a text’s ideas abstract and its
implications unclear for the reader or for the audience. It will be noted that complexity is also a
component of the fundamental dimension, realism.
Hart’s conceptualization argues that the fundamental components of a document, or any piece of
rhetoric or text, can be classified into one of five fundamental dimensions, namely certainty,
optimism, activity, realism or commonality. In Hart’s content analysis software, DICTION, words
that match the dictionaries set up for these variables will then be sorted under the appropriate
dimension, in order to calculate a score for the piece of text on that dimension. The piece of text as a
whole is then analyzed by means of calculation to arrive at the calculated variables.
From this framework it can then be posited that the fundamental dimensions and/or the
calculated variables can then be used to interpret any piece of marketing- or related text, such as a
job evaluation on a social network site, or a product review, or responses to an open-ended survey
question. By developing scores for it, researchers are then able to compare various pieces of text. By
extension these scores could then be used as either independent or dependent variables in other
analyses of interest.
In summary, Hart’s conceptualization of word choice and verbal tone (1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001;
Short & Palmer, 2008) provides a strong conceptual framework that can be used to study any piece
of text, whether that text be written, or verbal and recorded. It gets to the heart of analyzing a piece
of text by positing five fundamental questions that enable a researcher to classify, categorize and
characterize that piece of text and then not only compare it to other pieces of text, but also to
determine the relationships between that piece of text and other variables associated with it. It also
argues that certain fundamental characteristics, or variables, can be calculated for a piece of text
(Hart, 1984a; 1984b; 2000; 2001).
Hart (2000; 2001) used this framework, along with the four “calculated variables” referred to
above, to construct the DICTION content analysis software package. This software can take any
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piece of text, and then using dictionaries that contain many thousands of synonyms for the
dimensions and their sub-constructs, it can count and score the piece of text on those dimensions
and sub-constructs, and the calculated variables. For example, it could take two letters composed by
different authors, or two product reviews by two different consumers, and score them each on the
dimensions of commonality and optimism, and permit comparisons to be made.
Simultaneously, it can also score the piece of text on the calculated variables of insistence (the
extent to which it uses repeated words); variety (the number of different words in a passage divided
by the total number of words); embellishment (the number of adjectives divided by the number of
verbs); and complexity (the average number of characters per word in a given input file divided by
the total number of words, akin to how convoluted the phrasing in the text is). Thus, for example, by
computing the “calculated” variables, it can indicate which author was more insistent, or which
author embellished less, but was more difficult to read.
DICTION is therefore extremely useful in cases where researchers need to analyze large amounts
of text simultaneously in order to make comparisons and associations in a structured way. It has
been used in management and marketing, for example, to study the content of mission statements
(Short & Palmer, 2008), and the overall content of wine tourism websites (Morrish, Pitt & Vella,
2017).
2.3.1.2 Insights from Linguistic Psychology: LIWC
The psychologists Pennebaker and Francis (1996) began their work on language and human
behavior by attempting to discover which features of writing about negative life experiences by
individuals could predict subsequent health improvements. Pennebaker and his colleagues have
since shown that the words people use to express their thoughts and ideas, and to communicate in
everyday life, say a lot about their psychological and social worlds, as well as their social status,
motives, and even gender and age (Pennebaker, Mehl & Niederhoffer, 2003). A particularly striking
finding from the research is that it is the little words in language, and how they are used, that
matter. What Pennebaker (2011) refers to as “function words” – pronouns, articles and prepositions,
words such as “I”, “me”, “you”, “we”, and “the”, “a”, “an”, and “in”, “on”, “but”, only make up around
one-half of one percent of the average adult’s vocabulary, yet they are the most commonly occurring
words in speech and text. He argues that we can learn an enormous amount about how a person
thinks, behaves and propends to act by analyzing their use of these words.
Pennebaker et al.’s (2015) work contends that the corpus of text created by a writer or a speaker
can also reveal four main dimensions of that person’s behavior, namely, analytical thinking, clout,
authenticity and tone. These are described in more detail below.
Analytical thinking: This dimension captures the degree to which people use words that suggest
formal, logical, and hierarchical thinking patterns (Pennebaker et al., 2014). This can be calculated
as an index of the number of articles, prepositions, personal pronouns, impersonal pronouns,
auxiliary verbs, adverbs, conjunctions and negations in text in relation to the entire corpus, which
Pennebaker et al. (2014) also refer to as function words. These authors have for example established
that students who used a higher proportion of function words (such as greater article and
preposition use and referenced complexly organized objects and concepts) in their college
application essays scored higher grades. Students who achieved lowed grades used more dynamic
language (i.e., personal narratives) in their essays.
Clout: This dimension refers to the relative social status, confidence, or leadership that people
display through their writing or talking. The algorithm was developed based on the results of a
series of studies where people were interacting with one another (Kacewicz et al., 2014). These
authors found that people with higher status consistently used fewer first-person singular (“I”), and
more first-person plural (“we”) and second person (‘you”) singular pronouns. Furthermore, the
research found that status is associated with attentional biases, such that higher rank is linked with
other-focus whereas lower rank is linked with self-focus. In simple terms someone with a higher
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clout score would be more likely to focus on others than someone with a lower clout score, who
would be more likely to focus on themselves.
Authenticity: When people reveal themselves in an authentic or honest way, they are more
personal, humble, and vulnerable. The algorithm for authenticity was derived from a series of
studies where people were induced to be honest or deceptive (Newman et al., 2003), as well as a
summary of deception studies published in the years afterwards (Pennebaker, 2011). The latter
author refers to the differences between formal and informal writing. The former, he argues, “often
appears stiff, sometimes humourless, with a touch of arrogance. It includes high rates of articles and
prepositions but very few I-words…” (p. 44). Among the characteristics that those who write more
formally display is a tendency to be less honest. Thus, those who score highly on authenticity tend to
be more honest and humbler.
Tone: This dimension combines scores for words expressing positive emotions and scores for
words expressing negative emotion into a single summary variable, so that the higher the number,
the more positive the tone (Cohn, Mehl, & Pennebaker, 2004). This is in some ways akin to the
sentiment variable (e.g. Turney, 2002) used in a lot of content analysis of social media textual data
nowadays.
In order to measure the extent to which the dimensions theorized from their research (and
referred to above) manifested in a corpus of text, Pennebaker and his colleagues (Pennebaker &
Graybeal, 2001; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) developed content analysis software called LIWC
(Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count). LIWC has built-in dictionaries that allow it to count words in
a piece of text that match these dictionary-categories and thus score a particular person on a large
number of variables of interest. These include emotions such as anger and fear; use of words
relating to the past, present and future; the body and health, and the use of first-person pronouns
and third person pronouns. It is also possible for a LIWC user to add their own dictionaries to
LIWC, which will then score text on these dictionaries as well. The tool has been used to analyze text
in sources as varied as classical literature, personal narratives, press conferences, and transcripts of
everyday conversations (Pennebaker & Graybeal, 2001) and more recently in marketing specifically,
for example, customer-firm interactions (Packard, Moore & McFerran, 2018).
The LIWC software is actually quite simple in concept, and to use - it reads a piece of text and
counts the percentage of words that reflect different emotions, thinking styles, social concerns, parts
of speech, and even punctuation if required. LIWC then compares each word in the text against a
user-defined dictionary and the dictionary identifies which words are associated with which
psychologically relevant categories. The software calculates the percentage of total words that match
each of the dictionary categories, and the researcher can use this data for subsequent statistical
analysis. At the heart of the program is a group of dictionaries that tell the text analysis module
which words to identify and classify (the master dictionary is composed of almost 6,400 words,
word stems, and even selected emoticons).
2.3.1.3 Other Dictionary-based Automated Text Analysis Software
In this section some other dictionary-based automated text analysis tools are briefly described,
although they have not been employed directly in the research presented in this dissertation.
WordStat
WordStat is content analysis and text mining software originally developed in 1998 by Norman
Peladeau at Provalis Research, and version 8 was released in 2018 (see
https://provalisresearch.com). It can be used to analyze websites, to conduct sentiment analysis, to
content analyze open-ended questions, and to extract themes from social media data. It also permits
users to create and use their own dictionaries. An attractive feature is that it permits users to
conduct correspondence analysis directly from the data in order to identify words or concepts (or
content categories) associated with any categorical meta-data associated with texts, an advantage
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over LIWC and DICTION, that require separate statistical analysis of the data produced (for
examples of this see Opoku, Abratt & Pitt, 2006; Opoku et al., 2007; Pitt et al., 2007). WordStat also
has attractive graphic and visualization features that include dendrograms, multidimensional
scaling, proximity plots and heatmaps.
Catpac
Catpac is an early automated text analysis package developed by Woelfel and Holmes (1982) to
identify key concepts contained within a sample of text, originally for the analysis of attitude
formation and change in the sociological context. Catpac is a self-organizing artificial neural
network used for text analysis that generates a multidimensional scalar output organizing words
throughout the text by creating a weighted word-by-word matrix that establishes the eigenvector
centralities of concepts (Woelfel, 1998). This matrix represents the relationship between one word
and the occurrence of another (Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). It mimics the connections between
neurons in a human brain, strengthening connections through conditioning to generate a pattern of
similarities among all words within a body of text, which also means that it has a “forgetting”
algorithm that allows it to ignore links that appeared earlier in the text if they do not appear later in
the same text.
Leximancer
Leximancer (www.leximancer.com) is text mining software that enables visual depiction and
interpretation of textual data. It uses a machine-learning technique, in a grounded fashion, to
discover the main concepts in a corpus of text, and how they relate to each other (for a detailed
description, see Rooney, 2005). Once a concept has been identified, Leximancer builds a thesaurus
of words that are closely related to the concept, thereby giving the concept its semantic or
definitional content. The text is then displayed visually by means of a “concept map” or alternatively
in the form of a “heatmap” that portrays the main concepts and their interrelationships. The
extracted concepts as displayed on the map also detail their relative importance, and the strengths
between them. The automatic selection of important concepts and entities within text has
demonstrated a good agreement with expert human judgments over many trials (Rooney, 2005).
Leximancer has been used in a number of studies published in marketing journals (e.g. Buzova,
Sanz-Blas & Cervera-Taulet, 2016; Campbell et al., 2011a, 2011b; Fernando, Suganthi &
Sivakumaran, 2014; Mahr, Stead & Oderkerken-Schröder, 2019; Purchase, Rosa & Schepis, 2016;
Wilden et al., 2017). Leximancer is especially useful if the researcher desires to identify themes in a
document.
2.3.2 My Choice of Dictionary-Based Automated Text Analysis Tools in This Dissertation
For the two papers using dictionary-based automated text analysis tools in this dissertation, I chose
to use DICTION and LIWC. This decision was based on a number of factors. First, I chose to use
these tools rather than WordStat because WordStat does not have pre-constructed dictionaries, as
do LIWC and DICTION, both of which have dictionaries built on the dimensions of sound theory.
While it is possible, and relatively easy to construct dictionaries for use in WordStat (e.g. Pitt et al.,
2007), I preferred to work with dictionaries already well established in the scholarly literature.
Second, I chose not to use Catpac because the software has not been updated in many years, and
also only runs on Windows computers. Furthermore, it also doesn't have pre-constructed
dictionaries with a strong theoretical background, and simply relies on counting the co-occurrence
of words in order to construct themes. Finally, I chose not to use Leximancer because it also isn’t
availed of pre-constructed dictionaries, and mainly because the interpretation of the maps
generated by the software is largely subjective.
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2.3.3 Artificial Intelligence-Based Text Analysis
2.3.3.1 IBM Watson
IBM describes its Watson technology as a platform that uses natural language processing and
machine learning to reveal insights from large amounts of unstructured data (Enterprise-ready AI,
n.d.). It exploits sophisticated Natural Language Processing techniques to rapidly obtain a highlevel of comprehension of the content. Natural Language Processing (NLP) allows IBM Watson to
understand, interpret and respond to the way in which humans normally speak just as another
human would, rather than take programmed or coded instructions, the way most conventional
computer programs do. It has several features, one of which is an Emotion and Sentiment Analysis,
the ability to understand the emotions expressed in the language used in the text, and also to gain
an overall indication of the sentiment of the document.
Cabanac (2002) defines an emotion as any mental experience that has high intensity and high
hedonic content; in other words, it can be pleasurable, or it can evoke unhappiness. There have been
numerous attempts by social scientists to distinguish between, classify and define emotions. One of
the best-known classifications of emotions is that of the psychologist Paul Ekman (1992), who
distinguished six emotions as basic, namely (definitions taken from www.dictionary.com):
• Anger: a strong feeling of displeasure and belligerence aroused by a wrong.
• Disgust: a strong feeling of dislike for something that has a very unpleasant appearance, taste,
smell, and so forth.
• Fear: a distressing emotion aroused by impending danger, evil, pain, etc.
• Happiness an active or passive state of pleasure or pleasurable satisfaction, or Joy the emotion
evoked by well-being, success, or good fortune or by the prospect of possessing what one desires.
• Sadness: showing, expressing, or feeling sorrow or unhappiness.
• Surprise: occurs with a sudden feeling of wonder or astonishment, as through unexpectedness.
IBM Watson only focuses on five of these emotions, with the exception being Surprise.
The term “sentiment” is defined as “an attitude, thought, or judgment prompted by feeling”
(Sentiment, n.d.). The advent of social media has meant that much of the data being generated
today is in the form of text (comments on Facebook, tweets on Twitter, reviews on websites such as
TripAdvisor, and blogs) (Weinberg, Davis & Berger, 2013). Sentiment analysis, also known as
opinion mining, has developed as a tool to make quantitative sense out of what is essentially
qualitative data. It aims to determine the “sentiment”, as defined above, of the speaker or author of
a piece of text and can range from negative to positive as scored on whatever scale the particular
sentiment analysis software chooses to use. This is also referred to as the “polarity” of the document
(e.g. Turney, 2002). More recently Chapman (2019) has argued that sentiment is a multidimensional construct, and that viewing it in this way will provide greater insight to marketers.
However to date, IBM has not equipped the Watson suite with multidimensional sentiment
assessment capabilities.
When considering the words used by consumers in their observations on a particular offering, key
questions to be addressed include which emotions they emphasize, the polarity of the sentiment
they express, and the extent to which the sentiment is influenced significantly by the individual’s
emotions. It is unlikely that all of the emotions impact the sentiment significantly, and so it is also
worth knowing, for any consumer or group of consumers, which emotions expressed have the
greatest impact on their sentiment.
Another feature of IBM Watson is its Personality Insights Service that uses linguistic analytics to
infer individuals' intrinsic personality traits from their own words in textual format. The service is
described as follows: “…You need text written by the person whose personality you're interested in.
It should contain words about everyday experiences, thoughts, and responses. For statistically
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significant results, you need at least 3,500 words and ideally 6,000.” (IBM Watson Services, 2017).
An analysis of more than 1,000 words is a “decent” analysis, and where less than 500 words are
analyzed, IBM Watson notes that this is a “weak” analysis. IBM refers to Goldberg’s (1990) ‘Big Five’
personality dimensions as a theoretical lens, which is a widely used personality model (Costa &
McCrae, 1992; Norman, 1963). The ‘Big Five’ traits are:
Intro-/Extraversion - a person's tendency to seek stimulation in the company of others.
Agreeableness - a person's tendency to be compassionate and cooperative toward others.
Conscientiousness - a person's tendency to act in an organized or thoughtful way.
Emotional Stability (also referred to as Neuroticism or Natural Reactions) - the extent to which
a person's emotions are sensitive to their environment.
• Openness (also referred to as Open to Experience) - the extent to which a person is open to
experiencing a variety of activities.
•
•
•
•

IBM Watson provides a model to infer scores for the ‘Big Five’ personality traits. Watson
performs its analysis on a body of text; the output report gives the individual’s scores on the ‘Big
Five’ traits for the text that has been analyzed. These scores are in the form of percentiles. For
example, if a respondent scores 87 on the Conscientiousness trait, this means that 87% of the
population would score lower than the individual on that trait.
2.3.3.2. Other Artificial Intelligence-based Automated Text Analysis Tools
In this section some other artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tools are briefly
described, although they have not been employed directly in the research presented in this
dissertation.
Google Brain
Google Brain is not so much an artificial intelligence platform itself as a team of people working on
artificial intelligence related projects using the massive computing resources owned by the company
and the large number of highly skilled computer scientists who work for it (About, n.d.). Some of the
projects the team has worked on include an artificial-intelligence-devised encryption system, an
image enhancement system that uses neural networks to fill in the details on very low-resolution
pictures, Google Translate for translating between human languages, and robotics.
Microsoft Azure
Microsoft describes its Azure artificial intelligence platform as “… harnessing the explosion of digital
data and computational power with advanced algorithms to enable collaborative and natural
interactions between people and machines that extend the human ability to sense, learn and
understand.” (Overview, n.d.). Microsoft is also focusing on some of the societal and ethical impacts
of artificial intelligence. To date Microsoft has not made any automated text analysis tools available
free online to researchers.
2.3.4 My Choice of an Artificial Intelligence-Based Automated Text Analysis Tool in This
Dissertation
I chose to use the IBM Watson suite as the artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis
tool(s) in this dissertation for the simple reasons, first, that it is free to use, and second, because the
other two platforms, namely Brain and Azure do not offer equally powerful and suitable automated
text analysis tools at present.
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2.4 Automated Text Analysis in Marketing: A Bibliographic Perspective
As Webster and Watson (2002) point out, there are a number of reasons that relatively new
disciplines such as Management Information Systems (their own field) and marketing (the
discipline in which this dissertation is conducted) are still relatively poor in theory, and that the
publication of substantial systematic literature reviews are rare. One reason is simply because of the
youth of these fields and that there hasn't been sufficient time for scholars to conduct
comprehensive literature reviews. Another is that assembling reviews for an interdisciplinary field is
very difficult indeed – marketing begs, borrows and steals from a multitude of other subject areas,
including economics, management, psychology, sociology and anthropology. The field is in and of
itself theory poor because of its youth, and because the development of theory seems not to be
rewarded or recognized (Yadav, 2010). However, as Webster and Watson (2002) point out, a
literature review represents the foundation for research in any discipline, and as such critical
reviews of the literature are fundamental to the strengthening of marketing as a discipline. In that
spirit, the following section describes a very comprehensive review of the entire literature in the
most important journals in marketing on the topics of content analysis, automated text analysis and
text mining. Moreover, its novelty lies in the use of an automated text analysis tool in order to
conduct this review.
2.4.1 On the Importance of Bibliographic Scholarship
Critical reviews of the extant literature on the topic of interest are an essential requirement for any
research project and for the subsequent writing-up of the results of any empirical research, or for
the conceptualization of a theoretical paper. Reviews of the literature enable the identification of
conceptual and methodological issues (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2015; Crossan & Apaydin, 2010;
Grewal et al., 2018; Sarmento & Simões, 2018), and also allow scholars to determine what
important areas warrant further research and theory development (Kohtamäki, Rabetino, & Möller,
2018). Many papers in marketing have focused on specific topics such as, firm level export
performance (Katsikeas, Leonidou & Morgan, 2000); export barriers (Leonidou, 1995); and cocitation in consumer research (Hoffman & Holbrook, 1993). Others have focused on particular
marketing journals, and have conducted bibliometric analyses of the entire contents of these
publications over long time periods (e.g. Biemans, Griffin & Moenaert, 2007; Dabirian et al., 2016;
Grant, Stiehler & Boon, 2013; Malhotra, Wu & Whitelock, 2005; 2013; Nel et al., 2011; Sprott &
Miyazaki, 2002; Valenzuela et al., 2017; Wiid, du Preez & Wallström, 2012).
As far as can be ascertained there has to date been no bibliometric review of the topics of text
and/or content analysis in the marketing literature, although there has been considerable recent
interest shown by marketing scholars in automated text and/or content analysis of late (e.g. Berger
et al., 2019; Chapman, 2019; Hartmann et al., 2019; Humphreys & Wang, 2017; Sinkovics &
Sinkovics, 2016). The purpose of this section therefore is to conduct a bibliographic analysis of
content analysis-related terms in major marketing journals in order to identify the main themes
studied, the most influential authors on these topics, the networks that exist between authors and
topics, and the journals in which the most influential works on the topics have been published.
In the next section I describe the key term- and journal selection process, before going on to
briefly describe the analysis tool used in the process. Following this I present and discuss the
results. I conclude by acknowledging the limitations of this approach and identifying avenues for
future research.
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2.4.2 Key Term- and Journal Selection Process
The source of data for this project was the Web of Science database. Web of Science is an online
subscription-based scientific citation indexing service that enables a researcher to conduct a
comprehensive citation search either by search terms, or by a single journal or a large number of
journals, or by both search term and journal(s). In so doing it permits an in-depth exploration of
specialized sub-fields within an academic discipline. The researcher can also specify the number of
years, or the period for which a search can be conducted, with the longest period spanning the years
1900 to 2019. An evaluation and selection process based on factors such as the journal’s impact and
whether or not papers are peer reviewed, determines whether a journal is accepted for indexing in
Web of Science.
Web of Science enables a researcher to stipulate the search desired by using Boolean logic to
include or exclude search terms and specify journals. I specified the following search terms:
“content analysis” OR “text analysis” OR “text mining”. I then included all the 4-star, 4- and 3ranked marketing journals listed in the 2018 Chartered Association of Business Schools Journal
Guide (ABS guide) (see https://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2018/). The guide is
intended to serve as an indication to business school administrators and faculty of the quality of
journals in which faculty members publish. According to the ABS guide, 4-star journals are those
that would be recognized worldwide as exemplars of excellence. 4-ranked journals are the next tier
and publish the most original and best-executed research; they typically have high submission and
low acceptance rates and are heavily refereed. 3-ranked journals publish original and well-executed
research and are highly regarded; they typically have good submission rates, are very selective in
what they publish, and papers are also heavily refereed. Of all the marketing journals listed in the
ABS guide, 20 met the ranking criteria and these were included in the search. Using these search
terms from the selected journals, 224 papers were identified, and these were used as the data for
further analysis.
The top ten most cited papers on Web of Science and also Google Scholar, in which one or more
of the search terms appear, from the selected journals, are shown in Table 3 below. As can be seen
from the table the most influential paper with regard to content analysis based on citations is
Kassarjian’s (1977) paper on the topic in the Journal of Consumer Research. This journal features
most prominently in terms of citation with regard to papers on content analysis with five papers in
the top ten, followed by Marketing Science and the Journal of Advertising, with two each. Some of
these studies employ a manual approach to content analysis with print advertising as a common
source of data (e.g. Carlson, Grove & Kangun, 1993; McQuarie & Mick, 1992; Tse, Belk & Zhou,
1989). The studies by Netzer et al. (2012), Smith, Fischer and Yongjian (2012) and Ghose, Ipeirotis
and Li (2012) are the only studies on the list where early signs or early versions of automated text
analysis can be seen.
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Table 3: Top 10 Most Cited Papers in Marketing Journals in which the search terms “content analysis” OR “text
analysis” OR “text mining” appear.
Ranking

Author(s), Title of Paper, Journal Details

1

Kassarjian, H. H. (1977). Content analysis in consumer research. Journal
of Consumer Research, 4(1), 8-18.
Kolbe, R. H., & Burnett, M. S. (1991). Content-analysis research: An
examination of applications with directives for improving research
reliability and objectivity. Journal of Consumer Research, 18(2), 243-250.
Smith, A. N., Fischer, E., & Yongjian, C. (2012). How does brand-related
user-generated content differ across YouTube, Facebook, and
Twitter?. Journal of Interactive Marketing, 26(2), 102-113.
Tse, D. K., Belk, R. W., & Zhou, N. (1989). Becoming a consumer
society: A longitudinal and cross-cultural content analysis of print ads
from Hong Kong, the People's Republic of China, and Taiwan. Journal of
Consumer Research, 15(4), 457-472.
Briley, D. A., Morris, M. W., & Simonson, I. (2000). Reasons as carriers
of culture: Dynamic versus dispositional models of cultural influence on
decision making. Journal of Consumer Research, 27(2), 157-178.
McQuarrie, E. F., & Mick, D. G. (1992). On resonance: A critical
pluralistic inquiry into advertising rhetoric. Journal of Consumer
Research, 19(2), 180-197.
Ghose, A., Ipeirotis, P. G., & Li, B. (2012). Designing ranking systems for
hotels on travel search engines by mining user-generated and
crowdsourced content. Marketing Science, 31(3), 493-520.
Netzer, O., Feldman, R., Goldenberg, J., & Fresko, M. (2012). Mine your
own business: Market-structure surveillance through text
mining. Marketing Science, 31(3), 521-543.
Zhou, N., & Belk, R. W. (2004). Chinese consumer readings of global
and local advertising appeals. Journal of Advertising, 33(3), 63-76.
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2.4.3 Using VOSViewer for Data Analysis
In order to analyze the papers gathered in the database, I used VOSViewer (Van Eck & Waltman,
2009). VOSViewer is a free software developed at the University of Leiden in The Netherlands to
analyze bibliometric data and then to construct and view bibliometric maps for easier
interpretation. The acronym VOS stands for Visualization of Similarities. The program can be used
to construct maps of authors or journals based on co-citation data or to construct maps of keywords
based on co-occurrence data. While two different kinds of maps are typically used in bibliometric
studies, namely distance-based maps and graph-based maps, VOSViewer supports distance-based
mapping so that the closer in terms of distance two entities (e.g. key terms, authors) are to each
other on the map, the more closely related they are to each other. VOSViewer uses different colors
for different clusters, so for example, in a simple consideration of academic business journals,
finance journals would tend to cluster together and be coloured blue, and marketing journals would
be coloured red. Most likely, marketing and finance would be relatively far away from each other on
a distance map, but accounting journals might be closer to finance journals, although they might be
allocated another color, perhaps, green.
The 224 papers saved from the Web of Science search referred to above served as input to the
VOSViewer analysis. The results are presented and discussed in the next section.
2.4.4. The Results of VOSViewer Analysis
In this section the results of the VOSViewer analysis of the key search terms “content analysis”, “text
analysis” and “text mining” in the top 20 marketing journals are presented by considering overall
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trends; authors and author networks and their influence on research in the topic area; the other
terms that occur with the search terms; and the journals in terms of their impact.
Overall Trends
The first paper on one of the three search terms to be published in one of the selected journals
appeared in 1968. Figure 4 shows a line graph of the number of papers published on the topics each
year over the 51-year period until 2019. It is apparent that interest in these topics has shown an
upward trend over the period. There is a sharp drop in 2019 for the simple reason that only the
papers published in the first half of the year are included.
Figure 4: Trend in Number of Publications in the Selected Journals for “content analysis”, “text analysis” and “text
mining” 2004 -2019
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The journals in which most papers on the three search terms appeared are shown in Figure 5 on
the following page. As can be seen from the chart, the journal in which most papers on the topics
were published was the Journal of Advertising with 58 papers, followed by the European Journal
of Marketing with 34, International Marketing Review and Journal of Advertising Research with
20, and Industrial Marketing Management with 19.
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Figure 5: Journals in which most papers on the topics of “content analysis”, “text analysis” and “text mining” were
published
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The Authors
The most prolific authors in marketing on the topics of content- and text analysis and text mining
are shown in Table 4. The author whose two papers on the key search terms has received the most
citations in Web of Science journals is Harold Kassarjian whose works have been cited 933 times.
He is followed by Richard Kolbe whose two papers on the key search terms have received 626
citations. It is worth noting here that in this analysis VOSViewer sometimes only reports the results
for the first author on multi-authored papers – Kolbe’s most cited paper on the topic was published
in 1991 with Melissa Burnett (Kolbe & Burnett, 1991).
Table 4: Most Cited Authors on the Topics of Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining in 20 Top Marketing Journals
Author
Harold Kassarjian
Richard Kolbe
Russell Belk
Nan Zhou
Shintaro Okazaki
Barbara Stern
Edward McQuarrie
Ashlee Humphreys
Ko de Ruyter
Martin Wetzels

Number of Papers
2
2
3
2
6
2
2
3
3
3

Number of Citations in Web of Science Journals
933
626
434
384
256
242
239
196
188
188

In Figure 6 on the following page, a map of co-authorship on the key terms is shown. It is
apparent that scholars work in teams, mostly of sizes between 2 and 4 authors on these issues,
although the map also shows that in many cases there is no co-authorship by some scholars, the
most notable being Kassarjian. The size of the circles attached to the name reflects the number of
papers on the topics of interest by the particular author – so for example Okazaki has published six
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papers, a number of which are with his co-author Barbara Mueller. A prominent four-member team
is that of De Ruyter, Wetzels, Ludwig and Grewal.
Figure 6: A Map of Co-Authorship on the Topics of Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining in Top Marketing
Journals

The networks of citation in papers concerned with content-, text analysis and text mining were
also explored using VOSViewer. Co-citation describes the frequency with which two documents are
cited together by other documents. These are shown in Figure 7 below, and it can be seen that there
are essentially two main clusters, or networks of scholars, who cite each other on these topics. The
cluster on the left of the figure consists of three main authors and their co-authors, namely Okazaki,
Belk and Leonidou, as well as Mueller, Taylor and Plakoyiannaki, with Humphreys a little way off
and linking this cluster to those on the right through Moon. The cluster on the right consists of de
Ruyter and his co-authors Ludwig and Wetzels.
Figure 7: The Networks of Citation in Papers concerned with Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining
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VOSViewer also enables the identification of bibliographic coupling (Kessler, 1963), which occurs
when two entities (e.g., papers, authors) cite a third entity. Two authors are bibliographically
coupled if the cumulative reference lists of their respective oeuvres each contain a reference to a
common document, and their coupling strength also increases with the citations to other documents
that they share (Martyn, 1964). It is an indication that a strong probability exists that the two
authors write about related subject matter.
A map of the network of bibliographic couplings between authors is shown in Figure 8 below. It
appears that there are two dominant bibliographic coupling networks with regard to content-, text
analysis and text mining in the marketing literature. On the right side of the map in the green
cluster there is a group of scholars working on similar issues, consisting of de Ruyter, Wetzels,
Grewal, Ludwig and Moon. The red and blue cluster more to the center of the map with regard to
bibliographic coupling consists of authors such as Okazaki, Mueller, Belk, Leonidou, Taylor,
Plakoyiannaki and Humphreys. At the extreme left of the map is Aarikka-Stenroos who is not
strongly coupled to anyone and forms a small cluster on her own.
Figure 8: Map of Bibliometric Couplings by Author

The Words
In addition to searching documents for the key specified terms, VOSViewer also considers all the
other keywords in these documents and then makes it possible to identify which of these keywords
appear most frequently and also to see how they are related to each other. It does not count
common function words such as articles, prepositions and pronouns. A list of the ten most
commonly occurring keywords that appeared in the 224 papers analyzed is shown in Table 5. The
two most common words are not the original three search terms used; they are namely, reliability
and impact. It is also noteworthy that the third most common term is “United States”, which
indicates that much of the work on content-, text analysis and text mining has probably been
conducted in that country.
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Table 5: The Ten Most Commonly Occurring Keywords in Papers on Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining in Top
Marketing Journals
Keyword
Reliability
Impact
United States
Content analysis
Word-of-mouth
Internet
Text mining
Performance
Advertising
Behavior

Number of Occurrences
26
23
22
21
19
19
19
18
17
17

A network of these terms and how they co-occur and interact with each other in published works
is shown in Figure 9 below. From the network map it would appear that there are three main
themes in papers published on content-, text analysis and text mining in marketing journals. At the
center top of the network is the term “content analysis”, and then branching down from that is the
term “consumers”. To the right of the map, are terms relevant to consumer behaviour, including
“behaviour”, “persuasion”, “perceptions”, “and “consumption”, and then to the far right of the map
there is an area that is clearly about advertising. To the left of the center of the map are terms to do
with text mining and these seem to be about online marketing, and include “word-of-mouth”,
“social media”, “networks”, and “user-generated content”.
Figure 9: The Networks of Keywords in Papers concerned with Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining

The Journals
The most cited journals to which papers on content-, text analysis and text mining in the top
marketing journals refer are shown in Table 6 below. As can be seen from the table, the most cited
journal is the Journal of Consumer Research followed by the Journal of Advertising. The Journal
of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research and the Journal of Advertising Research round out
the top five in the table. This is also reflected in the VOSViewer map shown in Figure 10, in which
these journals are at the center of sub-networks that appear to cluster around subject matter. The
first of these are mainly consumer psychology journals clustered around the Journal of Consumer
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Research and include the Journal of Consumer Psychology and Psychology and Marketing. Closely
linked to this is the Journal of Marketing Research, which is also associated with journals such as
Marketing Science. The Journal of Advertising and the Journal of Advertising Research are
associated with other advertising journals such as Journal of Current Issues and Research in
Advertising, and International Journal of Advertising as well as a number of communications and
journalism publications. The large green group of journals clustered around the Journal of
Marketing all tend to deal with issues concerning marketing strategy and management as well as
international marketing and industrial marketing.
Table 6: Most Cited Journals to which Papers on Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining Refer
Journal
Journal of Consumer Research
Journal of Advertising
Journal of Marketing
Journal of Marketing Research
Journal of Advertising Research
Industrial Marketing Management
Marketing Science
Journal of Business Research
European Journal of Marketing
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science

Number of Citations
678
589
579
487
327
279
209
168
165
143

Figure 10: Co-citation–Map of the Most Cited Sources of Papers on Content-, Text Analysis and Text Mining

2.4.5 The Most Influential Authors on Content Analysis, Automated Text Analysis and Text
Mining
It is also possible using VOSViewer to identify who the most influential authors on a field of study
have been. This is different from simply counting who the most cited authors on the topic are – in
this case, it is interesting to note which scholars who write on the target topic cite, and whether they
have written directly on the topic of interest or not. Indeed, many of these authors and their papers
might not even have been published in marketing journals. The most influential authors on the field
of content analysis, automated text analysis and text mining are shown in Table 7 below. It is worth
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noting that while four authors, Pollay, Hofstede, Perreault and Dichter have not written directly on
the topics related to content analysis in marketing, they are still nevertheless among the most
important influences on it. Moreover, Geert Hofstede was far more of an international businessthan a marketing scholar, best known for his work on culture’s consequences (2001), and for
developing tools to identify the differences between national cultures. Ernst Dichter, who died in
1991, was also much more of a marketing practitioner than a traditional marketing scholar. Active in
the 1940’s, 1950’s and 1960’s he is sometimes referred to as the father of motivational research in
marketing (see Schwarzkopf and Gries, 2010). While he held a PhD and published in premier
journals such as Journal of Marketing (1949; 1961) and Harvard Business Review (1947; 1957;
1966), most of his career was spent in industry and advertising agencies.
Table 7: Most Influential Authors on the Topics of Content Analysis, Automated Text Analysis and Text Mining
Author
Harold Kassarjian
Richard Pollay
Russell Belk
Richard Kolbe
Charles Taylor
Barbara Mueller
Geert Hofstede
William Perreault
Morris Holbrook
Ernst Dichter

Number of Citations in the Dataset
73
50
48
44
42
41
38
38
38
38

Has written directly on the topic of interest or not?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

The most influential scholars on the notions of content analysis, automated text analysis and text
mining are also shown in a network map in Figure 11 below. Once more Kassarjian is prominent in
this network. It is also worth noting that the two scholars identified above as being outside of the
boundaries of traditional marketing scholarship, namely Dichter and Hofstede, influence different
areas of scholarship on the map. Dichter’s influence was on scholars such as Stern, Belk and Pollay
while Hofstede’s was primarily on Taylor and Mueller.
Figure 11: Network of the Most Influential Authors on Content Analysis, Text Analysis and Text Mining
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2.4.6 The Bibliographic Literature Review: Discussion, Limitations and Implications for
Future Research
This section has explored the nature of citation in- and of works in the top twenty marketing
journals using a bibliographic mapping tool called VOSViewer. VOSViewer permits insights that
would not be possible to obtain using other content analysis tools, and especially not by means of
manual coding. In general, the observations are that the work in this area tends to be dominated by
certain authors, most of whom hark back to Kassarjian’s (1977) original work published in Journal
of Consumer Research. Other prominent scholars doing work in this area include De Ruyter and his
network, Leonidou, Okazaki, and Humphreys who appears to play a role in linking different streams
of research together. Work in the areas tends to focus on three main streams, namely consumer
psychology, advertising and marketing strategy, and this is also reflected by the fact that the three
major journals in these fields publish on these topics and are also prominent sources of reference as
evidenced by the centrality in the networks of journals that serve these fields.
This work is limited by a number of factors that also suggest further avenues for research. First, it
has used as its sources only the top twenty marketing journals as selected by the ABS guide. There
are many more acceptable journals rated as “2” or “1” in this guide, and doubtless some scholars
would be of the opinion that some of these journals not only warrant a higher ranking, but should
also be included in a study such as the one reported in this paper. Second, there are a number of
journals in disciplines tangential to marketing, such as communication, management, and public
relations to name a few, in which it is likely that work on these issues would have been reported and
these have not been directly included in this study. Third, Web of Science was used as the source of
data for the journals studied. Not all journals, and this holds for marketing journals, are listed in
Web of Science and so work in these journals would not have been included in this study. Therefore,
all of these limitations also point to future avenues for bibliometric research in this domain.
There are a number of avenues for future research using tools such as VOSViewer in this domain.
First, it would be relatively easy to include all bona fide marketing journals listed in Web of Science
in a database to be explored by VOSViewer. There are many journals rated as “2” or “1” that publish
good research possibly appertaining to the topics at hand, and many of these could have been highly
cited and impactful. Second, it would be interesting to include journals from other management
disciplines, including management, strategy, international business, management information
systems, human resources, operations and even finance in a database and investigate these using
VOSViewer. Not only is it possible that additional insights could be gained, but it would also
facilitate comparisons across disciplines. Third, subject areas beyond business and management
could also be incorporated in a study. It is well known that researchers in areas of knowledge such
as linguistic psychology, communications, political science and sociology have employed content
analysis techniques in their work. Insights from these domains would also prove valuable.

2.5 Creation and Experience as Focus Activities: A Brief Overview
As already outlined in the introductory chapter, this dissertation considers two kinds of automated
text analysis tools, namely dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based in two different
settings, namely, experience and creation. There are a number of ways of viewing these dichotomies.
A simple approach is to see them as being among a range of activities that actors (both sellers and
buyers) undertake. Primarily active, the traditional producer/seller creates offerings, and
experiences the market’s reactions to them. They also create strategies and communication
campaigns, as well as conducting a range of more humdrum activities that include organizing,
monitoring and controlling. Primarily passive, the traditional consumer/buyer consumes and in so
doing experiences the offerings of sellers. These experiences may be merely transactional, such as
for example enjoying a meal in a conventional restaurant, driving a car, or fitting on a shirt, or
transformative, such as for example, undergoing surgery, or taking a course at an educational
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institution. Of course, these consumer/buyers also engage in a number of other simpler, routine
activities such as seeking information, making offering comparisons, purchasing and disposing of
products.
A more appropriate way of considering focus activities is to employ Vargo and Lusch’s (2004)
service-dominant logic perspective, which explains that value in a buyer-seller context is always cocreated. Under this perspective, value creation is not the sole purvey of the seller; rather, both
parties to an exchange create and in turn, experience, value. From an automated text analysis
perspective, both buyers and sellers might document in various ways how they either create or
experience value. For example, marketing executives create by articulating their marketing
strategies in written text in marketing plans, and also of how they experience the results of these in
reports to top management, or in in-depth interviews with customers. Customers/consumers
document how they experience and receive value in the form of blogs, reviews of products and
services, and so forth, and also communicate how they create value by writing about ways that
products or services could be improved, or documenting how they have curated collections, or have
modified existing products for other purposes.
Both focus activities have received considerable attention in the marketing literature in the recent
past. This work is briefly reviewed in the next section.
2.5.1 Creation as a Marketing Focus Activity
Creation in marketing has been addressed by scholars in two broad streams of research. The first is
concerned with what it is, and what the behavioural traits of the creative person are. Hirschman
(1980) defined creativity by consumers as the problem-solving capability that may be applied
toward consumption-related problems – similar definitions of creativity in producers have been
proffered by scholars such as Amabile (1985), Ford (1996), and Shalley, Zhou and Oldman (2004).
The focus of consumer researchers has tended to be on the behavioural traits of creative consumers,
and especially the factors that influence the process of consumer creativity. For example, in an
experimental setting Moreau and Dahl (2005) studied how input and time constraints influence the
way in which consumers process information during a creative task and how those processes, in
turn, influence the creativity of the solution. Burroughs and Mick (2004) investigated the
antecedents and consequences of creativity in a consumption context and found that both
situational factors (i.e., time constraints, situational involvement) and personal factors (i.e., locus of
control, metaphoric thinking ability) affect consumer creativity.
Second, and more recently, scholars have begun to give more attention to the why and how of
creation. Dahl and Moreau (2007) also argue that consumer creativity exists along a spectrum,
ranging from extremely limiting cases (which we might term transactional) in which a product
might for example, be simply assembled (e.g., putting together an IKEA desk) to extremely creative
cases (or what we might term transformational) in which the product is both conceptualized and
realized (e.g., painting an original picture). Muñiz and Schau (2007) studied, ten years after the
event, the marketing communication generated by the brand community centered on the nowdefunct Apple Newton personal digital assistant, a brand that was (along with its supporting
advertising) discontinued in 1998. They found that consumers can be quite skilled in the creation of
brand-relevant communications, applying the styles, logics, and grammar of advertising. Other
scholars (Berthon et al., 2007; Plangger & Robson, 2014; Robson, Wilson & Pitt, 2019) have
explored how consumers create by modifying the existing offerings of firms to come up with entirely
new conceptualizations.
To reiterate, both sellers and buyers create in the creation of value. Sellers create not only in the
offerings they bring to market but also in the formulation and crafting of business plans and
marketing strategies. Buyers co-create value by participating in production processes (for example,
students create value by not only passively responding to lectures, but also by working hard and
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studying; Ikea customers build their own furniture), adapting and modifying sellers’ offerings; and
of course giving verbal feedback formally and informally to sellers.
2.5.2 Experience as a Marketing Focus Activity
The word experience has a number of different meanings, although these are all related. As a verb it
means to have an experience of something, or to undergo, or feel or meet with. As a noun it means a
particular instance of personally observing, encountering or undergoing something; more simply it
can mean something that happens to someone. Specifically in a work situation, it refers to
something an individual either has or lacks, specifically, the knowledge or practical wisdom gained
from what one has observed, encountered, or undergone in a job (Experience, n.d.). In marketing
both buyers and sellers experience phenomena, and possess experience to a greater or lesser extent.
As simple examples, customers (buyers) experience (verb) visiting restaurants, having their hair cut,
purchasing new cars, and possess experience (noun) of phenomena to a greater or lesser extent – a
lot of experience in dining at a fast food restaurant, and very little experience of a complex surgical
procedure, or a meeting with a law professional. As simple examples, marketing decision makers
(sellers) experience (verb) customer reaction to a new product launch in terms of sales response,
and possess experience within an industry, or of developing a communication campaign.
As already argued, as focus activities experiences can either be transactional or transformative.
For a customer, staying in simple accommodation, or purchasing routine household supplies would
be transactional experiences, while undergoing a complex surgical procedure or taking part in a
skydiving exercise would be transformative experiences. For a marketing decision maker, reading
the reports of a sales team might be a transactional experience, while listening to an ad agency pitch
a really different communication strategy for a new product launch, or developing a corporate
marketing strategy would be transformative.
The term experience has acquired a distinctive meaning in the marketing literature in the past
twenty years, as some scholars view it as a distinctive economic offering (e.g. Pine & Gilmore, 1998,
2011; Schmitt 1999a, 1999b, 2009; Schmitt & Zarontonello, 2013). This perspective views an
experience as the terminal point in a progression in economic offerings that proceed from
commodities through branded goods, through services, to experiences. The school of thought argues
that staging experiences is an ultimate marketing challenge because customers will be willing to pay
more for experiences that are unique, memorable and engage all the senses. However, it should be
emphasized that in this dissertation, the focus is on the term experience as defined in the
introduction to this section.

2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the literature on content analysis was reviewed with particular emphasis on
automated text analysis. This review also introduced and used an automated content analysis tool
called VOSViewer to explore the bibliographic characteristics of the automated text and content
analysis literatures in marketing. Following this, dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based
automated text analysis tools were discussed and explained in more detail. Here the focus was
especially on the tools used in the research conducted in this dissertation, namely on DICTION and
LIWC as dictionary-based automated text analysis tools, and on IBM Watson as an artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis tool. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the focus
activities of creation and experience.
In the next chapter, research methodology is discussed, first in general, and then with particular
attention to the approaches followed in this dissertation.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, research methodology is discussed in general, and then specific attention is given to
the research approach followed in this dissertation. The issue of dilemmatics (McGrath, 1981)
highlights the fact that researchers always face choices and dilemmas when conducting a research
project, and that all research is flawed simply because by striving for one research objective and
utilizing a particular approach, the researcher foregoes other choices that would reach other
objectives. Following this, the researcher’s worldview is considered and discussed. Next, the chosen
research approach is presented and the research strategy and design are explained. Then, the
scientific properties of research are considered, and the steps taken to ensure reliability and validity
in this research project are explained. Finally, the projects that resulted in the four papers that
constitute the contribution of this dissertation are presented.

3.2 Dilemmatics – How Research Objectives Determine Research Methods
Researchers have access to a variety of methods and approaches in their striving to answer
important and interesting questions, and to make contributions to knowledge. However, there is no
such thing as perfect research, as McGrath (1981) points out. Everything depends on the research
objectives that the social sciences researcher sets for her/himself, for it is the objective that will
determine the methodological approach. This is illustrated in the well-known circumplex of Runkel
and McGrath (1972) shown in Figure 12 on the following page. As can be seen there are three
fundamental objectives that a researcher could have for any research project. First, as shown in
quadrant A in the circumplex, the researcher might want to be able to generalize, or in other words,
to argue that their findings are generally representative of a population. In marketing research for
example, a researcher, might want to find out what the perceived levels of market orientation
(Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Kohli, Jaworski & Kumar, 1993) of firms are by surveying a very large
sample of marketing executives by means of a mail survey and tabulating their responses. This is not
particularly obtrusive and should not take the respondent a long time to complete. If the
appropriate statistical techniques are used to calculate market orientation, the researcher can state
with some confidence that the results are representative of the entire population of marketing
executives. By using an appropriate tool (a survey), of a large sample, the researcher is able to
generalize. The weaknesses of this approach are two-fold, however. First, the researcher lacks
precision. S/he is unable to say precisely what causality there was in the phenomenon studied, or in
simple terms, how did A cause B? There is simply no precision. Second, there is no context or
richness in the results. Our researcher is unable to explain why in company A, the marketing
executive concerned believed that market orientation was of no consequence, or why Company B
performed extraordinarily well, despite having very low levels of market orientation.
A researcher who has precision as their main research objective would pursue a research
methodology in quadrant B. For example, the consumer psychologist, Gorn (1982), wanted to test
whether a subject’s liking of the music in an advertisement would influence their product choice.
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To do this he had to set up an obtrusive experiment in which he knew what music subjects liked and
disliked, and then to expose groups of subjects to ads featuring either liked- or disliked music and
enabling them to make a choice between two free products, one of which had been exposed to them
in the ad that they had experienced. The precision in the experiment allowed him to confirm his
hypothesis: music in an ad can influence product choice. His chosen method achieved his objective.
However, he is not able to generalize these results, and he is also not able to provide any richness or
context. For example, he is not able to answer the question of why subject X actually ended up
choosing the advertised product rather than the alternative despite hating the music they were
exposed to.
A researcher whose research objective is context or richness would utilize one of the techniques
around quadrant C in the circumplex. For example, Henry Mintzberg (1990) wanted to determine
whether in real life managers actually did what management textbooks say they do. Textbooks tell
us that managers in organizations perform the classical tasks of management: planning, organizing,
leading and controlling. In order to see whether this was actually what they were doing, he
immersed himself into the lives of real managers in real organizations. He spent time observing
them, talking with them, and asking them to keep diaries and then reading these. In all likelihood if
he had conducted a survey of managers and asked them to indicate whether they planned,
organized, led and controlled he would have gotten positive responses that these were exactly the
activities that kept them busy. Instead, by studying managers in the real world, and immersing
himself in their lives he found that they spent very little time planning, organizing, leading and
controlling. Instead, they spent a lot of time on the telephone, in meetings, and putting out fires.
Nevertheless, while Mintzberg was able to obtain his goal of context and richness, he still had to
forego any generalizability and precision.
Figure 12: Research Dilemmatics – The Runkel and McGrath Circumplex.
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Where do automated text analysis tools fit as research techniques on the Runkel and McGrath
(1972) circumplex? Well, first it should be remembered that personal computers that facilitate
automated text analysis were not around when the circumplex was developed, and so it was not a
tool that researchers considered. Second, when the circumplex was developed the Internet was not
yet in existence, and so there weren’t the swathes of data being generated each minute that required
advanced text analysis tools to help understand them. Considering the two axes of the circumplex,
Obtrusive-Unobtrusive, and Universal vs. Particular Behaviour Systems, it is obvious that
automated text analysis would almost always be unobtrusive. For example, a consumer who wrote a
review of a restaurant on TripAdvisor, would be completely unaware of the fact that the text of this
review was later scraped and then text-analyzed by a researcher. However, where the approach
would locate on the Behaviour spectrum is less certain, and it would depend on the particular
research conducted. For example, if a researcher were to scrape many thousands of job reviews from
a website such as Glassdoor.com (e.g. Pitt et al., 2017) it could be argued that these results would be
generalizable, because they tend to gravitate toward the universal behaviour end of the spectrum.
On the other hand, scraping detailed reviews of their procedures by knee replacement patients on a
website such as MedicineNet, places the researcher in a particular behavioural system, and the text
analysis approach used, IBM Watson, can link a strong emotion expressed by a subject directly to
their actual words (Pitt, Mulvey & Kietzmann, 2018).
If automated text analysis is seen as a data analysis tool, rather than as a distinct research
methodology, then the various tools can be seen as being appropriate to achieve generalizability,
precision or context, but always depending on the researcher’s objective. If the researcher used an
automated text analysis tool to analyze the corporate reports in a large sample survey, then the tool
would be an aid to achieving generalizability (e.g. Mishra, Ewing and Pitt, 2019). If the researcher
used an automated text analysis tool to analyze the differences in text responses of an experimental
and a control group (e.g., Packard, Moore & McFerran, 2018), then the tool would be used as a
means of achieving precision. If the researcher used an automated text analysis tool to analyze long,
in-depth interviews with significant business leaders (e.g. Lee et al., 2019), then the tool is able to
achieve context or richness, albeit in a small sample.

3.3 The Researcher’s Worldview
How a scholar conducts research depends on their philosophical worldview (Creswell, 2013), or
their basic set of beliefs (Guba, 1990). The three best-known worldviews are: post-positivism,
constructivism, and postmodernism. According to the post-positivist perspective, all science is an
empirical enterprise, and a researcher’s role should be to describe and explain the world, rather
than to make value judgments. Post-positivism is cause-and-effect oriented and prefers quantitative
data to qualitative data (Creswell, 2013).
Constructivists, also known as interpretivists, are prevalent in the social sciences. They believe
that in most cases human subjects, unlike other living things studied in the natural sciences, need to
be studied from the perspective that humans ascribe subjective meanings to their experiences
(Creswell, 2013). As referred to in the Runkel and McGrath (1972) circumplex above, constructivists
attempt to analyze and understand phenomena within a specific context, while considering cultural,
historic, and societal influences (Blaikie, 2007; Hatch & Cunliffe, 2006). Data is multi-vocal under
this scenario and can therefore be interpreted in different ways. The automated text analysis tool
Leximancer is constructivist in a sense – while it uses strong statistical and programmatic tools to
produce maps of text, it is still up to the researcher to interpret the themes, the concepts and the
maps.
Postmodernists argue that truth and knowledge are always relative in the social world, and that it
is unproductive to try to explain a universal human nature, for this does not exist. Instead any
conclusions that are drawn about human behaviour and interactions are limited to the time, place
and cultural environment in which they are observed. Berthon, Pitt and Watson (2000) explored
this further, specifically with regard to the Internet environment.
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The worldviews imply different philosophical assumptions that will guide and direct a research
project. These assumptions relate to ontology (questioning the nature of reality), epistemology (how
knowledge is known), axiology (the nature of values) and methodology (the process of research)
(Creswell, 2013). This brings us back to the original debate about whether content analysis is a
qualitative or quantitative technique. In marketing there are examples of content analysis in the
literature that are patently qualitative. For example, Fournier’s (1998) seminal work on brand
relationships consisted of three in-depth case studies that were interpreted and guided by an
integrative review of the literature on person-to-person relationships.
Miles and Huberman (1994) argued that while depth interviews might be qualitative in nature,
when these words were counted and some kind of data- or statistical manipulation was conducted of
these words, the research became quantitative in nature. More recently researchers have argued
that content analysis is by nature dynamic and that it can be both qualitative and quantitative (e.g.
Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Cooper & Schindler, 2003). Krippendorf (2018), one of the fathers of
modern content analysis, believes that text doesn't change from being qualitative after
characteristics of it such as the number of times words appear, the number of times words appear
together, the length of sentences, and so forth have been counted, and thus rendered quantitative.
What is my research worldview? As a neophyte researcher, I think it is too early and difficult to
say. While I admire the precision that experimentalists bring to their research I am probably least of
all an experimentalist. I admire the powerful insights that strong data analysis provides, but I am
also in awe of the depth and richness that ethnographic research affords. At this point in my career,
and as a student of automated text analysis, I am going to take the stance that content analysis is
both a qualitative and a quantitative tool (as discussed above), so that in a sense I am both a postpositivist and a constructivist. There are times when the results of qualitative research can be
counted, and times when it is better not to count them (Hannah & Lausch, 2011).

3.4 Selected research approach
Rather than produce law-like generalizable truths as in the pure sciences, marketing scholars, as
social scientists, attempt to learn about markets and their occupants (organizations, successful,
channel members, and customers), find correlations between social phenomena, and identify
mechanisms that can help explain observed behaviour. This often requires a wide range of research
tools because the social world is subject to a vast array of very complex phenomena, such as human
needs, motivations, beliefs and values, and attitudes.
According to the Runkel and McGrath (1972) circumplex discussed above, it is the researcher’s
objective that will determine their research method and their research tools. Punch (2013, p. 7),
paraphrases this by stating, “methods should follow from questions.” The research problem, the
research objective and the corresponding research questions to be investigated therefore direct the
researcher to the most appropriate methodologies and tools.
The diagram in Figure 13 on the following page shows how the research problem posed in this
dissertation lead to the identification of four key research questions. Then these research questions
are operationalized with the research approach, the data source and the subjects identified. Finally,
the appropriate analysis approach for each research question is designated. This process is
summarized in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Stages of Progression from Research Problem Identification to Operationalization and Methodology

Research Problem

Research Questions

What marketing insights can an
AI-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from depth
interviews in a creation focus
activity?

Operationalization

Text from depth interviews with
art collectors

How can automated text analysis tools enable marketing
practitioners and scholars to gain insights from textual data

What research questions flow from the problem?

What marketing insights can an
AI-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from online
reviews in an experience focus
activity?

What marketing insights can a
D-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from online
reviews in an experience focus
activity?

What marketing insights can a
D-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from depth
interviews in a creation focus
activity?

How will the questions be answered?

Text from from online reviews
by knee surgery patients

Text from from online reviews
on TripAdvisor

Text from from online
interviews with CMO’s

How will the data be analyzed?

IBM Watson followed by
correspondence analysis and
hierarchical clustering

IBM Watson followed by
hierarchical clustering

DICTION followed by t-tests and
multiple regression procedures

LIWC followed by a series of
analysis of variance (ANOVA)
procedures

3.5 Research Strategy and Design
Research is usually characterized as being exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory (sometimes
referred to as causal). The characterization is dependent on a number of issues including the nature
of the problem and the researcher’s objectives, but also on other factors such as the level of extant
knowledge on the topic of interest, the novelty of the topic (more novel topics usually stimulate
more exploratory research), and the resources available to the researcher. Exploratory research
usually involves a preliminary investigation of a new phenomenon, new theory or theoretical idea
and is usually conducted when sources of data are uncertain, and the literature on the topic is sparse
(Creswell, 2014; Stebbins, 2001). The researcher may be establishing some foundations for future
work in a topic domain when they conduct exploratory research.
Descriptive research endeavours to advance knowledge of a topic by adding to the information
regarding a field. At this stage the researcher will be asking “what”, “who”, “when”, “where” and
“how” questions, and in so doing be able to provide a more complete picture of a phenomenon. A
marketing research example of descriptive research might be for a clothing brand that wanted to
know more about its customers. They might be interested in knowing “who” these customers were
(e.g. demographic data such as age, gender and income), “where” these customers were (geographic
region, city or town), “when” these customers purchased clothing items (end of week, end of month
time of day), “where” these customers purchased (online, brick-and-mortar store), and “what” they
purchased (what items, what sizes and so forth).
The focus of explanatory research is on answering the question “why”. An explanatory project
that relates to the clothing purchase example provided above would not only answer the “who”,
“what”, “when”, “how” and “where” questions, it would also add “why” explanations to each of these.
For example, it might explain why shoppers had a higher propensity to shop online, or why they
chose certain items over others or why they chose to shop at certain times. Explanatory research
attempts to identify cause and effect relationships and is an effective method to provide deeper
understanding.
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While the research presented in this dissertation combines elements of exploratory, descriptive,
and explanatory approaches, it is primarily descriptive in nature. In many ways it is exploratory for it
does explore the use of relatively new tools in relatively new settings. The use of the IBM Watson tools
in contexts such as art collection and hospital surgeries is an example of that. It is also explanatory to
some extent, for it enables the researcher to explain why a particular knee replacement patient
strongly expresses a particular emotion about their surgery, or why guests consistently rate shared
accommodation higher than conventional hotels in their reviews on travel websites.
However, this research is mainly descriptive, as it strives to progress the knowledge concerning
automated text analysis in both creative and experience focus activities by adding to the information
in this domain. I have attempted to ask “what”, “who”, “when”, “where” and “how” questions in
order to be able to provide a more complete picture of the automated text analysis tools available to
marketing scholars, and to explore their use in four different domains.

3.6 Scientific Properties of the Research: Steps Taken to Ensure Reliability
and Validity
In a classic, much cited paper, Churchill (1979) called for the development of better marketing
constructs. First, constructs should be reliable and second, they should be valid. In 1988 one of the
most cited of all papers in the marketing discipline was published. In it, the authors, Parasuraman,
Zeithaml and Berry (1988) followed Churchill’s prescriptions exactly in the development of
SERVQUAL, a multi-item scale to measure customer perceptions of service quality. They pay
rigorous attention to the development of a scale that is both reliable, and valid, so that the paper has
not only become a classic illustration of the importance of reliability and validity, but also as a guide
to other marketing scholars who need to address these issues in their research.
Measurement lies at the heart of any scientific endeavour. While qualitative researchers might
claim that they never “measure” anything, the mere asking of a question can be argued to be an act
of measurement (e.g. Hannah & Lausch, 2011). If a qualitative researcher asked a question of a
subject one day and got an answer, and then asked exactly the same question the following day to
get a different answer, this is important, and a cause for concern: There is either a serious issue of
reliability, or circumstances have changed in a very short time.
Reliability is simply the degree of consistency of a measure, so a test will be reliable when it gives
the same repeated result under the same conditions (Hair et al., 2010; see also Peter, 1979). A
simple example would be that of someone who weighs themselves on their bathroom scale at home.
If they weighed themselves today and got a mass of 80kg, and then again tomorrow obtained a mass
of 70kg on the same scale, they might congratulate themselves on their weight loss and be delighted
that the new diet seems to be working. More likely however, they would realize that the scale is
unreliable: common sense would argue that no one can lose 10kg in a day, and that the scale is
faulty. We seek reliability in all the measures we make in marketing (and all other sciences).
Researchers want to be confident that if they use the same measure in different circumstances and
at a different time, they will obtain similar results, unless conditions have changed dramatically in a
way that would explain the changes observed.
Validity very generally refers to how sound the research is. In simple terms validity is present in
research if the research really measures what it purports to be measuring (Hair et al., 2010; Peter,
1981). In the example of SERVQUAL as a measure of service quality referred to above, the
developers of the scale went to great lengths to ensure that SERVQUAL really did measure service
quality and not something else.
Berger et al. (2019) emphasize the importance of establishing the validity of the text that the
researcher will use when applying automated text analysis tools. First, there needs to be internal
validity that is, “…does text accurately measure the constructs and the relationship between them?”
(p. 13). Second, there needs to be external validity, that is, “…do the text-based findings apply to
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phenomena outside the study?” (p.13). Humphreys and Wang (2017) also provide advice on
addressing these issues.
In the current research project, reliability and validity of the automated text tools used is of
paramount importance. In the case of dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based tools
reliability is relatively easy to establish. For example, if the tool reads and scores a piece of text
today it should give the same scores to the same piece of text tomorrow or in a month, unless the
tool itself has been modified in the interim, for example, if new words were added to a dictionary.
Validity is a little more difficult to establish. When a tool such as LIWC, for example, uses the
presence of particular words in a document to express a certain trait of the writer (e.g. their
authenticity), how can we be sure that they really do? Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) (see also
Bantum & Owen, 2009; Seih, Beier & Pennebaker, 2017; Pennebaker & King, 1999), describe
extensive efforts to ensure the validity of LIWCs classification of words into the appropriate correct
sub-dictionaries. Currently, testing the validity of artificial intelligence-based tools such as IBM
Watson is more problematic. This is firstly because much of the code that measures traits such as
‘Big Five’ personality traits and emotion states is proprietary, and access to researchers who are
using it is not possible. One also needs to be wary when using the same tool to measure states as
opposed to traits. Asking a cancer patient to write about their treatment and then using IBM
Watson to measure emotions, and then using the same person’s responses to the birth of a
grandchild will obviously result in very different emotions being expressed and then detected. This
is not an indication of a reliability problem with IBM Watson; rather it is an indication of good
external validity – the system is measuring what one expects it to measure.
3.6.1 Reliability and Validity of the Dictionary-based Tools Used
In using dictionary-based automated text analysis in research, the quality of the analysis is
obviously dependent on the quality of the dictionary (Laver & Garry, 2000). Therefore, a main
challenge for researchers is to develop a satisfactory dictionary (Wiedemann, 2013). Developing a
special-purpose dictionary is a daunting, iterative, and time-consuming process that can last from
months to years (Brier & Hopp, 2011; Landmann & Zuell, 2008; Morris, 1994) and so most scholars
generally rely on already available dictionaries, rather than build their own (Krippendorff, 2004).
The research conducted in this dissertation is fortunate in that the dictionary-based tools used
have already been subjected to many different tests of their reliability and validity. In the case of
LIWC, the developer, James Pennebaker (2011) states that each LIWC category contains a
dictionary of words that has been empirically validated to reflect that psychological dimension
across different contexts. A number of independent studies have also confirmed both the reliability
and validity of LIWC. Waters et al. (2016) found good face validity for the main LIWC dimensions
when used as predictors, as well as excellent reliability. Walter (2019) used LIWC and argued that it
was robust. She established the reliability of the codebook she had constructed by conducting a
manual coding of a random sample of one hundred of the 19,367 news stories she had gathered and
then comparing these to the same hundred news stories automatically analyzed by LIWC. This
procedure produced a sufficient level of agreement between the automated and manual coding
(Krippendorff’s α = .75). While she acknowledges that LIWC had already had its validity established
in previous work (e.g. Alpers et al., 2005), she nevertheless conducted her tests to ensure validity,
with special focus on the tone measure in LIWC. She repeated her analysis using the open source
“bing” sentiment dictionary of Liu et al. (2005). She then carried out a sentiment analysis in R using
the tidytext (Silge & Robinson 2016) and quanteda (Benoit et al., 2018) packages. To create a
measure comparable to the LIWC dictionary, she first counted the number of negative words and
then calculated the percentage of negative words per news story. In both cases she found that the
tone expressed in the stories was significant and concluded that the findings related to her
sentiment analysis are robust.
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In the recent marketing literature, two studies by Villarroel Ordenes and his colleagues (Villarroel
Ordenes et al., 2017; 2018) make similar observations. In their 2017 work that focuses on sentiment
(or tone) analysis they state, “First we used the emotion dictionaries developed for the LIWC
program (Pennebaker et al., 2015), which offers reliable convergence between the positive and
negative dimensions it extracts from text-based contents (Pennebaker et al., 2015)” (p. 879). In their
2018 paper, the authors used LIWC to confirm the results obtained from another form of analysis,
DAL (Whissell, 2009; Yin, Bond, & Zhang 2017), and found that the results did not change in
significance or direction, thereby confirming the convergent validity of LIWC.
DICTION has received similar favorable support for its reliability and validity. Sydserff and
Weetman (2002) make general claims for its reliability and validity in the accounting discipline.
Soroka (2014) provides a large body of evidence from studies that have utilized DICTION and also
argues for the strong psychometric properties of DICTION. The developer of DICTION, Roderick
Hart (2001) is even more assertive: “I have found virtually every stereotype about computerized
content analysis to be untrue. It is alleged to be mechanical, but I have found it creative. It has been
described as oafish, but I am fascinated by its subtlety. It is said to be reliable but not valid, and yet I
see its validity as its greatest strength” (p.68). In this work he also demonstrates the high
nomological validity of the DICTION text dimensions by showing how lowly they correlate with each
other. Citing Morris (1994) and Rosenberg et al. (1990), Short and Palmer (2008, p.730) refer to
DICTION’s “near perfect reliability, speed and cost effectiveness.”
3.6.2 Reliability and Validity of the Artificial Intelligence-based Tools Used
In this dissertation I also use an artificial intelligence platform, IBM Watson, to separately assess
two psychological constructs, namely emotions and sentiment, and personality, as these were
expressed in text documents. Two issues are at play here: The first has to do with the reliability and
validity of the original measures; the second has to do with the reliability and validity of IBM
Watson itself in the measurement of these constructs from text.
IBM Watson uses Ekman’s (1992) classification of emotions to gauge joy, sadness, anger, fear and
disgust, with sentiment as a separate variable being gauged at the same time. With regard to the
first issues, the literature leaves little doubt as to the high reliability and validity of the measures
(Ekman, 1992; Ekman & Cordaro, 2011; LoBue & Thrasher, 2015; Matsumoto et al., 2000). IBM
Watson assesses personality on a corpus of text by using the personality traits, as measured by the
so-called ‘Big Five’ dimensions (Goldberg, 1990). These measures have also been the focus of a
considerable body of research seeking to establish the reliability and validity of this approach,
almost entirely with positive results (Donnellan et al., 2006; Hahn, Gottschling & Spinath, 2012;
Lippa, 1991; Rammstedt & John. 2007; Smith & Snell, 1996).
What is less certain are the reliability and validity of actually using IBM Watson to measure
emotions and sentiment, and personality traits, from text documents. There are two main reasons
for this. First, IBM Watson is a relatively new tool, and researchers have yet to explore its reliability
and validity thoroughly in published work. Second, much of the intellectual property behind IBM
Watson is a “black box”, with little public information available on how the application works or was
constructed, or the algorithms behind it. I did conduct some simple tests to explore aspects of
reliability and validity of IBM Watson. In Matheson and Pitt (2018) we conducted personality
assessments using IBM Watson of twelve so-called “marketing legends” (major academic
contributors to scholarly marketing over the past fifty years) based on academic autobiographies
that these scholars had published in a series of four volumes in the Journal of Historical Research
in Marketing from 2017 to 2019. One of these individuals was the well-known Finnish marketing
professor Christian Grönroos (2017). With his help, we compared scores on the ‘Big Five’
personality traits as scored for the text in his autobiography with the text in a technical marketing
paper that he was in the process of refining for publication. The differences between the two pieces
of text were negligible, which suggests that IBM Watson scores the person, rather than the topic that
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they are writing about, as one would hope for in a reliable and valid approach. I have also correlated
scores on sentiment produced for a piece of text scored by IBM Watson with the scores for tone on
the same piece of text using LIWC, and the correlation coefficients have been between 0.6 and 0.85,
always significant, which gives some credence to the validity of both approaches.

3.7 Mechanics of the Data Gathering and Analysis Process
The basic workflow utilized in the conducting of the research followed in all four of the papers is
summarized in Figure 14 below, and follows a similar procedure to that recommended by Berger et
al. (2019). As will be seen from the figure, the workflow process begins with the acquisition of the
textual data. This might be from data that has already been gathered, such as the transcripts of depth
interviews already conducted, or from online data identified as objects of interest, such as online
product or service reviews, or online interviews with persons of interest, or blogs, or tweets on Twitter.
The second step in the workflow process involves the categorization of text into units of analysis, or
in other words, into the documents that will form the basis of analysis. The transcript from a depth
interview would constitute a discreet document for analysis, as would a product review. For analyzing
online interviews with persons of interest however, the researcher might set a target for a certain
minimum number of words, and then search for interviews until this minimum was met, and then
copy and paste the text from these individual interviews into one document for analysis. In the case
of short messages such as those on Twitter, all the tweets gathered for an individual could be
combined into one document for that individual.
Figure 14: The Workflow Process in the Text Analysis Phase of a Research Project

1. Acquire the data
Identify and obtain the text data to be
analyzed e.g. depth interview transcripts,
online reviews, online interviews, tweets

6. Analyze the Data
Use a statistical package to analyze the data
e.g. SPSS, JMP

2. Categorize texts into units of analysis
Break the gathered text data into units of
analysis e.g. individual documents for
interviews, reviews

5. Check Spreadsheet
Check spreadsheet for inconsistencies and
errors

3. Clean the data
Remove non-meaningful text and material,
e.g. HTML code, emojis, graphics

4. Run the documents through automated
text analysis tool
Read and score documents using a dictionarybased automated text analysis tool
or
Copy and paste individual document text into
artificial intelligence-based automated text
analysis tool and obtain scores on individual
document
Record raw scores on variables of interest
into a spreadsheet

In the third step outlined above, the textual data is cleaned to remove any text or related material
that is not meaningful to the research. This would include timing breaks in depth interviews,
superfluous HTML code, emojis and graphics. The documents are then saved. In the fourth step of
the workflow process the documents are run through the automated text analysis tool selected. In
the case of dictionary-based tools such as DICTION and LIWC this is relatively simple, as the
software can be pointed to the file in which all the documents are held, and then directed to conduct
the analysis. The results are saved as a spreadsheet. In the case of an artificial intelligence-based
tool such as IBM Watson, the process is a little more tedious. Each individual document needs to be
copied and then pasted into the cloud-based service for analysis to occur, and then the scores need
to be recorded and pasted into a spreadsheet for saving and further analysis. More recently Hrazdil
and his colleagues (Hrazdil et al., 2019) have described their proprietary automation process for
achieving this. Their software automatically scrapes a piece of text, copies and pastes it into IBM
Watson’s Personality suite, causes the analysis to take place, records the scores and then
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automatically pastes these into a spreadsheet before moving onto the next document. In the
penultimate step in the process, the data in the spreadsheet needs to be checked for any errors or
inconsistencies. Finally, the data in the spreadsheet can be analyzed using a statistical package such
as SPSS or JMP to test whatever hypotheses the researcher has proposed.

3.8 The Papers
This section provides a brief overview of the four papers that form the main contribution of this
dissertation. The papers will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. In this section the focus
is on the specific research methodology followed in each paper. Each paper addresses a specific
research question that stems from the overall research problem as follows:
Research Problem: How can automated textual analysis tools enable marketing
practitioners and scholars to gain insights from different types of online textual data?
3.8.1 Paper 1: New approaches to psychographic consumer segmentation: Exploring fine art
collectors using artificial intelligence, automated text analysis and correspondence analysis
Paper 1 answers RQ1: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool
deliver from depth interviews with respondents engaged in a creative focus activity? While the
motivation for collecting art has received considerable attention in the literature, less is known
about the personality of the typical art collector and whether art collectors differ with regard to their
personalities. The methodology employed in this paper involved first, the conducting of twentyseven depth interviews with art collectors, in which they were asked about their art collections, the
motivation for their creation of these collections, and how they felt about the collections that they
had created. Next, the text from the transcripts was pasted individually into IBM Watson’s
Personality Insights application in order to develop a ‘Big Five’ personality profile for each of the art
collectors. Two respondents were excluded from further analysis because their interviews resulted
in insufficient words for an acceptable analysis by the IBM Watson tool. The scores for each
remaining respondent were then pasted into a spreadsheet and used as data to create first, a
correspondence analysis using SPSS, which enabled the identification of which personality traits
were most closely associated with each respondent. These scores were then used as input to a
clustering procedure, again using SPSS. The findings reveal four distinct clusters of art collectors
based on their ‘Big Five’ personality traits, as well as uncovering insights into how these different
clusters talk about their possessions. The findings provide a more nuanced understanding of
consumers that managers can employ for market segmentation and target marketing decisions in
other markets as well as in the art market. The paper demonstrates a unique mixed methods
approach to analyzing unstructured qualitative data. It shows how text data can be used to identify
measurable market segments for which targeted marketing strategies can be developed.
3.8.2 Paper 2: Quantitative insights from online qualitative data: An example from the
healthcare sector
Paper 2 answers RQ2: What insights can an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool
deliver from online reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity? Among the
deluge of online data generated by users in the form of text on social media sites, health care reviews
are among the most common, and potentially, among the most insightful. Patients review and
comment on their experiences with procedures as varied as hysterectomies, colonoscopies, and
chemotherapy. The methodology employed in this paper involved first, the copying and pasting of
the text generated by 104 patients who had experienced knee replacement surgery in their online
reviews of their procedure on the online healthcare forum MedicineNet, into IBM Watson’s
emotions and sentiment analysis automated text analysis tool. The scores on these variables were
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then transferred to a spreadsheet, following which two kinds of analysis were conducted. First, those
patients who scored highest on the five emotions and sentiment were identified, and the precise
words that had resulted in the expression of these emotions and sentiment tracked back to the
individual patient. In this way, greater insight could be gained into exactly what was being said to
result in the high score on the particular emotion or sentiment for that particular patient. Then, a
latent class cluster modelling procedure was conducted in order to segment these patients into
distinct groups, according to their emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness and sadness),
sentiment, and their overall satisfaction with knee replacement surgery. The findings show how
qualitative online data can be transformed into quantitative insights regarding underlying market
segments, which could then be targeted through different strategies by both marketers and health
care practitioners. While the paper is specific to the healthcare arena, the same approach can be
followed to conduct research into a host of other domains.
3.8.3 Paper 3: Accommodation eWOM in the Sharing Economy: Automated Text
Comparisons from a Large Sample
Paper 3 answers RQ3: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver
from online reviews by respondents engaged in an experience focus activity? Individuals are relying
on online ratings and reviews more and more. This paper conceptualizes how customer reviews and
ratings change in the traditional and sharing economy contexts. The methodology employed in this
paper involved scraping 55,110 online reviews on the travel website TripAdvisor over an eight-year
period by customers of the accommodation that they had experienced. Reviews of two different
kinds of accommodation establishments were gathered for comparison purposes, namely what were
termed “professional” providers (conventional hotels) and “amateur” providers (apartment rentals).
Of the total sample 54,403 reviews were of hotels, and 116 reviews were of apartment rentals. Each
review was pasted into a separate document, and then analyzed using the dictionary-based
automated text analysis tool DICTION. The DICTION scores were then saved in a spreadsheet,
which then served as the data for subsequent analysis using SPSS. Two different types of analyses
were undertaken. First a trend analysis was conducted to explore whether changes had occurred in
overall star-ratings over time, as well as changes over time in the main DICTION variables. Second,
the differences were explored for significance between the ratings accorded to professional versus
amateur establishments and also the differences between the two types of accommodation on the
DICTION variables of interest. The research finds significant evidence of rating inflation over the
eight years studied. It also finds that the reviews given to professional and amateur providers on the
DICTION dimensions are significantly different on all of these dimensions with the exception of
commonality.
3.8.4 Paper 4: Gender and the CMO: Do the Differences Make a Difference?
Paper 4 answers RQ4: What insights can a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver
from online interviews by respondents engaged in a creation focus activity? Despite efforts to
address the lack of female representation in executive leadership roles, the number of women in
leadership roles is still low in comparison to men. This phenomenon is less apparent in the
marketing function, where female CMOs are roughly as prominent as their male counterparts. An
important question is whether the genders are different in their articulation of their thinking on the
creation of marketing strategy. This study therefore explored the differences between male and
female chief marketing officers (CMOs), those who create the marketing strategies of their
organizations.
The sample for the study used the Forbes magazine 2018 and 2019 special reports on the World’s
Most Influential CMOs. Of the top 50 CMOs for 2018, the gender split was almost even, with 26
female and 24 male CMOs. The top 50 CMOs from the 2018 list were augmented by adding those
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new CMOs who were subsequently chosen to appear on the 2019 Forbes Top 50 CMOs list.
Specifically, 15 new women and 7 new men were added, which resulted in 72 CMOs who had
appeared on the lists for either or both of the two years, of whom 31 were males and 41 were
females.
Then an online search was conducted for the text in online published interviews with these
CMOs, with an ideal minimum number of words of 1,000 set as a target per CMO. Only interviews
in the English language that were already in text format or had already been transcribed were used.
Using this approach it was possible to collect sufficient data for all but three CMOs, who either had
no interviews that could be found, or had only interviewed in their first languages, French,
Mandarin or German The final number of usable interview text documents in English was therefore
69 out of 72. The text for each CMO was then copied and pasted into a separate document, and
these documents used as input for analysis by the dictionary-based automated text analysis tool
LIWC. The scores on the LIWC dimensions of Analytic, Clout, Authentic, and Tone for each CMO
were then pasted into a spreadsheet, along with the influence score accorded to the individual by the
Forbes magazine reports. The spreadsheet then formed the data used for further statistical analysis
using SPSS. A series of ANOVAs was conducted to determine whether there were differences
between the genders on the LIWC dimensions. Clout and Authentic were significantly impacted by
the gender of the CMO, with Clout being significantly higher for male CMOs and Authentic being
significantly higher for female CMOs.

3.9 Summary
In this chapter, research methodology is discussed in general, and then specific attention is given to
the research approach followed in this dissertation. It was argued that researchers always face
choices and dilemmas when conducting a research project: When prioritizing one particular
research objective over others, the researcher then needs to use the appropriate research method.
Therefore, all research is flawed simply because by striving for one research objective and utilizing a
particular approach, the researcher foregoes other choices that would reach other objectives.
Following this, the researcher’s worldview was considered and discussed. Next, the chosen research
approach for this dissertation was presented and the research strategy and design were explained.
Thereafter, the scientific properties of research were considered, and the steps taken to ensure
reliability and validity in this research project explained. A simple 6-step process that can be used in
any automated text analysis project was also outlined. Finally, the methodology(ies) utilized in the
projects that resulted in the four papers that constitute the contribution of this dissertation, was
briefly presented.
In the following chapter the overall findings from the four papers, and the contributions they
make individually and collectively are discussed in more detail. The limitations of the papers, and of
this dissertation overall, are also acknowledged and discussed. Then, the implications for marketing
executives in particular are elucidated. Finally, the work results in the identification of a number of
avenues for future research in marketing in the domain of automated text analysis.
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Chapter 4: Marketing Insights and Automated Text Analysis:
Summary of Findings, Contributions, Limitations and Suggested
Future Research
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the findings, contributions, and managerial implications of the
research in this dissertation. The main research problem under investigation is as follows:
Research Problem: How can automated text analysis tools enable marketing
practitioners and scholars to gain insights from textual data by focus activity?
This research problem is explored through four research questions, each resulting in a research
paper either accepted by, or under review in, a peer-reviewed journal. The purpose of the following
sections is to elaborate on these findings for each of the research questions, to discuss the
theoretical implications of the research, to expand on the marketing implications of the studies, and
to identify avenues for future research in this field. First, the contributions of each of the individual
research papers are discussed. Then the general contributions from the research are considered with
specific emphasis on the marketing insights they provide, along with the limitations of the research
and suggestions for avenues of future research.

4.2 Theoretical implications from individual papers
In this section the contributions of the four individual papers are discussed in more detail, with
attention given to their theoretical implications, the insights they might provide to practitioners, their
limitations, and the avenues for future research that they suggest.
4.2.1 Contributions from Paper 1
The purpose of Paper 1 is to answer research question 1, which is: What marketing insights can an
artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from depth interviews in a creation
focus activity? In order to answer the question, the study presented in the paper utilized as data the
textual content from the transcripts of 25 depth interviews with art collectors in which they were
asked to talk about their collections and discuss their motivations for purchasing particular pieces
and how they felt about them. The text from each interview was entered into IBM Watson’s
personality analysis tool, which then assesses the authors’ words and assigns percentile scores to the
individual based on the so-called ‘Big Five’ personality traits (e.g. Barrick & Mount, 1991; Gosling,
Rentfrow & Swann, 2003; Goldberg, 1990; Judge et al., 1999), namely extraversion, agreeableness,
openness, conscientiousness and neuroticism. Using a cross-tabulation of the ‘Big Five’ traits as
columns, and subjects as rows, the paper then conducts a correspondence analysis of the data that
enables a mapping in multidimensional space of the subjects against the traits, so that subjects
displaying a particular trait most strongly can then be grouped according to that trait (Greenacre,
2017; Hoffman & Franke, 1986). Because the data were scored in percentiles, it was necessary to
resort to a “doubling” procedure in order to fit the requirements of a correspondence analysis
(Bendixen, 1995). Following this, a clustering procedure enables the identification of four distinct
segments of art collectors.
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The paper provides (and as far as can be ascertained is one of the first to do this) an additional
way of understanding and interpreting data gathered from semi-structured depth interviews. Many
studies using depth interviews have used a grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The
first stage of these types of analyses usually consists of open coding for the first (usually around
eight) interviews. Transcriptions are read through line by line by the researcher, and usually
respondents are asked to confirm the researcher’s interpretation. When general themes and
patterns, sometimes referred to as primary codes, emerge, the data can then be coded further, and
higher-level concepts can then be extracted out of the primary codes. The next step is an axial
coding phase where all the data can be recoded in accordance with identified categories. Finally, the
relationships between categories can be explored (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), and the results can be
interpreted. Using an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool such as IBM Watson
provides additional insights that it would not be possible to gain using the coding approach just
described.
While a criticism of the paper might be that it is not in itself grounded in theory, it is argued that
the paper makes a number of contributions to theory. A desire to understand a consumer’s
personality and be able to link this to an aspect of their purchasing and consumption behaviour has
long been a field of interest to marketing scholars (Kassarjian, 1971; Lesser & Hughes 1986; Sandy,
Gosling & Durant, 2013; Wells, 1975), so in a general sense this paper contributes to the body of
literature on personality and consumption in marketing. More specifically with regard to art as an
object of consumption, to some extent the findings of the research in this paper contradict the
results found in the extant literature on personality and art. For example, Furnham and Avison
(1997) found that none of the ‘Big Five’ traits was a strong predictor of predilection. On the other
hand, Chamorro-Premuzic et al. (2009) using Goldberg's (1990) ‘Big Five’ personality inventory to
survey a very large sample of participants to predict art preferences found that the personality trait
“openness to experience” was the strongest, and the only consistent, predictor of art preference.
This is consistent with findings of researchers such as Gridley (2004), Amabile et al. (1993), and
Eysenck (1972). While acknowledging that the current paper did not study art preferences so much
as simply the personalities of art collectors, the mean percentile score on openness to experience
was only fourth highest of the ‘Big Five’ traits, scoring much lower than emotional stability and
agreeableness. This is not to suggest that the study in the paper is right and the others are wrong,
but rather to imply that the link between preferences for art and collection of art needs to be studied
in tandem.
A further contribution of the paper in terms of methodology rather than theory is that it is one of
the first to not only use the doubling technique in correspondence analysis, but also one of the first
to combine the output and insights from a correspondence analysis process as input to a clustering
procedure.
Paper 1 also holds a number of implications for practitioners, in marketing particularly, but also
in the broader managerial sense. IBM Watson provides a tool that marketing managers can easily
use to do their own analysis of text, if they are able to obtain this in reasonable quantities from
customers, as for example in the form of detailed product reviews and letters of complaint. A simple
use of this technique might enable managers to identify whether customers who write very positive
product or service reviews exhibit particular personality traits. At a more advanced level, using the
procedures outlined in the paper managers can conduct their own IBM Watson analysis of
personality traits among customers and then use the procedures outlined in the paper to segment
markets by customer personality traits. Another intriguing possibility is to use text generated by
salespeople in the form of application letters and sales reports as input to a personality analysis
using IBM Watson. This data could then be tied to other selection tools that the firm uses, such as
tests, letters of reference and so forth. If this data could in any way be linked to variables such as
performance, considerable insights could be gained.
As a caveat to managers in particular and researchers in general it should be remembered that
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one needs a reasonable amount of text to gain a fair insight into the personality of the author of a
corpus of text. This issue is described on the IBM Watson website as follows: “… you need text
written by the person whose personality you're interested in. It should contain words about
everyday experiences, thoughts, and responses. For statistically significant results, you need at least
3,500 words and ideally 6,000. You can still play with the demo if you have at least 100 words, but
you should take those results with a grain of salt…” (IBM Watson Anywhere, 2017). Where more
than 1,000 words of text are analyzed, IBM Watson refers to this as a “decent” analysis, and where
less than 500 words are analyzed, IBM Watson notes that this is a “weak” analysis. In the case of
Paper 1, almost all of the subjects had been able to provide a “decent” analysis at minimum. This
might not always be the case when text is used in the form of product reviews, letters of complaint
by customers, or letters of application by salespersons.
Aside from the obvious limitations listed in Paper 1 such as a small sample, some others should
be mentioned here. First, IBM does not readily make the “black box” behind IBM Watson’s
personality service apparent. While the website for the platform cites a large volume of literature
that were consulted in the construction of the service, the algorithms behind it, and how exactly it
scores a personality, are proprietary. A researcher has to take IBM Watson’s validity at face value.
There might be no ulterior motive for the firm to provide a defective service, but the division of
labour between a devoted effort to psychological validity on the one hand, and an efficient computer
program on the other, is unclear. Second, and this is probably not apparent in the paper, the IBM
Watson service recommends that the text to be analyzed should contain words about everyday
experiences, thoughts, and responses. The respondents in the paper were talking about things that
are far more specific – their art collections and how they feel about them. Third, while market
segments or potential target markets become apparent as a result of the clustering procedure in the
paper, what is less clear is how precisely a marketer could then target these different segments.
Among the requirements for a target market are that they should be identifiable (these are),
substantial (with extrapolation these could be), and reachable. It is on the latter requirement that
the value of the approach might lack: how does a marketer reach a market that is high on “openness
to experience”, for example?
A number of avenues for future research not outlined in the paper itself can also be identified
from Paper 1. First, because of the proprietary nature of IBM Watson’s personality profile, it would
be worthwhile to conduct a series of tests to gain more clarity on its reliability and validity.
Reliability could be confirmed via a test-retest process, in which a subject was required to write a
corpus of text on a topic (e.g., food), either at a particular point in time and then this repeated on a
similar topic (e.g. beverages) some weeks later and the results compared; or, to write two dissimilar
pieces at more or less the same time (e.g. a short autobiography, and a review of their last vacation)
and the results compared. If the results were very different one would then question the internal
consistency, or reliability, of the tool. If the tool truly assesses the ‘Big Five’ personality traits, then
when, or what, the author is writing about should make little difference to the results. Validity could
be confirmed by simply comparing the results and scores of a sample of subjects taking both a
regular ‘Big Five’ personality test, such as the Gosling, Rentfrow and Swann (2003) short version,
and then having their writing scored by the IBM Watson personality profile, and to compare the
scores for similarity across the five traits.
Another avenue for research suggested by Paper 1 is that the scores be used as antecedent- or
dependent variables when other measures of some aspect of behaviour can be obtained from
authors in addition to their written text. These might be scored using the same text corpus, on some
of the automated text analysis software discussed in this dissertation such as DICTION or LIWC, or
independent measures that the researcher is able to obtain from the same respondents.
In summary, Paper 1 reveals that it is possible to use artificial intelligence-based text analysis
tools to gain insight into the personalities of art collectors based on the text obtained from them in a
series of semi-structured depth interviews. It is also possible to use the percentile data obtained
from this procedure in subsequent statistical procedures that permit the identification of sub-
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groups of respondents that can then be addressed as target markets and subsequent marketing
strategies developed for them. While the collection of art has typically been studied from an
investment perspective (“is fine art worth investing in?”), a social capital perspective (“can art
provide value on a cultural level?”), and an aesthetic level by consumer psychologists (“can art
induce a mental state?”), this paper furthers work, mainly in the field of consumer psychology by
focusing on the personality of those who collect art.
4.2.2 Contributions from Paper 2
The purpose of Paper 2 is to answer research question 2, which is: What marketing insights can an
artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online reviews in an
experience focus activity? In order to answer the question, the study presented in the paper utilized
as data the textual content from 104 written reviews of their knee replacement surgery on the
website Medicinenet.com by patients who had undergone the procedure. The text from each review
was copied and pasted, and entered into the AlchemyLanguage tool on IBM Watson Developer
Cloud for analysis of the emotions and sentiment expressed in these reviews. The tool uses natural
language processing and machine learning to understand the emotions expressed in the text, and
also to gain an overall indication of the sentiment of a document. The Alchemy tool was used to
detect the emotions expressed in the text of each patient’s review (scored on a scale of zero to one),
and also to uncover the overall sentiment of the review (scored on a scale of -1 to +1, where 0 =
neutral sentiment).
Services such as a knee replacement procedure are termed credence goods in the economics and
services marketing literature (Darby & Karni, 1973; Shaffer & Sherrell, 1997). Prior to this, Nelson
(1970) had distinguished between two categories of offerings, namely search offerings and
experience offerings, so credence offerings can be viewed as an extreme form of experience
consumption. The former are offerings, mainly products, for which a buyer has predefined
knowledge of what they require and what is available and can then easily satisfy these criteria by
searching for the right offering. An example would be a woman searching for a suitable dress for a
special occasion. She can see what is available, and judge the quality, style and fit. The latter are
offerings that first have to be experienced before a buyer can make a judgment regarding whether
the offering met their expectations, and in other words, provided quality. Only once a customer has
dined at a new restaurant, for example, can they decide whether it lived up to their expectations or
not. Credence goods, as extreme experiences, are different. Not only can a buyer not determine
quality by search, they cannot even determine quality accurately after the experience. Typical
examples are professional services such as legal advice, accounting services, and of course a wide
range of medical procedures, of which a knee replacement operation is a prime example.
In the case of the latter, the patient cannot accurately determine the quality of the procedure even
once they have experienced it. If they feel that the outcome was favourable, they might give credit to
the skills of a possibly mediocre surgeon, when in fact their good recovery was due to their general
state of good health, and adherence to a strict routine of exercise and physiotherapy. If they feel that
the outcome was less favourable and they are in pain, they might blame an excellent surgeon, when
it was in fact due to general factors of ill health such as obesity, or their failure to stick to prescribed
post-operative procedures.
Obviously consumers (such as patients) seek information in the case of credence goods in order
to attempt to make the best purchase decisions, and also to overcome post-purchase dissonance
(e.g. Cohen & Goldberg 1970), a state in which a consumer is not certain whether they made the
correct purchasing decision or not, and seek reassurance that they did. Prior to the advent of the
Internet, this was probably done by seeking information through reading, observing marketing
communication, or by traditional word-of mouth – talking to friends and supposedly knowledgeable
others. Nowadays however, buyers resort to an additional source of information: electronic word of
mouth. There are many sites that enable those who seek to evaluate credence goods to search for
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information. In the case of medical services for example, there are websites that provide a platform
for patients to review procedures, such as Medicinenet.com, and also more general websites that
enable patients to rate physicians, such as Ratemds.com and Yelp.com.
The research described in the paper reports on the extent to which the knee replacement patients
express five fundamental emotions (Cabanac, 2002; Ekman, 1992), namely anger, disgust, fear, joy
and sadness in their reviews of their procedure, as well as the overall sentiment (positive or
negative) of the review. Not surprisingly, given the nature of the procedure, the overall sentiment
expressed in the reviews was negative, and levels of fear and anger were relatively high, while joy
was very low. However, a significant advantage of the IBM Watson analysis is that it enables the
researcher to return to the exact parts in the text that account for exceptional scores. For example, it
is possible to return to the text of a patient who expressed the highest level of anger about their
procedure, and to find the exact words and sentences that accounted for the particular high anger
score. Likewise, while the overall score for joy was very low, some patients did express relatively
high levels of joy, and it is possible again to return to their precise words and sentences in their text
that accounted for this.
The paper makes a number of contributions from a theoretical perspective. The paper provides a
way of understanding the emotions that customers feel and express when thinking about and
evaluating credence goods, or what could also be termed “credence experiences”. This is important
because we need greater understanding of how a customer/consumer/patient perceives their own
role in the formation of overall satisfaction. In the case of search goods, an evaluation of satisfaction
and/or service quality can easily be determined by means of the so-called disconfirmation paradigm
(Oliver, 1980): The customer’s mental calculus subtracts their expectations for what they received
from their perceptions of what they received; if the number is zero, they are “technically satisfied”; if
it is positive they are probably excited and delighted, and their expectations will be raised for the
next encounter; if it is negative they are dissatisfied. In the case of experience goods, the customer’s
mental calculus probably operates in the same way. In the case of really complex credence goods
however, the customer will be uncertain of just how much of a role they themselves played in the
formation of the outcome. As Deighton (1992) points out, the expectancy-disconfirmation analysis
of customer satisfaction (Oliver, 1980) describes very well how judgments are formed of the quality
of a contracted performance—that is, performances in which the role of an actor is not salient. Thus
when people use a particular brand of soap (a search good) in an office washroom and decide that it
performs well, they do not usually think of the manufacturer, or of who procured it for them (the
housekeeping department) or even of their own skill in using it. According to Deighton (1992), they
simply credit the performance to the object and judge the performance's quality against an
internalized standard for similar objects.
When the customer recognizes that meeting the obligation toward them involves a person(s) (and
in the case of this paper, the orthopaedic surgeon and their assistants), performance becomes an
enacted event (Weick, 1979). Deighton (1992) believes that the expectancy-disconfirmation model of
customer satisfaction does not fit this case very well. This is because there is room for latitude in the
way the customer allocates credit or blame for the performance between actor and object. The actor
can be the provider, the customer, or both. This situation would be typical of many of the credence
goods that healthcare professionals produce. On the provider side, for example, satisfaction with the
performance of a healthcare service such as a knee replacement might be the result of an
appropriate system-related procedure (the hospital and its facilities) or an excellent execution of the
procedure (actor - the surgeon).
The marketing problem facing the healthcare services provider here would be to influence how
the credit is allocated and what devices of impression management could be used to affect the
allocation (Deighton, 1992). On the customer side, if a customer believes that their surgery has been
performed poorly or has had a bad result, perhaps he or she, as actor, has played some part in the
poor outcome. If someone contemplating knee replacement surgery hears an expert (a general
practitioner or another medical professional) or layperson (someone who has had the procedure)
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praise a particular orthopaedic surgeon, s/he may well wonder if that surgeon will perform as well
for her/him. Here, too, the craft of performance marketing deals with how these attributions are
influenced. Using the protocols described in the paper to gain insight into the emotions that a large
sample of customers express and then being able to trace particularly strong emotions back to the
very words that were used to express them can shed light on exactly how customers allocate their
own-, and the provider’s role in the success or failure of a credence good. This is true not only for
knee replacement surgery but for a host of other medical procedures, as well as for other credence
goods such as investment consulting, legal advice and education services.
A number of additional managerial implications also flow from the paper. Most of all, the paper
highlights that a reasonably simple, and easy to obtain, source of data, namely customer reviews of
credence goods, can serve as a rich source of information that can permit managers to gain greater
insight into customer emotions, and to make appropriate decisions in order to deliver better service.
Tools such as IBM Watson are easy to deploy and (currently) free, so they can be used to analyze the
data and to facilitate its interpretation. The techniques employed also permit managers to drill
down into what it is exactly that customers are saying that elicit particularly strong emotions
regarding the credence good. The paper also shows that emotions can be used to segment markets
according to the strength of emotions that customers express. Different market segments can be
approached in different ways, and services providers can then use these segments in staff meetings
to discuss how to better deal with customers who might be particularly fearful, or particularly angry,
for example.
The article has a number of limitations over and above those acknowledged in the corpus of the
paper, such as sample size. First, the amount of data regarding individuals is still scant, and is
limited to their gender and age, apart from the actual words they used in their reviews. It would be
useful to have other information, perhaps related to other demographic variables such as income,
occupation and place of residence, as well as more precise information on their general state of
health. Second, as already acknowledged, the “black box” behind IBM Watson’s application is
closed, and the user is not precisely aware of the algorithms that are used to interpret and calculate
the emotions and sentiment from the text used. Third, while the paper is clear on who the patients
are and the emotions they expressed, as well as the statistical procedures used to identify the
various market segments underlying the knee replacement population, it is not entirely clear on
precisely how best it would be to target these various segments in practice. In simple terms, we
know who the segments are, we don't know exactly how to reach them. Knowing that some people
are fearful and others angry, doesn't tell you how, and through what media to talk to them directly.
Finally, the source of the data does not identify how long it has been since the patient providing
their review actually had their surgery. This might significantly influence the kind of review that a
patient writes and obviously the kind of emotions expressed in it. The general consensus is that
recovery (freedom from severe pain, reasonable mobility) takes three weeks at a minimum, and
usually six weeks, and that during the first few weeks after the surgery the patient will experience
moderate to severe pain (Arthritis-health, n.d.). The paper is unable to determine the extent to
which emotions expressed are linked to the time after surgery that the patient wrote their reviews.
Some patients actually do state this in their reviews, but an insufficient number do so in a way that
could be assumed to be statistically accurate and useful.
The paper suggests a number of worthwhile avenues for future research that are either not
included or discussed in any detail in the corpus of the paper itself. First, websites such as the one
used as the source for the data used in this study, Medicinenet.com, provide reviews of a number of
different surgical procedures and treatments including hip replacement, colonoscopy, cortisone
injections, hysterectomies and chemotherapy. It would be both interesting and insightful to do the
same analyses on these conditions and make comparisons across the results to understand how
emotions might differ depending on the type of procedure. Second, an ideal situation would be one
in which researchers can gain direct access to patients both pre- and post-procedure, in order to
gather additional data. Based on the postulation that when people are asked to write about their
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condition (Pennebaker & Graybeal, 2001; Smyth, 1998) they actually feel better, these patients
could be required to write a review of their knee replacement some time (perhaps six weeks) after
their surgery and the emotions expressed in it analyzed using IBM Watson. These results could then
also be used either as antecedent variables to- or dependent variables of, other measures. For
example, Dawson et al. (1998) developed a 12-item questionnaire that can be administered to
patients having a total knee replacement that provides a measure of outcome for the procedure that
the authors contend is a short, practical, reliable, and valid measure that is also sensitive to
clinically important changes over time. This scale also correlates well with a number of other health
related measures. One is the Stanford Health Assessment Questionnaire (e.g. Bruce & Fries, 2003),
a self-report scale designed to measure health-related quality-of-life longitudinally. Another is the
so-called “AKS” (American Knee Society) (e.g. Liow et al., 2000) score, a questionnaire that allows
the patient or a physician to evaluate pain (a total of 50 points), stability (25 points), and range of
motion (25 points) either pre- or post-surgery (or both). The maximum score of 100 points is
reached when there is no pain, with good alignment of the knee in extension, and at least 125° of
range of motion. This scale can be downloaded for free from the American Knee Society website
(http://kneesociety.org/the-knee-society-score/).
In summary, Paper 2 illustrates how automated text analysis by means of an artificial intelligence
tool can provide insights into the emotions expressed by patients following knee replacement
surgery, and how the resulting data can be used to identify homogenous groups of patients based on
similarities between the emotions they express. The study also suggests that the approach could be
used on a far broader scale, not only in healthcare but also under any circumstances in which
individuals express their feelings by means of written text concerning credence offerings.
4.2.3 Contributions from Paper 3
The purpose of Paper 3 is to answer research question 3, which is: What marketing insights can a
dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from online reviews in an experience focus
activity? In order to answer the question, the study presented in the paper utilized as data more
than 55,000 reviews of accommodation by guests scraped from the travel website TripAdvisor over
an eight-year period in a single geographic area. The reviews were divided into two groups, which
were termed “professional” and “amateur”, where the former referred to traditional, full-time, forprofit accommodation providers such as branded hotels, and the latter referred to ordinary
individuals renting out their homes or apartments, or rooms in them in order to earn extra income
(sometimes referred to as the “sharing economy” e.g. Hamari, Sjöklint & Ukkonen, 2016).
The text in the interviews was pasted into individual documents and these were subjected to
analysis using the automated text analysis software DICTION, and the star ratings (ranging from 1
to 5) for each review were also matched and recorded by year. The DICTION software was used to
assign scores on the DICTION dimensions of certainty, optimism, activity, realism and
commonality. A trend analysis was conducted to determine whether there had been significant
changes in the ratings accorded to accommodation providers over the eight-year period.
The paper addresses an important contemporary phenomenon in business in general and
marketing in particular. The recent past, mostly occasioned by the advent of apps on smartphones,
has seen the rise of what has come to be called the ‘sharing economy’, an economic system in which
assets or services are shared between private individuals, either free or for a fee, typically by means
of the Internet (Belk, 2014). The best-known examples include ride sharing services such as Uber
and Lyft, where private individuals offer rides in their vehicles to subscribers for a fee (as an
alternative to taxis); coworking, in which office space is rented flexibly to individuals to share (as an
alternative to permanently renting an office); and crowdfunding, in which those seeking capital can
attract investors (as an alternative to traditional financial intermediaries such as banks and financial
markets). In the accommodation industry, the best-known example of the sharing economy is
Airbnb, a service under which individuals all over the world can rent all or part of their homes to
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travelers as an alternative to traditional hotels.
The paper’s most noteworthy findings are first, that significant rating inflation has occurred with
regard to ratings over the eight-year period studied. Ratings have moved from a mean of 3.83 on a
five-star scale in 2010 to a mean of 4.22 in 2017. Second, all reviewers have used more realistic,
active and certain words over time, while the use of communalistic and optimistic language has
declined over the same period. Third, not only do reviewers rate amateur service providers
significantly higher than their professional counterparts, they also review them significantly higher
than professionals on all the DICTION dimensions except for commonality.
The study raises a number of important issues. First, the fact that rating inflation occurs in
ratings over time, means that ratings in many domains will become less valuable to both customers
and managers as decision-makers. For consumers, what is the value of ratings, when most places of
accommodation score an average of 4.5 stars? How do they make choices between alternatives when
all the alternatives are rated equally well? For managers, first, a high rating offers no opportunities
to differentiate when all competitors score just as high, and second, do not really serve as an
indicator of trouble ahead regarding issues to address. An important theoretical question to be
answered is whether rating inflation occurs across all offering categories, or whether it pertains
more likely to be in experience goods (Nelson, 1970) and credence goods (Darby & Karni, 1973) than
it does to search goods. This is addressed further in the next point.
Second, another major finding from the study is that amateur accommodation providers on
average score significantly higher both on ratings, and on four out of the five DICTION dimensions.
Why might that be? Are amateur service providers simply better than professionals, or is there some
aspect of consumption behaviour contaminating the results? Labeling theory in marketing (e.g.
Plangger et al., 2013) suggests that the labels accorded customers by service providers shapes how
they manage their relationships with them, and likewise, how customers view the labels of service
providers has the same effect. So, when a customer views a service provider as “professional” they
have higher expectations of them and hold them to a higher standard. They probably never deal
with the “owner” personally, but with their staff, who are paid to do a job. When they view the
service provider as an “amateur” however (for example a couple renting out a room in their home),
they are dealing with the owners and mostly receiving service from the owners. They might be more
likely to forgive them for a room that wasn't perfect, or the fact that the house had a cat in it. After
all, they were guests in someone’s home, and they met and spoke with them; it might seem
ungrateful and insensitive to then give them a low star rating and to write an uncomplimentary
review. An important research question that flows from the study therefore is whether rating
inflation occurs across all goods categories, or whether it is more prevalent in the case of experience
and credence goods than it is in the case of search goods. The paper thus suggests the need for a
theory that combines insights from both early work in economics on the classification of goods (e.g.,
Darby & Karni, 1973) and labeling theory (e.g. Ashforth & Humphrey, 1997; Davies & Tanner, 2003;
Gove, 1980; Link, 1987; McLaughlin, 2009; Plangger et al., 2013).
The paper also highlights a third theoretical consideration: what are the consequences when
rating inflation occurs in networks, and the consequences are negative? As information, especially
in the form of ratings, but also in the form of written reviews, becomes inflated or compressed
around a common high mean with little deviation for a range of suppliers in a market, what do
buyers do when this information becomes increasingly less valuable? How do suppliers, as part of
the same network, address quality issues that may need attention, and also highlight in their
differentiation those issues that customers seem to value (when indeed, they seem to value them
equally for all suppliers)?
There are three main implications for practitioners in the accommodation industry specifically,
and also for other marketers in experience and credence goods firms that flow from the study. First,
managers need to understand that in the case of online reviews rating inflation is a reality and is
unlikely to go away. This means that online reviews and ratings will be ever less useful as a decisionmaking tool for customers, and that firms will not necessarily benefit from merely having high
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ratings. When every luxury hotel in a geographic area has a rating approaching 5 on a five-star scale,
no one has a ratings advantage, and managers will need to find more effective ways of
differentiating their offerings. Similarly, rating inflation implies that merely having a high rating
will not necessarily mean that customers are delighted with an offering. Managers will have to dig
deeper into other sources of information in order to identify possible bottlenecks and problems, and
this might require far more careful reading and analysis of online reviews than might have been
done in the past, which brings us to the second managerial consideration.
Second, managers will find it useful to be able to more than just scan a large number of reviews
for a particular hotel, for example. The analysis using DICTION in the paper shows that a very large
number of text reviews can be read and analyzed in a very short time and that this analysis can lead
to powerful insights. While DICTION was the tool used in Paper 3, as this dissertation has shown
there are other dictionary-based and artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tools that
can be used, and it would be worthwhile for marketing teams to explore the applicability of these.
Third, just as this paper tracked star ratings associated with reviews over time and detected
changes, it would also be insightful for managers to track changes in the dimensions analyzed by the
chosen automated text analysis tool over time. Longitudinal insight will provide an indication of
whether, for example, changes in service delivery policies are working or not.
Fourth, the labeling issues (professional versus amateur) provide advice for both the managers of
professional service providers and amateurs. The advice for the former is, if you are a professional
perhaps behave more like an amateur – in the positive sense of the word. While the negative
connotation for amateur is someone who is inept or incompetent, the positive meaning is someone
who does something for the love of it (from the Latin, amare, to love). One way for a professional
firm to become more amateur in the positive sense is to come across more naturally and to be more
spontaneous. In a seminal paper, Shostack (1977) argued that rather than distinguishing between
products and services, we should view all offerings as existing along a spectrum of tangibility, and
that movement in either direction along that spectrum could enable the identification of
opportunities for business growth and differentiation. So, for example the typical “professional”
hotel has recognizable buildings, signage, standard rooms, and staff often dressed in uniforms and
trained to deliver consistent levels of service. It could become even more “professional” by becoming
even more standardized, or along the spectrum, more tangible. Signage, rooms and buildings could
become even more uniform, and instead of more staff there might be even less, who of course
delivered less service, and enabled lower costs. Alternatively, the professional hotel could move
toward the other side of the tangibility spectrum, by becoming less tangible and by doing so become
more “amateur.” Not all buildings look the same, the signage is muted, each room is different, and
staff, not attired in uniforms, communicate with guests by improvising (Robson, Pitt & Berthon,
2015) rather than merely acting from a pre-rehearsed script. In that way the hotel becomes more
like staying in the home of a good friend, or a family member. In a similar way, “amateur”
accommodation establishments might find it useful to explore movement toward becoming more
tangible, and in doing so attempt to enjoy the benefits that being professional provides, such as
greater brand recognition.
Finally, DICTION processed a very large number of documents – more than 55,000 – with ease
and relatively quickly (the process took around 12 minutes on a powerful desktop computer). This
means that marketing practitioners and researchers alike can be assured of robust software that can
handle large numbers of documents easily and efficiently.
Paper 3 has a number of limitations in addition to those stated in the text of the paper itself. First,
the geography of the study is limited to accommodation in New York City, and it is not certain that
similar results would have been obtained if other geographic regions had been studied. Second, the
study only considered reviews on TripAdvisor, and the addition of other rating sites such as Yelp, or
travel reservation sites such as Hotels.com may have painted a different picture. Third, and perhaps
a more serious limitation of the study, is in the choice of DICTION as the dictionary-based
automated text analysis tool used. DICTION does not have the facility to detect the underlying
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sentiment or tone of a document, and while the significant differences detected are interesting and
useful, some measure of sentiment in each review would have provided a lot more insight.
There are a number of avenues for future research suggested by Paper 3 in addition to the ones
noted in the paper. First, Paper 3 suggests that there is a need to incorporate measures of sentiment
or tone, in research that investigates ratings and the text in the reviews that accompany them.
Automated text analysis tools like LIWC, that do this, or IBM Watson’s emotions and sentiment
measures referred to previously, would probably work better in this regard than DICTION. Second,
the paper clearly shows that there is a compelling need to learn more about the rating inflation
phenomenon, and to use other tools in addition to, or other than, DICTION, to do this. Allied to this
could be a study that compared whether information compression occurred to the same extent
across the three categories of goods identified by Nelson (1970) and Darby and Karni (1973).
Reviews and their accompanying ratings could be gathered over a long period of time, for search
goods (e.g. a rain jacket on Amazon.com), experience goods (e.g. reviews for a restaurant on Yelp),
and credence goods (e.g. reviews of hip replacement surgeries on Medicinenet.com). This would
permit the researcher to test whether rating inflation was present to the same extent across the
categories, to what degree the sentiment expressed in reviews across the categories changed and
differed over time, and whatever other differences appeared in the other dimensions studied in the
text analysis.
In summary, Paper 3 illustrates how automated text analysis using DICTION can provide insights
into the trends in ratings of accommodation establishments and how the reviews that accompany
them change over time. The paper provides evidence of extreme rating inflation over time (the
ratings converge to a high mean score with increasingly smaller standard deviations). There are also
significant differences between what were termed “professional” accommodation providers
(traditional, for-profit hotels) and “amateur” accommodation providers (private individuals who
rent space in their homes), not only with regard to mean ratings over time, but also with regard to
most of the dimensions of DICTION. In all cases, amateurs scored higher than professionals.
4.2.4 Contributions from Paper 4
The purpose of Paper 4 is to answer research question 4, which is: What marketing insights can a
dictionary-based automated text analysis tool deliver from depth interviews in a creation focus
activity? In order to answer the question, the study presented in the paper utilized as data the
textual content from interviews scraped from the web with chief marketing officers (CMOs) judged
by an independent source to be among the world’s most influential. The final samples were 40
female CMOs and 29 male CMOs. More specifically the aim of the study presented in the paper was
to determine whether there were significant differences between male and female CMOs with regard
to the way they speak in their interviews and by extension in general, and whether this could inform
us as to why women and men might behave differently in organizations.
The source of the two samples was first, Forbes magazine’s listing of the world’s most influential
CMOs for 2018. Second, this was then supplemented by adding all the CMOs from the 2019 list who
had not featured on the 2018 list. An online search for interviews with each of these individuals
followed, and the text scraped in this way was all stored in a separate document for each of these
CMOs. In three cases, insufficient interviews in English were found for CMOs listed on either the
2018 or the 2019 list; the only interviews for these individuals were in French, Mandarin or
German. The individual documents were then analyzed using the LIWC software, to identify the
extent to which these CMOs were analytical, expressed clout, were authentic, and the tone of the
interviews.
The findings of Paper 4 were that there were no differences between male and female CMOs with
regard to how influential they were as calculated by the rankings in the Forbes reports. Next, there
were also no significant differences between them as measured by the extent to which they were
analytic, stated differently, the degree to which they use words that suggest formal, logical, and
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hierarchical thinking patterns. In more simple terms, these individuals are all, more or less, equally
smart, for previous research has found that individuals who score high in analytical thinking tend to
perform better in college and have higher college board scores (Pennebaker et al., 2014). There were
also no significant differences between male and female CMOs on the dimension of tone, scored
from 0 to 100, where 50 is the cut-off point between negative and positive tone. The two groups
were both on average high to very high on tone, or in other words, very positive in their sentiment.
The two groups did differ significantly on two of the variables tested. First, male CMOs scored
significantly higher on the dimension of clout. Clout refers to the relative social status, confidence,
or leadership that people display through their writing or talking, and the algorithm was developed
based on the results from a series of studies where people were interacting with one another
(Kacewicz et al., 2014). This suggests that male CMOs would be much more likely to indicate their
level of status within an organization and speak with more authority. Second, female CMOs scored
significantly higher on the dimension of authentic, and in doing so reveal themselves as being more
genuine and trustworthy. They also show themselves to be more personal, humble, and also more
vulnerable.
The results of the two Forbes studies on which the paper is based bode well for the future of the
marketing profession with regard to gender equity in organizations. Indeed, there are more females
than males included in a combination of the two samples, which suggests that in the world’s leading
marketing organizations at least, it is ability and not gender, that determines who fills senior
marketing positions. Their equal ability is also confirmed to some extent by the fact that a
comparison of their influence rankings showed no significant difference. As a functional discipline
marketing is one in which females are reasonably well represented at senior levels within
organizations, certainly far more than in disciplines such as information technology and finance,
and many times more so than at the level of CEO, where the record of listed companies in most
developed countries is still dismal.
A number of theoretical implications flow from the paper. The first group of theoretical
implications has to do with the relative impact of the marketing function on market orientation and
firm performance. Here Upper Echelons theory (Hambrick & Mason, 1984) would argue that
organizational outcomes are, to a significant extent, a function of the managerial background and
characteristics of the top management team. Their experiences, values and personality will influence
how they interpret the situations they face and how they make decisions. Marketing scholars such as
Brower and Nath (2018) and Engelen, Lackhoff and Schmidt (2013) have found positive effects on
market orientation and the influence of the CMO on the top management team respectively. There
is a large body of research in the management literature that considers diversity in boards and top
management teams, especially with regard to the representation of women, on various aspects of
firm performance. Bear, Rahman and Post (2010) in looking at the impact of board diversity and
gender composition on corporate social responsibility and firm reputation, found that the presence
of women on boards significantly influenced corporate social responsibility of firms and that this in
turn proactively impacted firm reputation. Similarly, Armstrong et al. (2010) found that a diversity
and equality management system contributed to firm performance beyond the effects of a
traditional high-performance work system. While Paper 4 did not investigate any links between the
presence of female CMOs and firm performance, all the firms in the sample, for both males and
females, were major international players and represented most of the world’s best-known and most
valuable brands.
Muted Group Theory (e.g. Wood, 2005; Wall & Gannon-Leary, 1999) argues that women's voices
are muted, so that their experiences are not fully represented in language, and that women's
experiences merit linguistic recognition. Genderlect Theory (e.g. Tannen, 1990; Motschenbacher,
2007; Maiorescu, 2016) simply explains that the conversations (and language used by) of men and
women are not right or wrong, superior or inferior, they are simply different. The research
presented in Paper 4 certainly provides support for the genderlect perspective – significant
differences are found between the language used by female CMOs and their male counterparts. This
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has also been established by Pennebaker (the founder of LIWC, the approach used in this research)
and his colleagues. For example, in a very large sample study in which they explored gender
differences in language use using standardized categories to analyze a database of over 14,000 text
files from 70 separate studies, Newman et al. (2008) found that women used more words related to
psychological and social processes, while men referred more to object properties and impersonal
topics. Pennebaker (2017) found significant differences between women and men on the extent to
which-, and their way of, using function words (pronouns, articles and prepositions). The paper
contributes to theory by providing support for the genderlect perspective in a very specific situation
– the role of the CMO. It also reaffirms Pennebaker’s viewpoint that so much can be learned about
individuals not by studying the big words that they use, but by paying special attention to their use
of small words.
The paper also suggests a number of managerial implications. Top management, and especially
CEOs should understand that, certainly in the case of the women in this study, they did not get to
where they are because of tokenism or because of affirmative action policies. They are heading up
major corporations and are responsible for major brands. In terms of influence measured by an
independent source, and as affirmed by the analysis in the paper, they are no different from their
male counterparts. While marketing is one of the better represented functional areas within firms
when it comes to gender, this would suggest that boards and those responsible for making senior
appointments, should give greater attention to the appointment of women at senior levels in other
functional areas, including IT, finance, and at CEO level. Finally, the LIWC software handled and
processed large documents (some in excess of 6,000 words) with great ease and very rapidly, which
means that from a practical perspective it can be used by marketing researchers with confidence.
There are a number of limitations to the study conducted in the paper, above and beyond those
mentioned in the paper. First, while the Forbes studies used as a source of the sample and also the
measure of the influence of the subjects appear to have been conducted rigorously, this was beyond
the control of the researcher. Like many proprietary studies conducted by for-profit firms and major
media, the study does not entirely disclose its methodology, and so the results of this need to be
taken on good faith. Second, there are other sources of names of important marketing executives of
both genders, scored and ranked in different ways and according to other criteria, and these were
not included in this study. Third, the textual content used in the analysis was gathered from written
online interviews only, and so in the case of a small number of the subjects, only relatively small
amounts of text could be obtained. Fourth, and related to the previous point, a number of these
individuals would have been interviewed on video, or in sound, and these were not gathered,
transcribed or used in the study.
Paper 4 also suggests a number of avenues for future research. First, a larger sample of both male
and female CMOs could be gathered and this might lead to either a reinforcement of the current
results or raise questions about their generalizability. There are other media sources that feature
some kind of rankings of CMOs in terms of their influence of performance and these could also be
consulted. Second, it would be really worthwhile to explore other dependent variables apart from
influence. These could include more objective measures such as brand value, sales and market share
growth, and overall measures of firm performance such as profitability and market share. Third, a
cross-functional study of the words used by males and female senior executives in areas such as
human resources, operations, IT and finance would enable researchers to determine whether the
differences found were apparent across other functional areas as well, or merely specific to
marketing. Fourth, the same text gathered for the purposes of the research in Paper 4 could also be
subjected to analysis using the other tools referred to in this dissertation, including dictionary-based
automated text analysis tools such as DICTION and Leximancer, or artificial intelligence platforms
such as IBM’s Watson. Finally, future research could be specifically grounded in theories such as
muted group, or genderlect. Hypotheses could be drawn from a reading of these literatures and then
tested using tools such as LIWC or DICTION.
In summary, Paper 4 illustrates how dictionary-based automated text analysis can provide
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insights into the differences in the language used by female and male CMOs. While there are no
differences in the levels of influence that these individuals exert, and why they appear to be similarly
analytic in their words and upbeat in the tone with which they use them, there are significant
differences as well. Males speak with more clout, while females are more authentic.

4.3 Overall Research Contributions
As a whole, the research in this dissertation provides a number of contributions to an area of
growing importance within marketing research: automated text analysis. The topic is becoming ever
more significant as more and more unstructured data, mainly in the form of text, is being generated
in huge volumes each day. In investigating automated text analysis, this dissertation adds to the
growing body of research (e.g. Berger et al., 2019; Chapman, 2019; Hartmann et al., 2019;
Humphreys & Wang, 2017) that provides insight into the many ways it can be done, what the most
appropriate tools are to do it with, in what settings it can be appropriately used, some ways of
analyzing the data that follows from automated text analysis, and some caveats. This dissertation
does so by comparing two different types of automated text analysis, namely dictionary-based text
analysis using tools such as LIWC and DICTION, to artificial intelligence-based automated text
analysis using two tools resorting under IBM’s Watson platform, namely ‘Big Five’ personality trait
assessment and measures of emotions and sentiment. A graphic summary of the dissertation papers
and their findings is presented in Figure 15 on the following page:
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Figure 15: Summary of dissertation findings

Research Problem
How can automated text analysis tools enable marketing practitioners and scholars to gain
insights from textual data by focus activity
Sub-section 1:
Artificial intelligence-based automated textanalysis tools e.g. Watson

Sub-section 2:
Dictionary-based automated text-analysis tools
e.g. DICTION, LIWC

RQ1
What marketing insights can an artificial
intelligence-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from depth
interviews in a creation focus activity?

RQ2
What marketing insights can an artificial
intelligence-based automated text analysis
tool deliver from online reviews in an
experience focus activity?

RQ3
What marketing insights can a dictionarybased automated text analysis tool deliver
from online reviews in an experience focus
activity?

RQ4
What marketing insights can a
dictionary-based automated text
analysis tool deliver from depth
interviews in a creation focus activity?

Paper 1
The use of an artificial intelligence-based
automated text analysis tool (IBM
Watson) to analyze and identify the
personalities of art collectors from depth
interviews

Paper2
The use of an artificial intelligence-based
automated text analysis tool (IBM Watson)
to analyze and identify the emotions and
sentiment of knee replacement patients

Paper 3
Using a dictionary-based automated text
analysis tool (DICTION) to explore online
reviews on TripAdvisor of travelers using
hotels and sharing economy
accommodation

Paper 4
Using a dictionary-based automated
text tool (LIWC) to analyze interviews
with influential CMOs to explore
differences between males and females
with regard to LIWC variables

Paper 1
Findings: The Big Five personality traits
of art collectors can be identified and
this heterogenous data used to segment
them into homogenous sub-groups or
market segments using correspondence
analysis

Paper 2
Findings: The emotions and overall
sentiment expressed in reviews of their
knee replacement surgery by patients can
identify specific reasons for emotions and
also permit market segmentation by
means of hierarchical clustering

Paper 3
Findings: Using a dictionary-based
automated text analysis tool, DICTION,
comparisons of online travel reviews for
both “amateur” and “professional”
accommodation providers show significant
differences and evidence of rating inflation

Paper 4
Findings: Using a dictionary-based
automated text analysis tool, LIWC
interviews with influential CMOs can be
used to identify differences and
similarities between males and females
on analytic, clout, authenticity and tone
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4.3 Overall Implications for Marketing Managers
In addition to the more specific managerial implications identified both in the papers themselves,
and in the aforementioned discussion, there are a number of more general managerial implications
for marketers indicated by this dissertation. First, managers in any organizational setting, whether a
small enterprise or a major multinational, whether for-profit or non-profit, should acknowledge that
nowadays, whether this is solicited or not, stakeholders will generate online commentary on the
organization, mostly in the form of text. This commentary will vary in valence and veracity:
regardless, it is incumbent upon managers, and those in the marketing function in particular, to be
aware of this, to gather it, to analyze it, to interpret it, and then, to act upon it accordingly.
Marketers need to be aware of the tools, including those discussed and employed in this
dissertation, which can facilitate these processes.
Second, and related to the above point, this dissertation in a sense provides a “road test” of some
of the various tools that can be used by firms to conduct automated text analysis. It has pointed to
some of the strengths and weaknesses of the various tools available.
A more specific third implication for marketers is the realization that text is an accurate reflection
of the author thereof (Berger et al., 2019; Chapman, 2019). By analyzing text, the manager can gain
insight into various aspects of an individual’s behaviour, including their personality, emotions and
sentiment. This is true for the customers of an organization, but it is also true for other stakeholders
such as employees, investors and the general public. Allied to this point is a fourth implication:
When the text generated by a large number of heterogeneous stakeholders is analyzed and then
aggregated, the identification of more homogenous sub-groups of stakeholders can be facilitated.
This can lead to the identification of market segments that can be targeted with different marketing
strategies.
Fifth, while automated text analysis can provide valuable insights into what stakeholders are
saying about an organization, of equal value will be the understanding that it will facilitate about the
organization’s own communication to its stakeholders. For example, what is the organization saying
about itself on its website? Using a tool such as IBM Watson’s emotions and sentiment analyzer, an
organization can measure the emotions and sentiment it is communicating on its website (Pitt et al.,
2018; Treen et al., 2018). Managers will then be able to compare these measures against the
emotions and sentiment that they had originally intended to communicate. Corrective action can be
taken if necessary. Similarly, the communication on the website can be compared to the websites of
similar, or competitive organizations. Another example might be for the organization to analyze the
communication of its employees. Packard, Moore and McFerran (2018) analyzed the language used
by customer service personnel, and in doing so were able to recommend more effective ways for
firms to communicate with customers in the case of service recovery.
Finally, at a very fundamental level, managers should still be concerned with the simple
readability of the content that they communicate to stakeholders in advertising, instruction
manuals, websites (e.g. Leong, Ewing & Pitt, 2002), and other textual material. Using a tool like
DICTION enables managers to not only determine readability, but also to determine more complex
aspects of text such as embellishment, insistence and variety.

4.4 Research Limitations and Suggested Future Research
Aside from the limitations referred to in the papers themselves and the subsequent discussions
thereof, this dissertation also has a number of general limitations not previously referred to. First,
there are a large number of tools available to conduct automated text analysis that can be accessed
on the forces websites at the time of writing:
https://bloghands.com/blog/best-content-analysis-tools-to-improve-content-quality
https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/15-free-tools-analyze-online-marketing-efforts
https://www.predictiveanalyticstoday.com/top-free-software-for-text-analysis-text-mining-text-
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analytics/
While this dissertation has discussed six dictionary-based tools, and three artificial intelligencebased tools, it has in reality only utilized four of these, namely VOSViewer, DICTION and LIWC (as
dictionary-based) and IBM Watson as artificial intelligence-based. It is therefore unable to
comment meaningfully on the efficacy or applicability of a larger number of other tools.
Second, the research has only been conducted in five different settings, including bibliographic
analysis, art collection, healthcare, accommodation and CMO interviews. There are a host of other
settings, contexts and sample sizes that have not been included in these studies. So, it is not really
possible to generalize across a wide variety of tools or contexts.
Third, this research has focused entirely on comparisons (e.g. male vs. female CMOs) and
correlations (e.g. accommodation) and has not extensively attempted to use automated text analysis
to make predictions other than in the trend analysis conducted in Paper 3, as discussed by
Humphreys and Wang (2017), Berger et al. (2019), and Chapman (2019).
Fourth, this dissertation is not grounded in an over-arching theory or conceptual framework.
Each of the individual papers draws on theory, however. DICTION is based on theory from political
science on the content of political speeches, and LIWC is strongly grounded in theory from linguistic
psychology. The work on rating inflation in the third paper uses labeling theory as a means of
distinguishing between amateur and professional service providers. There are a number of theories
that can be used to explain the results of the study on male and female CMOs. However, to reiterate,
there is no general theory of content analysis or automated text analysis. This issue is addressed
further in the next section.
A number of overall avenues for future research not covered specifically in the individual papers,
or in the previous sections can be identified. First as Berger et al. (2019) note, automated text
analysis will permit marketing academics in different areas of interest and with different research
expertise to find common ground and in doing so, explore exciting and interesting domains. For
example, while modellers might be interested in studying very large datasets of ratings by customers
on travel websites, qualitative researchers might be more interested in the richness and context that
depth interviews with a small handful of customers will provide. Automated text analysis will enable
these two seemingly disparate groups of scholars to collaborate: It can give the modellers big
numbers to work with, while simultaneously allowing the qualitative scholars access to the insights
of a far larger group of respondents. Berger et al. (2019) refer to this as “uniting the tribes”.
Most of the focus in this dissertation has been on text that is generated voluntarily, whether by
customers, firms or executives. However, a second important avenue for future research might be
on communication that is compulsory or required. For example, at an individual level, many
organizations require job applicants to submit written work as part of applications for positions.
Automated text analysis of these could shed light on the un/suitability of these individuals for
positions or enable the identification of the characteristics of ideal applicants. At an organizational
level, firms are required by law to submit certain written documents. For example, listed firms in
the US are required to submit 10-K reports to the Securities Exchange Commission. Automated text
analysis of these would enable the identification of any number of variables of interest, such as
market orientation or corporate social responsibility.
While the communication of CMOs was the focus of one of the papers in this dissertation, the
communication by chief executive officers (CEOs) would be a third, and important avenue for future
research by means of automated text analysis. For example, it would be possible to determine to
what extent the communication by a CEO aligned with a company’s overall communication. This
could be extended by using automated text analysis to determine the extent to which
communication by senior executives was predictive of subsequent future events regarding the
company, such as earnings results or responses to corporate crises.
Finally, automated text analysis could be used to analyze the effectiveness or otherwise of a firm's
communication during times of crisis. This could be done both from the perspective of the firm’s
own communication, as well as the communication in independent media and by the general public
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in online platforms. In this way comparisons between the two could be made. Automated text
analysis will also permit the tracking of word-of-mouth interactions to predict the emergence of
brand crises or social media catastrophes as well as when, if, and how to react to these marketing
emergencies (Herhausen et al., 2019).

4.5 Some Theoretical Implications
As previously mentioned, this dissertation is not grounded in an overarching theory, such as for
example, a theory of planned behaviour, or agency theory. As far as can be ascertained, there is no
“theory of content analysis”, or “theory of automated text analysis.” Rather, content analysis, in its
broadest sense, refers to a number of different tools that can be used to attempt to make sense of all
manner of human-generated content, including text, images and sound. Also, as previously referred
to, there is still a debate regarding whether content analysis is a qualitative or quantitative tool.
Automated text analysis is a branch of content analysis. It uses software on a computer to analyze
text; as such it is almost by definition quantitative and has the ability to turn what might have been
qualitative text into quantitative data, whether by counting, or calculating word and theme
proximity. So, while this dissertation has not contributed to a general theory of content analysis (or
automated text analysis for that matter), the individual papers have made contributions to theory in
their specific instances as pointed out in the preceding discussion.
Is a theory of content analysis possible, and if so, what would such a theory do, and what might it
look like? A theory of content analysis would be a plausible or scientifically acceptable general
principle, or body of principles that would explain content analysis and when and how it might be
conducted. In the specific case of text analysis, at its simplest, content analysis might merely be an
explanation of the structure of a corpus of text. This could extend to counting, and simple
classification, perhaps to previously determined and imposed categories. Ideally, a theory of content
analysis might extend to provide a hermeneutic perspective (Palmer, 1969). This means that
although content analysis can and perhaps even should be objective, it might need to be more than
just about analysis: ideally it should enable interpretation as well. Three automated text analysis
packages referred to in this dissertation illustrate this point: DICTION and LIWC pre-impose
structure on the content to be analyzed by creating dictionaries and analyzing text according to
these. There is no absolute requirement for further interpretation. Leximancer, instead, identifies
themes without pre-imposition of a structure, but then requires the user to interpret (which is by
definition a subjective act). The IBM Watson automated text analysis tools used in this research use
pre-imposed structures (e.g. emotions, personality traits), and then conduct their own
interpretation. The point is that content analysis is really content interpretation, and that
interpretation is always relative: relative to a previous interpretation, relative to other texts and
relative to particular theories tested in the research2.

4.6 What Does This Mean for Marketing?
“Words are part of almost every marketplace interaction”, (Berger et al., 2019, p. 1). Words are the
most fundamental artefacts of any marketing exchange – far more so than products or services, far
more than prices, they are the most basic units of information that flow between buyer and seller.
Both buyers and sellers use words, sometimes very few and sometimes many. Until the advent of the
Internet, the word flow came almost entirely from the seller. This was for two reasons: First,
only/mostly sellers had the resources to direct words towards buyers; second, when sellers spoke, or
directed words, they generally did so to more than one buyer at a time, either through mass media,
or through a personal selling effort. Stated differently, when sellers spoke they spoke in public.
2The

insights of Dr. Pierre Berthon are gratefully acknowledged.
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Buyers, and especially at the consumer level, generally did not have the resources to direct many
words towards sellers, other than the verbal response to a sales- or service person, or perhaps a
letter of complaint to a company. They were mostly unable to speak to other customers in large
numbers, because they did not have the access to mass media that this would require. When buyers
spoke, they spoke in private (Pitt et al., 2002).
The advent of the internet changed a lot about the nature of the exchange between buyer and
seller (Berthon, Pitt, & Watson, 1996; Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Hoffman, Novak & Chatterjee, 1995;
Watson, Akselsen & Pitt, 1998). First, it essentially, and theoretically at least, reduced the cost of
communication to zero for both parties, which meant that both buyers and sellers had access to the
medium. Second, it meant that no party could “shout louder”, and that when buyers wanted to
speak, they could now do so in public as well. Their audience was in principle as large as that of
sellers. With the coming of social media, buyers also had a whole new box of communication tools
(Kietzmann et al., 2011). Apart from writing product and service reviews on websites, they could
now creating their own blogs, and post on social platforms such Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram,
as well as on more specialist social media such as LinkedIn and Glassdoor. While there have been
enormous technological advances with regard to graphics, sound and video on all these media, all
these new media are still dominated by the written word.
Both sellers and buyers generate vast amounts of text on a daily basis. In addition to the kind of
text generated by buyers referred to above, sellers create and update websites, product and service
brochures, press releases, financial reports, customer service calls and responses to customer
complaints. This information and further analysis thereof are not only useful to the sellers
themselves, but also to competitors and others interested in the industry. Moreover, firms (sellers)
nowadays communicate with a host of other important stakeholders beyond buyers, and a broader
perspective on the marketing concept (Crane & Desmond, 2002; Laczniak & Murphy 2012),
suggests that analysis of text-based communication include that to- and from employees, suppliers,
investors, government and the broader public. As Berger et al. (2019) have it, all these
communications create a wealth of textual data; however, the challenge for marketers is how to best
use such data? And of course, the answer to that in turn is also a question: how to best analyze that
data? This is a major question that this dissertation has sought to answer: How can marketers best
make sense of and exploit the vast amounts of textual data that is generated each day?
What can marketers learn from analyzing the text of customers? Six points are raised below:
1. Analyzing the text that expresses how customers think and feel gives marketers insight into many
aspects of the behaviour of customers as individuals and also in groups. It can enlighten decision
makers concerning customers’ emotions, their personalities, their sentiment and a host of other
facets of customer life.
2. Text analysis can provide insight into peoples’ attitudes toward- or relationships with events,
products and services, and organizations, and it can be used to detect deception, such as in the
case of fake product reviews (Anderson & Simester, 2014).
3. Text analysis can also be used to understand stakeholders other than an organization’s
customers. These include leaders (such as CEOs or CMOs), organizations themselves, and their
members (employees) (Pitt et al., 2017) through the text they produce.
4. Text can also be aggregated across creators to study larger social groups or institutions such as
brand communities (Paschen et al., 2017). Given that text reflects information about the people
or organizations that created it, grouping people or organizations together on the basis of shared
characteristics can provide insight into the nature of such groups and differences between them.
5. Consequently, text analysis can provide insights that may not be easily (or cost-effectively)
obtainable through other methods. Compared with manual content analysis, the text analytics
approach is “consistent (without random human error), replicable (the process is rule-based),
scalable (coding efforts are the same regardless of the number of reports analyzed), and
transparent (when the keywords/phrases and search criteria used to automate identification are
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made available)” (Boritz, Hayes & Lim, 2013, p.139).
6. For marketing practitioners, automated text analysis enables a merging of qualitative and
quantitative marketing research, providing the benefits of each in most cases, namely context and
generalizability. Like qualitative research, it can offer richness and context, and in many cases
answer the “why” question. Like quantitative research, it is scalable and generalizable and this
allows the marketing researcher to use powerful statistical tools.

4.7 Conclusion
The advent of the Internet and the age of social media have meant that marketers no longer face a
paucity of data; rather there is a flood of data that increases on a daily basis. The challenge facing
marketing practitioners is how to use this data to make better and more informed marketing
decisions. The challenge facing marketing scholars is to find new ways of gaining insight from this
data, and to transfer this knowledge into practical applications for marketing executives. While
traditional marketing research methodologies are increasingly inadequate means of collecting
needed data (snail mail is almost dead, no one answers phones, and mall intercepts are a thing of
the past), there is an enormous fountain of data to be found online, mostly, although not exclusively,
in the form of text. This data has the potential to transform the insights of practitioners, and to
provide a rich stream of research opportunities to marketing academics. Obviously, traditional
marketing research tools do not facilitate the processing and analysis of this data: new approaches
are required.
The focus of this dissertation has been on these new approaches – automated text analysis tools –
and their application. It has explored the use of these tools in a range of settings, in two different
kinds of marketing focus activity, namely creation and experience, and by using both dictionarybased and artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tools. In doing so it has provided
some indications for effective future use of these tools in both practical and scholarly research, as
well as some caveats. As the data stream continues to grow, and as the tools increase in number and
power, it is hoped that the work in this dissertation might offer signals to marketing scholars now
and in the future.
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Chapter 5: The Research Papers
The four research papers each address one of the four research questions presented earlier in this
dissertation. The first paper uses an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool to
analyze text in the form of depth-interviews with consumers in a creation focus activity. The second
paper also uses an artificial intelligence-based automated text analysis tool but analyzes text
produced by patients during an experience focus activity. The third paper uses a dictionary basedautomated text analysis tool to analyze text created by consumers in an experience focus activity.
Finally, the fourth paper uses a dictionary-based automated text analysis tool to analyze text
generated from online interviews with individuals engaged in a creation focus activity. Separately,
these four research papers contribute to the growing research area of automated text analysis
research methods in a marketing context. Altogether, these four papers answer the research
problem that is the focus of this dissertation: How can automated textual analysis tools enable
marketing practitioners and scholars to gain insights from different types of textual data?
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